J'ai pour.

J'ai peur
Je ne sais pas aller Jusqu'au boot,
Comme mon ami Chagall je pourrais m'apercevoir une série de tableaux déments.

Mais je n'ai pas pris de notes en voyage.

"Pardonnez-moi mon ignorance.
"Pardonnez-moi de ne plus connaître l'ancien jeu des vers.

Tout ce qui concerne la guerre on peut le lire dans les Mémoires de Krounopatchine
Ou dans les journaux japonais qui sont aussi cruellement illustrés.

A quoi bon documenter
Je m'abandonne

Aux sursauts de ma mémoire.
A Century of Artists Books
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This splendid celebration of the illustrated book as an art form begins with remarkable works produced in France by Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and Paul Gauguin at the end of the last century, and traces the international development of the modern illustrated book to the last decade of this century. It includes notable works by major artists of the modern movement — among them Marc Chagall, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso — who turned to the "illumination" of poems, classical literature, or their own writings to make books that are luxuriously produced collectors' objects. Such limited editions have continued to be created alongside other types of artists' books aimed at a much larger audience. The more available artists' book has served a different purpose, often expressing aesthetic and political principles, in the hands of such artists as Kasimir Malevich, Marcel Duchamp, Edward Ruscha, and Joseph Beuys.

In the essay for this publication, Riva Castleman, Chief Curator in the Department of Prints and Illustrated Books at The Museum of Modern Art, New York, offers authoritative historical background on the art of the book. She considers the complex relationships artists have had with publishers, authors, and printers; the constraints imposed by physical materials and processes of bookmaking; and recent dramatic changes in assumptions about the book as a site of artistic creativity. Illustrations include page spreads from 140 volumes, many in full color, with comments and detailed bibliographic information about each work.

A Century of Artists Books is published to accompany an exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art, New York, that constitutes the most extensive and wide-ranging survey of modern illustrated books to be offered in many years, presenting work by artists from Pierre Bonnard to Barbara Kruger and writers from Guillaume Apollinaire to Susan Sontag. It is the most complete survey in English on this subject and an important reference for collectors and connoisseurs, as well as a delight for any lover of fine books.
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FOREWORD

This volume is published on the occasion of the first extensive exhibition to focus on the Museum’s extraordinary collection of books illustrated or wholly created by modern artists. Over the past thirty years the expansion of the collection has followed the parallel increase of publications in this form by artists. This, then, is a celebration of the history of the modern artist’s book as exemplified by richly inventive and beautiful works included in the Museum’s holdings with a few additional examples from other distinguished collections.

A project of this scope could not have been realized without the support of many individuals and organizations. An essential aspect was the thorough cataloguing of the Museum’s book collection, which has been carried out during the past six years with deeply appreciated assistance from Mrs. Arthur Stanton, Mrs. Donald B. Straus, Philip A. Straus, The Cowles Charitable Trust, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the New York State Council on the Arts. We are also most grateful to Walter Bareiss, the Drue Heinz Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts for grants which have aided this presentation of A Century of Artists Books.

We owe a large and very special debt of gratitude to Riva Castleman, who conceived, planned, and directed the exhibition and this accompanying publication. She has graciously and appropriately dedicated both to Monroe Wheeler, whose early recognition of the illustrated book as a significant expression of modern art laid the foundation for the Museum’s outstanding role as a collector and exhibitor in this field. The fact that most of this exhibition, representing a hundred years of artists’ books through superb and often rare examples, could be drawn from the Museum’s own holdings is impressive testimony to the dedication, care, and connoisseurship with which she has expanded and shaped our collection of artists’ books during more than three decades at this institution—as a member of the Drawings and Prints Department beginning in 1963 and subsequently as Director of the Department of Prints and Illustrated Books since its inception in 1976. Her accomplishments in the world of prints and her contributions in other program areas are equally notable, and the present occasion is only the most recent manifestation of the professionalism, knowledge, and perceptive eye which characterize every exhibition she organizes. A Century of Artists Books is special, however, in offering the opportunity to appreciate in high degree how greatly Riva Castleman has enriched the inheritance she received from Wheeler and his colleagues and what a remarkable legacy of her own achievements she will pass on to the next generation of curators entrusted with this collection. On their behalf, as well as my own, I am happy for this occasion to express to her our admiration and very warm thanks.

Richard E. Oldenburg
IN ORGANIZING THIS EXHIBITION and producing its accompanying publication, a multitude of colleagues, collectors, publishers, and dealers assisted, advised, and supported my research and helped to bring these endeavors to a successful conclusion. They all deserve my most enthusiastic appreciation and heartfelt thanks. At the outset, however, the following individuals must be accorded special recognition for their support and crucial contributions: Walter Bareiss, collector, connoisseur, and longtime donor to the Museum’s collection; Robert Rainwater, Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Librarian of Art, Prints, and Photographs and Curator of the Spencer Collection of the New York Public Library, who graciously brought his considerable knowledge on the subject to reviewing my manuscript; and Gérald Cramer, John Fleming, Lucien Goldschmidt, and Warren Howell—four illustrious members of the commercial world of books, who inspired my own love of the book but died before I could demonstrate my profoundest gratitude in this form.

In addition, while the collections of many esteemed institutions were made available to me for research, the opportunity I was given as a Visiting Scholar at the Resource Collections of the Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities, Santa Monica, was an invaluable occasion to organize a wealth of material and my thoughts about artists’ books.

Other friends and colleagues to whom sincere thanks are owed are: Daisy Aldan; Charles Altschul; Andrew Hoyem, Arion Press; John Ashbery; Brigitte Baer; Dr. Karl Dachs, Dr. Elmar Herrich, and Dr. Béatrice Hernad, Der Bayerischen Staatsbibliothek, Munich; Pierre Berès; Loriano Bertini; Antoine Coron, Conservateur à la Réserve des Imprimés, Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Françoise Woimant, Conservateur en Chef du Département des Estampes, Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Timothy A. Eaton, Curator, Boca Raton Museum of Art; Elaine Lustig Cohen; Marilyn Symmes, Curator of Drawings and Prints, Cooper Hewitt Museum, Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of Design, New York; Patrick Cramer;François Chapon, Bibliothèque Littéraire Jacques Doucet, Paris; Harriett Watts, Associate Director, Lyonel Feininger Galerie, Quedlinburg; Rainer Michael Mason, Conservateur, Cabinet des Estampes du Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, Geneva; Donald Anderle, Assistant Director, J. M. Edelstein, Senior Bibliographer and Resource Coordinator, and Marcia Reed, Special Collections Curator of Rare Books, The Resource Collections of the Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities, Santa Monica; Sabine Solff, Leiterin des Forschungs und Kulturbereichs, Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel; Kimball E. Higgs, Cataloguer, The Grolier Club; Anne Anninger, Philip Hofer Curator of
Over the many years since the Louis E. Stern Collection of illustrated books arrived at The Museum of Modern Art, there have been numerous members of the Museum’s curatorial staff who have worked with the Museum’s book collection. Among these, I particularly wish to acknowledge Deborah Wye, Curator in the Department of Prints and Illustrated Books, and Kynaston McShine, Senior Curator in the Department of Painting and Sculpture, both of whom have written catalogues including them and have brought a considerable number of works into the collection. I have benefited greatly from their experience and expertise, and also from that of Clive Phillpot, former Director of the Library, who made the Museum a major resource of the Artist’s Book.

Both the exhibition and this publication are the result of the dedicated work and rigorous intelligence of the following individuals, mostly members of the Museum’s staff, to whom the preponderance of my gratitude belongs. In the Department of Prints and Illustrated Books, Starr Figura, Curatorial Assistant, did most of my work and hers, perfectly; Carol Smith, Research Assistant, devoted such care in cataloguing the Museum’s illustrated book collection that it was possible to under-
take this project; and Audrey Isselbacher, former Associate Curator, assured the accuracy of the cataloguing. For this intricate publication, I wish to thank Harriet Schoenholz Bee, Managing Editor in the Department of Publications, who brilliantly improved my phrases and pages while leaving their messages intact; Antony Drobinski, of Emsworth Design, Inc., this book’s splendid designer, who mastered the narrow line between classic purity and modern accessibility; and Marc Sapir, Assistant Production Manager. I sincerely appreciate the thorough contribution of Daniel Starr, Associate Librarian and always the consummate bibliographer. For the exhibition, I am especially grateful to Jerome Neuner, Director of Exhibition Production and Design, who organized the display of the material with the skill and fine eye of a magician; Barbara London, Assistant Curator, Department of Film and Video, whose research led to video presentations of complete books; and Nestor Montilla, Assistant Registrar and caretaking manager of the many valuable loans.

Thanks are also owed these members of the Museum’s staff: Sue B. Dorn, former Deputy Director for Development and Public Affairs; James S. Snyder, Deputy Director for Planning and Program Support; Charles Danziger, former Assistant General Counsel; Wendy Weitman, Associate Curator, Alyson Shotz, Senior Cataloguer, and Frances Nicosia, Executive Secretary, Department of Prints and Illustrated Books; Terence Riley, Chief Curator, Matilda McQuaid, Assistant Curator, and Christopher Mount, Curatorial Assistant, Department of Architecture and Design; Magdalena Dabrowski, Senior Curator, Department of Drawings; Peter Galassi, Chief Curator, and Virginia Dodier, Study Center Supervisor, Department of Photography; Rona Roob, Museum Archivist; Janis Ekdahl, Assistant Director, and Eumie Imm, Associate Librarian, the Library; Richard L. Palmer, Coordinator, and Eleni Cocordas, Associate Coordinator, Exhibition Program; Antoinette King, Director, Karl Buchberg, Conservator, Patricia Houlihan, Associate Conservator, and Erika Mosier, Mellon Intern, Department of Conservation; Diane Farynyk, Registrar, and Meryl Cohen, Associate Registrar; John L. Wielk, Manager, Exhibition and Project Funding, and Rebecca Stokes, Grants Assistant, Department of Development; Jessica Schwartz, Director, and Rynn Williams, Press Representative, Department of Public Information; Osa Brown, Director, and Kim Tyner, Executive Secretary, Department of Publications; Mikki Carpenter, Director, Photographic Services and Permissions; Kate Keller, Chief Fine Arts Photographer, and Mali Olatunji, Fine Arts Photographer; and Michael Hentges, Director of Graphics.

My final words of thanks are to the Committee on Prints and Illustrated Books, its Chairman, Joanne M. Stern, and Vice Chairman, Jeanne C. Thayer, for their loyal and generous support, and to Richard E. Oldenburg, the Museum’s Director for the past two decades, for his leadership and enthusiastic encouragement of this and the many other projects I have undertaken during his notable tenure.

Riva Castleman
Dedicated to
Monroe Wheeler
1899–1988
For the past three decades exhibitions at The Museum of Modern Art have included small selections from the Louis E. Stern Collection of illustrated books, which was presented to the Museum by the executors of Stern's estate in 1964. For the most part, the contents of the present survey are taken from that collection, which was itself formed under the influence of other surveys, particularly a singularly historic exhibition organized by Monroe Wheeler. The Museum of Modern Art and all who admire and cherish modern artists' books are, therefore, greatly in his debt for revealing their beauty and importance more than fifty years ago.

Monroe Wheeler, to whom this book and the exhibition it accompanies are dedicated, was director of publications and exhibitions at the Museum. Since his youth in Evanston, Illinois, he had published poetry. During the late 1920s and early 1930s, under his own imprint, Harrison of Paris (occasionally called by the names of additional backers, but never by his), he was able to design and publish several beautiful books, including Alexander Calder's Fables of Aesop (plate 52). His tremendous accomplishment in putting together over two hundred books in the 1936 exhibition Modern Painters and Sculptors as Illustrators opened up to the art audience a previously nearly invisible field of creation. In 1933 Iris Barry, the acting librarian of the Museum, had written on behalf of the director, Alfred H. Barr, Jr., to the incomparable collector Philip Hofer, asking him if he would have anything to lend to a projected exhibition of livres de peintre. Pursuing the idea two years later, in April 1935, Hofer suggested that such an exhibition be held to open the Museum's library. He noted that an exhibition of illustrated books in the modern style had never been held in America and recommended Wheeler, who had organized part of the international exhibition in the Petit Palais in Paris and was to make a small exhibition of the bookbindings of Ignatz Weimeler at the Museum in September and October, 1935, as the unpaid director of such an exhibition. Hofer wrote, “It would be my idea wherever possible to have original drawings, proof impressions of lithographs, etchings and woodcuts, etc. for wall display and to accentuate the art side of the exhibition. As you know, almost all the important modern English, French and German artists have done work for books.” Wheeler of course knew the publishers and artists in Paris and America.

In his exhibition Wheeler included a facsimile of Paul Gauguin’s Noa Noa manuscript (plate 4) to make the point that when artists first illustrated books with their sketches (that is, reproductions of their drawings and watercolors) it “stimulated them to mastery of first-hand techniques. For only if they themselves drew on stone or plate, or cut in the wood, could they be sure that the qualities they prized
most highly in their work would not be lost." With this in mind, Wheeler dedicated his exhibition to Ambroise Vollard, a generous lender as well as the father of the modern illustrated book, and followed the footsteps of the great French publishers of the first third of the twentieth century, devaluing if not entirely disdaining the reproduction and the literal illustration. He wrote that having concentrated on painters and sculptors, "I honestly believe that the elimination of those whose specialty and chief source of income have been book-illustration—while conveniently reducing the number of books I had to choose from—has automatically raised the level of excellence and the percentage of sincerity." Because of this, the "exhibition may be studied as a miniature survey of modern art in general." After decrying the lack of American painters who had turned their hand to books, he pointed out to the American viewer that "no effort be made to like what seems repugnant, or to rationalize what may indeed be irrational. . . . I believe this to be a necessary step in the evolution of any people in any period, toward the enthusiasm and the critical temper favorable to creation."

Among the books included in the present exhibition are three that were published by the Museum while Wheeler was director of publications (he officially joined the staff in 1938). Shortly after World War II Wheeler's attempt to associate the Museum's publishing program of exhibition catalogues with the type of artist's book he so admired began in 1946 with a reprint of a booklet by Calder, first issued by the art dealer Curt Valentin. Antonio Frasconi and Leonard Baskin, perhaps the two most prominent and prolific creators of traditional artists' books in America since that time, were commissioned by Wheeler to create books with original woodcuts and wood engravings for the Museum. Bruno Munari, whose books were featured in an exhibition at the Museum devoted to his inventive graphic designs in the 1950s, also made a special book for the Museum in 1967, a year before Wheeler retired and twenty years before he died.

Since Wheeler's retirement and over the thirty years since Stern's collection was added to the few valuable books that had been purchased for the Museum's library, artists in Europe and the Americas have created an incalculable number of books. Many of these reflect the lavish manner developed by French publishers during the first forty years of the twentieth century. However, a far greater number have been of a less luxurious character and share with the early publications of the Russian avant-garde, rediscovered during this period, a need to produce images and ideas by the most available and/or cheapest means. This type of recent publication is called an Artist's Book, and, in fact, all the books in this survey emphasize the artist's contribution.

A strictly chronological recitation of the history of modern artists' books made in Europe and the United States would present the outlines of how the book form was varied and reformulated by visual artists throughout a period of one hundred years. However, such summaries have rarely clarified how the participation of individuals other than artists has precipitated these changes in creating books in terms of both inspiration and collaboration. Because the relationships artists have had with publishers, authors, and printers have not only given books their form
but, even more important, have stimulated the artists’ imaginations, several sections of this survey have been devoted to these collaborations as well as to artists. In the text of this volume, this has resulted in an examination of several books more than once, analyzing factors that were outside the artist’s control as well as within it. Because producing books is a complex activity, the artist’s many approaches to keeping the book his or her own creation are also studied. To make this multifaceted examination of artists’ books as comprehensive as possible, without assembling a group so large that the trees would overwhelm the viewers of the forest, the following criteria have been employed to guide the selection of works. Books published in editions are included, but unique printed or handmade books and all types of periodicals are excluded; whenever possible, early examples of an artist’s work, particularly when they present stylistic or other theoretical breakthroughs, have been selected, while some well-known ones that are less pertinent to the explanation of the art of the book have been left out.

Several ground-breaking examples of the directions in which artists wished to take books at the end of the nineteenth century are studied before a description of the collaborative aspects of making books is given. Producing books in more than one copy is always a matter of organization and having money to pay for the costs. Entrepreneurs who felt inspired by art and books and who cultivated artists’ interests in illustrating or embellishing them became the encouraging and often inventive publishers whose work is reviewed here. Then the various relationships between artists and authors are explored. The perceived primacy of art or text in books often defines the conditions under which the two are brought together. Artists with authors, artists as authors, and artists for authors are three aspects of this subject. Another is how artists dispense with text altogether without departing from the essential components of the book: integrity of idea and sequential presentation. Yet the text is a perennial and expected component, so that certain themes that have been traditional vehicles for the meeting of word and art over the centuries are also examined. Ways of dealing with the physical parts of books—their covers, paper, typography, and shape—evolve from the interactions of artist’s ideas. Finally, the integration of the book form into the mainstream of art making is indicated by noting the kinship artists’ books have with other kinds of works they create.

There is a distinct and incontrovertible difference between the group of works selected by Wheeler for his exhibition in 1936 and that selected in 1994. While twenty-five of his selections are included in the present survey, assumptions about the book and the artist’s relation to it have changed dramatically in the past thirty years or so. Added to painters and sculptors who create books there are now photographers, designers, and Conceptual, Performance, video, and even book artists. The book has emerged as a central formal element in art. It is no longer solely a text printed on pages that have also been decorated by an artist in one of the traditional print techniques, but an object totally created by an artist, which may not have text, paper pages, covers, or any other properties usually associated with books. The following overture to a description of these changes reviews the development of the book form itself and how it became the site of artistic creativity.
Forms of objects evolve from needs, then become refined, elaborated, and often needlessly embellished until they become radically transformed by ensuing needs. The book as an object took its familiar form many centuries ago. At first it was a gathering together of handwritten sheets of vellum (made from the skin of calves, lambs, or goats), the earliest appearing around A.D. 100. Although word of mouth predominated, from the beginning of the use of symbols to convey information there was a written tradition. On clay tablets and scrolls of papyrus or vellum, the edicts from gods and governments provided the irrevocable texts upon which professionals based their duties. It was only after the codex, or bound book, form evolved, however, that important texts could be easily read and available in many places to many types of readers. Manuscript books were duplicated by scribes who made errors, comments, and emendations as they carried out their devoted but monotonous work.

The advent of printing in the Orient and Europe, as with other mechanized inventions that made duplication possible, did not immediately transform the book. Although impressions in clay from carved stones and woodblocks predated Christ, it was in the Far East where such objects were first printed directly onto cloth and paper. In the West the earliest printed images were probably decorative designs on fabrics. The Chinese invented paper nearly two thousand years ago and made both accordion-folded and codex-style books of it only two centuries later. The knowledge of papermaking made its way from China through the Islamic centers, arriving on the European continent at the end of the eleventh century. Between the mid-twelfth and late-thirteenth centuries small religious images were printed from woodblocks on this material (the earliest recorded printing occurred in what is now Germany at the end of the fourteenth century). The importance of this step in the spread of images and ideas can be illustrated by the use, less than a century later, of printing to provide a fixed system for calculating astronomical calendars. Until the fifteenth century, astrolabes (sets of discs on which were engraved signs of astronomical features that, when revolved, plotted their movements and, thereby, the annual calendar) were hand-engraved and, like the scribe-written texts, often incorporated slight errors that produced incorrect calculations. The first printed astrolabes were, therefore, the first absolutely identical instruments producing identical information. They appeared in books as early as 1476, for example, in Johannes Regiomontanus’s Calendarium, published in Venice (figure 1) only two decades after Johannes Gutenberg began to use letters that, instead of being engraved, one at a time, into metal or woodblocks, were separate pieces of type that could be put together into words and paragraphs, and printed, one full and absolutely repeatable page at a time.

At the end of the twentieth century we are still the legatees of this object—the book—made of sheets of paper, bound together, and printed with words made of separate letters. The manner of printing and binding has changed, and there are other forms of mass-printed pages that we handle and read in ways that differ con-
siderably from the way privileged prelates read their Gutenberg bibles. But the basic book published in the late twentieth century does not substantially differ from that of the late fifteenth century. Its essential quality, that of an object containing information that can be taken into one's own hands, read and contemplated in privacy, and projected by the reader into the most personal of realms, the imagination, has yet to be broached—though there is every sign that a radical transformation is in process.

But before contemplating the future of the book versus other reading forms, we will address the role of pictures and decorations in the book form and how it became possible to refer to some books as artists' books. The earliest forms of visual communication were pictures, or more exactly, signs representing things. Pictographs in caves related how and where to hunt; in the Orient very simple line drawings of things were combined to form ideograms; more complex and formalized, hieroglyphs on Egyptian burial chamber walls praised the dead and associated divinities and provided information for their journey through the netherworld. Hebrew letters evolved from signs of things, so that the Hebrew alphabet is a listing of names of those things, whereas the Roman alphabet, the familiar one you are now reading, is a listing of abstractions that, when recited, consists of one or two connected sounds imitating what the letters sound like when combined into words. No wonder such an alphabet encouraged pictorial embellishment!

Until the Renaissance, when manuscripts were decorated with ornament or images, texts and pictures were so closely associated that the total work was clearly understood to have come from an initiating higher spirit, not from those who made it a physical entity. Although we look at the Book of Kells (circa eighth—ninth century) or the early illustrated psalters as works of art, those who made the pictures did not create them: they followed the directions of the Creator. The earliest treatises on mathematics and science, including their illustrations, were the works of monks who understood that they were merely conduits, passing divine knowledge on to their species. Yet the invention of printing came at a time when mankind was beginning to observe its own history and place in the universe. Once this had occurred, the idea of the genesis of pictorial invention, too, was transformed. While the religious book and its associated illustrations remained the transmitted invention of a divine other, the understanding of human intervention underwent a critical change.

Many types of books were made possible by printing, or, rather, the possibility of distributing many copies of the same book contributed to the kinds of books demanded by those now able to obtain them. Books with pictures were the nucleus of this commerce, as they could be acquired and understood by those whose reading skills were slight. Sets of moral tales, proverbs, and emblems (images accompanied by words in motto form that indicated laudable human qualities) were predominantly in the realm of the inspirational, but rudimentarily in that of the educational as well. The sixteenth century saw the first printed examples of the do-it-yourself book. Studies of the body and other elements of nature, whether scientific or artistic, as well as plans for mechanical and architectural projects, included illustrations that indicated size, proportion, and that new feature,
perspective. Pictures in books that had once been visionary began to be explicit. Stories were truly illustrated, that is, specific moments were provided with images uniquely designed to depict them. In the Romantic era of the seventeenth century both texts and images began to emphasize expression, thereby encouraging readers and viewers to imagine nuances of meaning.

After the flamboyant, elaborately illustrated special editions cultivated by the pretentious society of the eighteenth century and the heavy demands of high-speed printing presses that made hacks of the best illustrators in the nineteenth century there was a reaction. First, Francisco de Goya’s Los caprichos of 1799 (figure 2), a book of satirical aquatints accentuated with scathing captions, and then, the inventive lithographs with which Eugène Delacroix paid homage to the great Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s masterpiece, Faust (figure 3), announced a definitive change in the attitude of artists toward working in the book form. Between the time that Delacroix’s book appeared, in 1828, and the last decade of the century there were only a few times that fine artists (as opposed to illustrators—a designation that began to have meaning once painters no longer were commissioned to produce specific images) joined their images to literature. Most notable were Edouard Manet’s lithographs to Stéphane Mallarmé’s translation of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Raven, published in 1875 (figure 4). However, his evocative prints were issued in a portfolio of loose sheets assembled together with the folded sheets of the text. The intention that these items were created as a “book”—to be bound together—was asserted by a small extra print of the raven itself, titled Ex libris.

Several illustrated-book formats had developed over the preceding years. The earliest block books of the mid-fifteenth century consisted of full-page woodcuts, each containing both picture and text, printed on one side of a sheet, leaving the other, or verso, blank. At about the same time, Gutenberg’s invention of movable
type allowed for more flexibility in placement so that illustrations could be
designed to fit into a page of printed words, at the top, middle, bottom, or side of
blocks of text. Other volumes with full-page or folded plates opposite pages of text
gave the illustrator much more space for detailed representations. Series of prints,
such as those of The Great Passion, made by Albrecht Dürer at the end of the
fifteenth century (circa 1497—1500), perpetuated the format of the picture book in
which the entire narration was clear from the images. Sets of prints in books, such
as Goya's Los caprichos, accompanied by individual captions, carried on this tradi-
tion. On the other hand, because of the technical disparities between printing type
(from shaped surfaces) and printing lithographic stones (from flat surfaces),
Delacroix’s single-page lithographs had to be separately printed and inserted
between appropriate pages of the text. The result was totally new: the richness of
the lithographs, both in their bold emphasis on the range of darks made possible by
the medium and in their dramatic imagery, presented the artist’s contribution as
equal, if not somewhat superior, to that of the author of the text.

The propensity of many artists during the past hundred years has been to
fill entire pages rather than share them, creating completed compositions rather than
incidental vignettes. In this they have been encouraged by those who have believed
that books were excellent vehicles for artists’ ideas as well as a means of expanding
an audience for them. During the first decades of the hundred years of this survey,
many of the publishers of these often luxurious, limited editions were the artists’
dealers. As the pictures themselves were explicitly associated with the artists’ total
oeuvres, they could be less dependent upon the text for inspiration. They were no
longer expected to define the text exactly and thus became the pictorial equivalents
of musical obbligatos or cadenzas—related to the theme, but tangentially.

There were two important components that had to be attained before fine
artists, that is, painters, would find enough creative satisfaction in their work to feel
complete freedom in embellishing the book form. Color was an easy element when
manuscripts were themselves painted, rare when it came to printing. The first book
to include more than one color in an image was published in 1482; it was a version
of the thirteenth-century English mathematician Johannes de Sacrobosco’s Tracta-
tus de sphaera mundi. However, this and subsequent experiments, most of which
required the printing of each added color separately on a hand-operated press, were
time consuming, particularly in the production of books. Hand labor being cheap,
hand-applied color, either to the matrix or to black-and-white printed images, free-
hand or brushed through stencils, solved the problem for centuries.

The second component was control over the print mediums, and this
occurred in the context of the relationship of artworks and books to each other,
specifically in the reproduction of the former in the latter. Until the advent of pho-
tography and color printing, all extant works of art were reproduced by artists and
artisans, who painstakingly engraved, etched, or cut their images into copper or
wood. From the early years of printing, images were reproduced—that is, recut
into woodblocks or re-engraved into metal. The printing process alone often
ruined the matrices, but more often printers who had not initiated an illustrated text
wanted to publish it in their town or country, their language, and their type. So from the beginning there were frequently several versions of the same printed illustration. Once it was necessary to reproduce specific paintings and sculptures in printed books, the task was to interpret, for there was no way that linear printmaking techniques could copy totally nonlinear paintings without distortion. With the tonal possibilities of lithography, a clearer sense of these nonlinear artworks emerged.

Photographs pasted onto book pages in the mid-nineteenth century conveyed a better idea of three-dimensional sculpture, but photographs themselves could not be printed on a press until a method was devised, only two decades before the end of the nineteenth century, of putting their images on a matrix capable of retaining tonal nuances (the cliché, or halftone). Only after a method of combining red, yellow, and blue with black was invented in the early eighteenth century and applied to lithography (chromolithography) in the mid-nineteenth century was it possible for prints to convey some of the colorful aspects of paintings. Nevertheless, the success of chromolithographic reproduction was subject to the skill and sensitivity of artisans (chromistes), who still had to draw their compositions after artworks. By the end of the century photomechanical color separations could be made, but the prints from the plates etched from them consisted of flat colors. Not until after World War I was it possible to convey the varying tones of photographs. Plates consisting of minute dots were produced by overlaying the photograph with a screen, which, at long last, offered the semblance of continuous textures in print. Among the many kinds of books that took the Great War as their theme, several reproduced in color both photographs and paintings done by war artists in this way in 1919. A surge of interest in the publication of art books occurred, and in the mid-1920s brilliant color reproductions of watercolors were interspersed among black-and-white drawings in George Grosz’s Ecce Homo (plates 107-108), and the embellished manuscript of Paul Gauguin’s Noa Noa was published in full color by R. Piper & Co. Verlag, Munich (plate 4).

The economic atmosphere of the Depression did not aid and abet costly printing projects. However, public awareness of the vast treasure of art in the world was finally captured after World War II when reproductions were published in what must have been among the first coffee-table books, the ambitious books published in Switzerland by Albert Skira under the series title Painting, Color, History; in lavish magazines such as France illustration and L’Œil; and in well-illustrated exhibition catalogues. After examples of artists’ works became widely known through books, it followed that the book itself was an excellent medium for creating new work. In the 1930s Skira had published an important art magazine called Minotaure with a Greek named Efstratios Tériade. He also commissioned several outstanding books with black-and-white etchings by Salvador Dali, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso and with texts by renowned but dead authors. In 1937 Tériade began Verve, his own deluxe art magazine, depending upon photogravure for the color, but after World War II he issued two extraordinary volumes by Fernand Léger and Matisse, who had created and designed their own books, combining their
own texts in their own handwriting with their own lively color prints. Color reproductions of these artists' paintings had appeared in magazines, but the prints in these books, *Cirque and Jazz*, were not reproductions of something one could see in an art museum; they were conceived, designed, and printed in colors that the artists chose to place in books (plates 20–23). The proliferation of reproductions actually liberated artists to recognize the potential of book pages as a field to be cultivated.

**MODERN ARTISTS' BOOKS BEGIN**

In the exuberance of the 1890s, color was everywhere. Color posters and various experiments to produce color on the pages of books and periodicals drew the public's attention. The publishers of chromolithographs issued views and reproductions that were gaudily exaggerated, like overly rouged old ladies, in misguided attempts to glamorize their products. When Pierre Bonnard and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec made color posters, they created their images as lithographs, knowing the ways in which the medium might be altered to convey the shapes and color effects they sought. For example, Toulouse-Lautrec devised a spatter technique that produced subtle tones that were otherwise unobtainable. Unlike the designers of chromolithographs, artists who turned to lithography were not trying to imitate either painting or photography. This difference in concept of how a print medium might be exploited, which still exists today, also reflects a difference in attitude about illustration. Besides reproduction of existing images, chromolithography was also a system used by artists who did not choose to work directly on lithographic stones. Like the Japanese printmakers whose work was admired at the time, many artists were pleased to produce watercolors and other artworks for reproduction. For those who commissioned such prints, public attraction was a major factor, so that those prints had to appeal to popular sentiment. Some publishers were less interested in that aspect of commerce and, like André Marty, published works by younger, more experimental artists who, like Toulouse-Lautrec, might choose to picture the world but by a unique method and with a unique attitude—one that reflected the ideas of some of the literary creators of the time.

In 1894 Marty agreed to publish a limited-edition album with illustrations about the popular Parisian performer Yvette Guilbert by two of her admirers, Toulouse-Lautrec and a semiradical journalist named Gustave Geffroy (plates 5–7), at that time the editor of the journal *La Justice*, published by the clever politician, statesman, and writer Georges Clemenceau. Geffroy had written an article in *Figaro illustré* the previous year that included two portraits of Guilbert by Toulouse-Lautrec. The artist was already well known for his witty renderings of the denizens of the cabarets and cafés concerts where she declaimed her songs. Interested more in the social betterment of the working class than in the arts of popular singers, Geffroy wrote an essay that began and ended with admiring descriptions of Guilbert's performances, but dwelled for the most part on the severity of the workman's lot and the deleterious effects of the airless, smoke-filled cafés in which he relaxed. Geffroy's text ended by extolling the life-enhancing,
life-saving features of the natural countryside. Guilbert was used in the essay as a focus for this environmentalist discourse, since it was she, the author stated, who had the good sense to quit Paris after her performances and retreat to her home in the country.

On each of the sixteen pages of the unusual square book Toulouse-Lautrec filled the margins with images of Guilbert singing, preparing her makeup, meeting admirers, and so on. Every page was printed in olive-green ink—text as well as images—all melded into one clearly conceived object. The square cover depicted long gloves, the singer's trademark, lying casually on a stairway. Ribbon held the booklet together. All in all, the impression was of a feminine, perhaps boudoir, object, which was attractive to those who appreciated its oriental sensibility. Great pains were taken to promote the book at the time of its publication, at the end of the Parisian vacation period, with articles placed in appropriate journals. The combination of an homage to a popular star and a political message about the betterment of living conditions evidently reflected the opinions of one segment of so-called cultured society at the fin de siècle. It is impossible to know if the use of green ink in a book about the virtues of nature had the symbolic meaning it has today, but it is worth commenting on the fact that we still use famous performers to focus interest on environmental concerns.

Toulouse-Lautrec's approach to illuminating Geffroy's text heralded the era of freedom from the constraints of illustration that accompanied the entrance of painters onto the pages of books. His images not only did not show incidents in the narrative, but they also encroached upon the type, spreading their haze of green below the formal lines of the letters. Type had been set in various patterns since the fifteenth century (earlier manuscripts had visually emphasized letters within words so that messages besides those contained within the normal lines were visible); after the middle of the nineteenth century it was common for illustrations to divide areas of text, even diagonally, and marginal illustrations were particularly popular. However, in order to fit the page properly, these illustrations had to be made in techniques that could be printed at the same time as the text type. Since lithography was still incompatible with letterpress, the typography had to be printed on the lithographically printed sheets. Printed in the same color ink for both mediums with images bled into the text, the pages of Yvette Guilbert presented a fresh contiguity and spaciousness that was recognized in its day as "a new form of book production.”

Concurrent with such innovation was the reversion to past techniques. Woodcut is the oldest method of printing; the most symbolic, as it was the first to carry religious images; the most primitive when it takes the form of native relief sculpture from far off, uncivilized places; and the most evocative of an era of fine handicraft. By the end of the nineteenth century the Industrial Revolution had produced its biggest successes and its worst results. Political and social scientists had written their denunciations, some had suggested solutions, others had recognized problems that seemed to have no solutions. New directions were sought by those who could find no other means of avoiding the burdens of the age. Among artists, there were three men who took different routes toward reestablishing meaning in
their lives in the face of the industrial age: in Paris Alfred Jarry, a wild youth, looked to turn everything upside down and inside out, armed with his sharp poetic wit and lack of reverence; Paul Gauguin, a disappointed Parisian stockbroker and disillusioned painter, went to Tahiti; and William Morris, an English book collector, writer, and designer, sought the perfection of form and craft of the early Renaissance. In the work of all three the woodcut played a central role, and the subsequent repercussions of their work were widespread.

At age twenty-one, Jarry was already a published author. While he was still in school his untameable spirit had given birth to a scatological character, Ubu Roi, or, as first translated into English, King Turd. Writing at the height of the Symbolist movement, he based his ideas on “the identity of opposites.” In his first book, Les Minutes de sable mémorial (1894), the obscurity of his vivid language made it impossible to pin down one idea without it being simultaneously understood in another sense (plates 80–81). This small book, containing poems, two multipart texts in play form, and portions of César Anti-Christ, was illustrated by the author. Among his several woodcuts is a nearly abstract figure of an owl in front of a window. The emphasis on planes of light reflected Jarry’s use of geometric terms in some of the descriptions in the text of the second play in the book, Haldernablou, and has led some to believe that an elemental cubism was implied.

The book begins with a series of prose pieces that are substantially about death, so the first print, which evokes the country Calvary, filled with the instruments of Christ’s torture as well as other symbols of his Passion, may easily be viewed as pertinent. However, the tone of the text, which is confusingly irrational, undermines the serious meaning of Jarry’s illustrations and reinforces his penchant for confrontation, in this case, with the then-current fanatical interest in religious mysticism. At the time Jarry published this book he was co-editor with Remy de Gourmont of the periodical L’Imagier, profusely illustrated with religious images from Epinal (a French center for popular prints), renderings of Calvary, and brief texts that described specific religious symbols in the context of some of their examples. Jarry wrote a short article in the first number on the Passion of Christ. Another woodcut depicts medieval-style figures called palotins, who perform in the first “play” while their master, M. Ubu, creates havoc. Their representation (with an Ubu-like figure, who might also be a bumblebee, flying above) is surely an obtuse reference to the romantic notions of knights and their noble exploits. Jarry’s fascination with medieval lore appears in the language of his poems, to the point that the colors of objects (that is, the misleading sable of the title—“sand” in French, “black” in heraldry) are heraldic designations, and the final woodcut of a bleeding heart over a skull, the drops equated with gules on an escutcheon, is given the form of a sablier (a sand-clock or hourglass), as in the title of the final poem.

Jarry’s Les Minutes de sable mémorial was notable for more than its dynamic disharmonies. The typography of the title page (figure 5), designed by Jarry, preceded the better-known adventures in arrangements of letters and words of the Italian Futurists, Russian Constructivists, and, more directly, the calligrammes of Guillaume Apollinaire. Jarry was one of a group of writers who were known as the
circle of the periodical Mercure de France. It, therefore, might not have been peculiar if, when Mercure de France published his books, he had artistic control over them. He used several sizes of sans-serif letters, bunched tightly together, both for the title of his book and for the name of the publisher, balancing the two blocks of type on an otherwise unembellished page. The covers of Les Minutes de sable mémorial and César Anti-Christ were black paper, carrying only a heraldic symbol printed in gold on the front. From the outside alone it was possible to intuit the iconoclastic character of both books and presume that they might be breviaries for a black mass.

Jarry, impoverished and usually on drugs, was befriended by Apollinaire well after the publication of his renowned tales Ubu Roi, Ubu cocu, and Ubu enchaine. Jarry's writings, imagery, and life (he was known to brandish a pistol at the slightest taunt to his sensibilities) were models for the circle around Picasso and Apollinaire during the first decades of the twentieth century. Apollinaire identified the unique contributions of the art of his time, participated in their adventures, and translated them into veiled fiction. Thus his association with, and understanding of, Jarry's tightrope walk through reality was extremely important. Little wonder that the first book Apollinaire wrote that contained illustrations, L'Enchanteur pourrissant, was tacitly about Merlin, the magician of King Arthur's medieval court (plates 12-13).

Jarry's religious background was the mystical Catholicism of Brittany. The attraction of this still unsophisticated area to certain painters of the late nineteenth century helped to form their imagery. Foremost among them was Paul Gauguin, whose paintings of biblical incidents in the midst of Breton landscapes are the most estimable examples of Symbolism. Never comfortable with his situation for long, Gauguin was a prime candidate for seeker of the romance of unsullied nature. From this search, which took place in Tahiti, Gauguin created Noa Noa, a book that never was published as he planned it (figure 6; plates 1-4).

Immediately upon his arrival in Tahiti, Gauguin realized that the French colony had lost its native simplicity. No longer guileless, the beautiful women (in this he was not disappointed) were tainted by European diseases and habits. In the summer of 1893 Gauguin returned to Paris, hoping to sell some of the canvases he had painted of Tahitian gods and daily life. He also had it in mind to create a book, and in October he began to write a text, picked up from older chronicles of Tahiti as well as some of his own adventures, which he hoped would "facilitate the understanding" of his Tahitian works (he did not permit translation of their Maori titles). Charles Morice, a poet and disciple of Mallarmé, who wrote a preface in the catalogue for the exhibition of Gauguin's Tahitian paintings in November 1893, was enlisted by the artist to help him put his text into a more literary form. Later Morice insisted that it was he who had suggested to Gauguin that they collaborate on a book combining the painter's themes with his own. Reorganizing and rewriting Gauguin's text took longer than expected, and the poems inspired by his paintings and native tales found in earlier commentaries took even longer. In February and March, 1894, Gauguin made woodcuts to illustrate the text, later noting in a letter to Morice, "Je viens de terminer mon travail (gravure) sur Noa Noa je crois que
The first ten illustrations for *Noa Noa* were cut on end-grain wood, the material used throughout the nineteenth century for the extremely detailed wood engravings that filled numerous volumes and provided some of the first images of exotic places. Such engravings had first exposed Gauguin to the Tahitian culture that he sought too late. But Gauguin did not cut his blocks in the reproductive manner of these prints; he treated them somewhat like relief sculpture. The images, derived from his paintings, were to be printed in color. Gauguin took a few proofs with a printmaker neighbor and then turned the blocks over to the printer Louis Roy, whose heavy unsubtle inking contrasted with Gauguin’s less professional but far more sensitive printings. About thirty copies of each block were printed and awaited the completion of Morice’s manuscript when, discouraged by the lack of interest in his paintings and financially able to return to Tahiti, Gauguin left France in June 1895. He carried with him what he considered to be the almost complete manuscript, copied in his own hand with blank pages awaiting Morice’s poems, and a few additional woodblocks of various sizes. The first ten blocks and most of the prints remained with a friend in Paris. Morice retained in his possession an early draft of the manuscript in Gauguin’s hand, and continued not only to add poems but also to rewrite some of Gauguin’s narrative. In 1897 excerpts from *Noa Noa* “by Paul Gauguin and Charles Morice” were published in the journal *La Revue blanche*; and Morice’s completed work was issued at his own expense as a book by Editions La Plume in 1901. There were no illustrations (the size of the book was smaller than the woodcuts), and it seems that Gauguin never received even one copy. He used the manuscript that he had taken to Tahiti and later to the Marquesas as a sketchbook, covering some of the writing with photographs, scraps of his own prints, and watercolors. Totally discouraged with his pilgrimage to a better world, without even the book left behind to show a wider audience the wonderful images he had invented from the land that had seduced him, he died in 1903.

*Noa Noa* was never published as Gauguin had conceived it, but its elements influenced subsequent art and artists’ books for many years. The manner of making the prints, more carving than cutting, producing bold forms, encouraged twentieth-century artists to approach the woodcut in a direct, less technically inhibited, manner. Gauguin’s blocks were similar in scale to Japanese woodcuts, and some incorporated decoratively framed panels filled with lettering (the titles of the prints) in a style borrowed from Japanese prints. It is likely that in choosing to imitate these idiosyncrasies of oriental woodcuts, Gauguin also planned to emulate other aspects (such as contrasts of flat colors and patterns). Most definitely, his manner of cutting the lines was not that of the methodical Japanese craftsmen who cut around tracings of each and every line the artist had drawn. Finally, Gauguin’s artistic contributions were, according to the preface of *Noa Noa*, derived from the “memory of a painter,” and illuminated pages of a text that derived from the “imagination of a poet.” They neither described nor explained. In 1926, when the decorated manuscript of *Noa Noa* was published in full color (a remarkable event in

Figure 6: Paul Gauguin. *Noa Noa*. 1894. Autograph manuscript. The Resource Collections of the Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities.
book publishing), a misconception of how Gauguin’s book was meant to look resulted. Since that time, even Gauguin’s original manuscript has been reproduced with the same later embellishments as illustrations. *Noa Noa* has been, from the beginning, a piece of fiction, both in its conception and in its history. Had it been published as Gauguin wanted it to be, its aesthetic contribution would have been a major influence on subsequent artists’ books.

While William Morris’s publications in England had marginal impact on the ensuing history of artists’ books, that is, the books primarily known for artists’ contributions, they were decisive in the field of typographical design and printing. His ambition, to bring art and craft together in the harmony he believed existed in the early years of Italian printing, culminated in several projects. It was the period in England of the Pre-Raphaelite artists, who romanticized the past by painting canvases and designing stained-glass windows, using great themes such as the Creation and the quest for the Holy Grail. Edward Burne-Jones, Morris’s college friend and associate in his design company, Morris, Marshall, Faulkener and Co., illustrated most of the books for Morris’s Kelmscott Press, founded in London in 1890. In 1893 he embarked on a new edition of Geoffrey Chaucer’s *The Canterbury Tales*, the earliest and worthiest British contribution to travel lore: *The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, Now Newly Imprinted* of 1896 (plate 33). In the linear manner found in illustrated volumes of the great fifteenth-century Venetian printer Aldus Manutius (printer of Aldine books) and those of printers he influenced, Burne-Jones made drawings that were then redrawn by Robert Catterson Smith, revised, and then photographed onto eighty-seven blocks that were hand-engraved. These were set into pages filled with ornamental letters and margins designed by Morris, the printed equivalents of the whorls of ferns and vines that embellished the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century manuscripts that had provided the models for early printing. The type, which emulated those letters that filled the pages of the earliest printed books from Mainz by Gutenberg and Peter Schoeffer, was one of several fonts designed by Morris. The pages were of a thick handmade paper, specifically milled to resemble the weight and feel of those sheets that, in the past, were considerably less uniform than the slick, pulp-based, sized, and mechanically perfect paper of Morris’s time. The result was a formidable volume—equal in every way to the monumentality of the famous text—the most ambitious book of the Kelmscott Press.

Morris and his associates had designed wallpaper, fabrics, tapestries, and other materials for interior decoration; these were “objects—including books—whose value lay not in rarity, lavishness, or intricacy but in thoughtful design and a conscious appeal to medieval traditions of committed craftsmanship.” After Morris’s death in 1896, the Kelmscott Press continued for two more years to produce volumes and pamphlets that were notable for the balance of type, design, and meticulous production admired by those for whom the book was the most noble object. The finely honed conjunction of those elements became an aspiration for many initiates in the art of the press book in primarily English-speaking countries. Only a few of these books incorporated additions by artists, who, for the most part, were more involved with the design of the page than with their illustrations. All
these books were hand set from type, and all the decorations were cut from wood or metal. Thus the lowly woodcut had become a highly refined element in what had originally been the pursuit of high art in simple craft.

While the three volumes discussed above were the seedlings of the modern concept of books in which artists play a major role, there were others in which the artist took a different route. One example, Aubrey Beardsley’s version of Oscar Wilde’s scandalous play *Salome, a Tragedy in One Act*, will have to stand for a number of marvelously excessive tall tales (plate 32). Whether designed for children or adults, the curls, wisps of foam, diaphanous wings, and all manner of adaptations from the exotica of nature were means of conveying an aberrant world, nice or naughty. Beardsley had taken a massive step away from acceptable illustration by using his pen (all his book decorations were line blocks, photographically made from ink drawings) to confer a dangerous or perverted twist on the subjects of, in this case, Wilde’s play. Filled with the decorative tendrils and serpentesines of Art Nouveau, the ten full-page plates of *Salome, a Tragedy in One Act* parade the skewed story of Salomé’s infamous dance and perquisite in calculated combinations of sinuous line and heavy blacks. The pictures exude sensuality and delectable revulsion.

The sense of titillating disgust created by Beardsley’s illustrations mirrors the fin-de-siécle disdain for the ordinary. Decorative volutes, in varying degrees of ornateness, covered buildings all over Europe. Without reverting to illustration, the decoration of a book could convey a similar sense of the extraordinary. The book designs of the Belgian architect Henry van de Velde, like his furniture and architecture, captured this love of shape and material. In stimulating contrast to their texts, he decorated two books by Friedrich Nietzsche, *Ecce Homo* and *Also sprach Zarathustra, ein Buch für Alle und Keinen* (plate 34). In the latter, the massive maroon-and-gold titles and geometrical motifs that punctuate lines of type transform the philosopher’s text into a sumptuous magical tale, evoking the mystery of the narrative while, perhaps, subverting the tough truths it teaches.

**PUBLISHERS**

**Henry van de Velde** designed type and pages for Count Harry Kessler, a German nobleman who loved books and began to commission artists to make them in the early twentieth century. More like William Morris than André Marty, Kessler was enamored of the craft of bookmaking. He was involved in type design, paper manufacture, choice of texts, and selection of artists, who were not only to embellish the texts but be active participants in the production of their books.

More common was the type of publisher of artists’ books who succeeded Marty in Paris. Marty was the publisher of, among several enterprises, *L’Estampe originale*, a series of albums of artists’ lithographs that appeared periodically and were purchased by subscription. *La Revue blanche*, the literary and art journal, also issued sets of original prints by artists, advertised in the journal. After seeing the early editions of these sets, the art dealer Ambroise Vollard began to publish his own series: first *L’Album des peintres-graveurs* and then *L’Album d’estampes originales de la*
Galerie Vollard. Among the artists he included in his albums were Odilon Redon and Auguste Rodin. Furthermore, he decided that he would publish albums of prints by individual artists, and had begun with a reissue of Gauguin's zincographs of Brittany in 1894, a series of lithographs by the twenty-eight-year-old painter Pierre Bonnard in 1895, and a group of haunting lithographs by Redon inspired by Gustave Flaubert's *La Tentation de Saint Antoine* in 1896. Redon had prepared ink drawings for a book as well, incorporating the lithographs and Flaubert's text, but, unfortunately, the author's heirs refused to give Vollard permission to publish it. Because nothing more was done with the book until around 1910, Vollard never considered this his first book project, probably because he was able to publish many others before it was issued. As time went on, other difficulties arose, so that the book's appearance had to wait until, for example, the discovery of misplaced prints (two were never included in the book). More than forty years passed before the book was published in 1938, twenty-two years after Redon's death (figure 7; plate 11). The large volume, printed on a thick Arches paper that took beautiful impressions of the woodcuts made from Redon's ink drawings, was produced in a style that Vollard would return to in the several books he issued by another, equally arcane, artist: Georges Rouault.

While Redon's experience as an artist whose book was languishing in the hands of Vollard was largely the result of outside constraints, Rouault suffered from another cause. Vollard was foremost an art dealer, eccentric and moody. He came to France from the French island of Mauritius to do what the sons of many colonists did—pursue his education. He was to be a lawyer, but became sidetracked by the wonder of art. He was clever (many thought, crafty) and successively took up artists who were not represented in galleries (first Paul Cézanne and Gauguin, then Bonnard and Picasso, among others). Rouault began a long association with Vollard in 1913 when he signed a contract turning over all his paintings in his studio to the dealer. He was fascinated by circus performers and other unusual characters, like other artists of his time, but unlike them he was profoundly devout and used his images metaphorically in his paintings and prints. He worked in an expressive manner that was restrained formally by his tendency to outline his figures in black, like the stained-glass panels in church windows. It was a style that could be transferred successfully to the print mediums, and it was Vollard's idea to begin most of Rouault's illustrations by photographing his drawings onto copper plates. Vollard planned several books with Rouault, some with texts by André Suarès. Rouault would prepare numerous ink drawings and sometimes paintings, and then the artist would scrape and etch the heliogravure (photogravure) plates made from them, adding aquatint to reinforce and emphasize the strong black outlines. In many cases, with the assistance of Roger Lacourière, one of the finest intaglio technicians of the century, color passages were added.

Only three of the albums and books planned by Rouault were published during Vollard's lifetime. The first, *Rêincarnations de Père Ubu* (1932), a compendium of several tales Vollard wrote about Jarry's character, Ubu, seems to have been part of a bargain he made with the artist in 1922 to assure that work on
Rouault’s favorite project, Miserere, would be completed. Another book, started in 1926, Cirque de l’étoile filante (1938), contained color aquatints as well as woodcuts made by Georges Aubert after Rouault’s gouaches (figure 8; plate 10). Suarès had written the text, but Vollard found that some of his critical remarks would be offensive to his customers, and Rouault was compelled to write the text himself. The third project, Suarès’s text for Passion (1939), begun in 1927, finally appeared in a book that had been fraught with similar difficulties, many due to changes in plans by the artist and lack of the special Montval paper that Vollard had decreed the only proper material for Rouault’s images.

The tour de force of Vollard’s and Rouault’s association was to have been the elephantine book Miserere et guerre, Rouault’s great work, begun in 1922 and nearly complete in 1927. However, when it finally appeared in 1948 (under Rouault’s imprint of L’Etoile Filante) it had only a short introduction by Rouault, alluding to the tremendous problems he had had rescuing the gouaches and prints from the Vollard estate (plates 56–57). Nevertheless, Rouault wrote, “If injustice has been shown Ambroise Vollard, let us agree that he had taste and a keen desire to make beautiful books without breaking any speed records, but it would have taken three centuries to bring to perfection the various works and paintings with which, in utter disregard of earthly limitations, he wished to burden the pilgrim.”

Parallèlement by Paul Verlaine with lithographs by Pierre Bonnard, the first book Vollard published, has long been considered the earliest livre d’artiste in the modern sense (plates 8–9). This point of view has been taken principally by those who do not consider Yvette Guilbert a full-fledged book. However, Bonnard’s lithographs to Verlaine’s poetry, printed mostly in pale pink in the margins, have their conceptual origins in Toulouse-Lautrec’s work. It was Vollard’s idea to publish the poetry of Verlaine, who died before it was possible to issue the book. The dealer had cast about for an illustrator, hoping first to attract Lucien Pissarro, the...
son of the painter Camille Pissarro, who mistrusted Vollard. Ultimately, Vollard settled on Bonnard, taking the imaginative step of inviting a painter who had done a few prints to work on a fairly costly project. The type was set, and Bonnard made drawings around the blocks of type. After he re-created the drawings on lithographic stones, changes both in the position of the type and the tonalities of the lithographs were made. The images that surround the poems suggest their meaning or impulse while expanding upon the general aura that pervades each thematic section. According to Vollard, once it was discovered that some of Verlaine's poems intended for the book had been banned in France, the emblem of the French Imprimerie Nationale had to be removed from the title page, and a new title page substituted. From the beginning, it appears that Vollard always found himself delayed by one thing or another.

Vollard was often accused of procrastinating, but he had more than a few excuses, among them the financial difficulties of the Depression. He completed few of the books he began, but, fortunately, most of those that were awaiting the right paper, or the printer's time, or a new font of type, were published by others. While he published several books by Bonnard (including Almanach illustré du Père Ubu by Jarry and two books by himself), he issued only one of the three books he had started with Marc Chagall during the 1920s, while those by Georges Braque and André Dunoyer de Segonzac, begun in the early 1930s, were completed well after World War II. After his bad experiences dealing with contemporary writers (Flaubert, Verlaine, and Suares), Vollard preferred the well-dead, from Virgil to Honoré de Balzac. Picasso agreed to illustrate Balzac's Le Chef-d'oeuvre inconnu, but in filling the book with loose plates that had individual merit as prints but were inconsistent with the book's format it seems clear that he had little if any interest in how the completed book would appear. Only one of the etchings he contributed made direct contact with Balzac's theme of the obsessive painter, and a selection of abstract drawings (made years before the book was planned), placed by the book's editor in an isolated section of the preliminary pages, may have been an attempt to contribute, in some way, a concordance with the subject. Another commission, Picasso's Eaux fortes originales pour textes de Buffon, was published by one of the executors of Vollard's estate. All the books, with the exception of the planned Miserere et guerre, were designed in a folio format. Bonnard's Parallèlement and Daphnis et Chloé were the smallest of the deluxe books, basically because they were the first completed, while the Redon took its larger, more imposing form from Vollard's subsequent decisions about luxurious style. For all his good intentions regarding the art element in his books, Vollard knew he had to appeal to the fine book collector who might be persuaded to acquire a classic text, well printed in hand-set type on sumptuous paper, notwithstanding that the pictorial material adorning the pages might be considered too modern. What might have been Vollard's most important contribution to the art of the book, the first with Picasso's own writings, remains unfinished. Only a few weeks before Vollard was killed in a motor accident Picasso had been working in Roger Lacourrière's atelier on his first color prints for this book (plates 90–91).
In contrast to the perceptible conservatism of Vollard (who, for example, deserted Picasso at the outset of the artist’s invention of Cubism), Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler enjoyed the challenge and excitement of working with avant-garde artists and writers. When, as a young man, he arrived in Paris from Germany, he too was expected to pursue an economically sound profession. Instead, he began to sell art and meet the members of the new bohemia. His idea of commissioning an artist and writer to create a book together bore its first fruit in L’Enchanteur pourrissant (1909), Apollinaire’s first book with provocative woodcuts by his friend André Derain (plates 12–13). Both were associated with Kahnweiler (Apollinaire had written a preface for his Braque exhibition, and Derain had been under contract to the dealer since 1907). The energetically carved woodcuts were the full-fledged legacy of Jarry’s and Gauguin’s formative work in the medium. Fully realized from African influences and holding together the text as tightly as the woodcuts in fifteenth-century block books, Derain’s prints extended Apollinaire’s story about the rotting body of Merlin into further unexplored territory, implied but not completely described verbally.

Kahnweiler’s debut in the bedeviled territory of artists’ books included an element that was traditional: a publisher’s device, or logo. Like Aldus Manutius and many subsequent printer-publishers, Kahnweiler relished the idea of having a symbol placed on the title pages of his books that would identify them (and imply their serious connection with the past). Derain designed the twin-shell motif (a play on the word coquille, which means both shell and typographical error—two coquilles were the limit of errors a publisher could accept, according to an old adage). In the original device, Kahnweiler’s initials, HK (he used only “Henry” rather than his hyphenated first name when he was young), were in the center (figure 9). They were dropped when, after World War I, his gallery was called La Galerie Simon, and after World War II, La Galerie Louise Leiris (the changes were deemed advisable because of his German nationality). The device, however, never ensured the sale of
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Kahnweiler’s books, and although, unlike Vollard, he clearly had no problems in issuing books, his dependence on avant-garde artists narrowed the market for them.

Kahnweiler ultimately published an exemplary array of books in a variety of formats, always first editions of texts and always specially adorned by contemporary artists. The adventures of Max Jacob’s cleverly disguised alter ego, Victor Matorel, formed the basis of three books, two of which—Saint Matorel (1911) and Le Siège de Jérusalem, grande tentation céleste de Saint Matorel (1914)—were illustrated with Picasso’s first Cubist etchings (plate 14). In these examples, primarily one guesses because Jacob was one of Picasso’s friends, the artist created prints that were in context, if not easily identified as such. Because Jacob’s writing style was cubistic—that is, with phrases set against each other, which by themselves lack the structure made comprehensible by their combination—Picasso’s Cubist images become fascinating equivalents. Through their complexes of lines and planes, they evolve into figures and landscapes. Other Cubists—Braque, Juan Gris, and Henri Laurens—adorned Kahnweiler’s books after World War I, accompanying texts by Erik Satie, Jacob, and Raymond Radiguet. The play Les Pélican (1921) by Radiguet is a domestic farce made even more inane by the sculptor Laurens’s seven linear etchings (plates 124–125).

In 1924, only three years later, Kahnweiler was prepared to publish a book by André Masson, a young artist working in a new style, somewhat cubist in structure but full of figures that evoked the instability of remembered dreams rather than the fixedness of reality. That year André Breton produced the “First Surrealist Manifesto,” proclaiming his thesis about depicting subconscious recollections. Masson’s prints for Georges Limbour’s Soleils bas (1924) and Michel Leiris’s Simulacre (1925), both published by Kahnweiler, are the first Surrealist lithographs in books (plate 131).

In the early 1930s another major publisher of fine printing emerged in the person of a young Swiss bookseller with an interest in art, particularly that of the famous artists whose center of activity was Paris. Unlike Vollard and Kahnweiler, Albert Skira was not an art dealer, but he shared with Vollard an appreciation of the deluxe illustrated book and emulated his format to some degree. At the age of twenty-four, before he had had any experience in publishing, much less organizing the production of a work of art, Skira was audacious enough to ask Picasso to illustrate a volume of Ovid’s Les Métamorphoses (plate 39). In his earliest contemporary art enterprises he was assisted in matters of content and design by Tériade, the former artistic director of the journal Cahiers d’art. Tériade introduced Skira to Matisse, and the result was the painter’s first artist’s book, Poesies by Stéphane Mallarmé of 1932 (plates 15–17). This astonishingly perfect debut, together with Picasso’s Les Métamorphoses (1931), published a year earlier, set the elegant style of Skira’s books. Both artists produced refined linear etchings that so perfectly balanced the typography that there must have been an incomparable rapport between the artists and their publisher to achieve this harmony. Neither book, however, had the spirit of experiment and daring that each artist was to achieve after World War II with books published by Tériade himself.
Tériade also helped Skira found and produce Minotaure, a Surrealist-oriented, illustrated journal, in 1933. The following year Skira published the acme of Surrealist books: Salvador Dali’s illustrated Les Chants de maldoror (1934) by the comte de Lautréamont (plates 18–19). The text, which had served the early Surrealists as a historic example of their so-called method, was taken over several times by them for illustration, but it was the polished style of Skira that helped to make Dali’s version memorable. The text of the author, whom Henry Miller called “a black messenger heralding the death of illusion and the nightmare of impotence to follow,” is punctuated by forty-two etchings (thirty full-page) that are the sensational painter’s most substantial contribution to the history of the artist’s book. Controversial now, more because his direct involvement in creating the actual copper plates from which the illustrations were printed has been questioned than for his disturbing, bizarre visions, Dali’s prints in Les Chants de maldoror represent Surrealist expression to many. (The year of their appearance Dali was temporarily expelled from the Surrealist group, supposedly for expressing sympathy for the Nazis.)

In 1943, Skira produced an exceptional book of color woodcuts by Derain, Pantagruel by François Rabelais. Its large format enclosed more than 180 prints reminiscent of fifteenth-century playing cards, all printed from blocks that had been hand colored before each impression. After World War II, Skira continued to issue artists’ books while publishing his grand series of books reproducing paintings. With Masson he issued Les Conquérants by André Malraux in 1949 (plate 64). Masson and Malraux had been introduced to each other in 1921 by Kahnweiler, who later wrote that Les Conquérants was “among the most beautiful books of our times.” After Malraux completed his first stint as minister of information in Charles de Gaulle’s government at the end of World War II, he added an afterword to this novel, one of his controversial documentary works from the 1920s (the one, in fact, that preceded his most famous literary endeavor, La Condition humaine). About the 1925 Canton uprising, Les Conquérants, narrated by a Russian anarchist adventurer, presented a new version of the hero, one who, according to Malraux’s 1948 addition, “united within himself the aptitude for action, culture and lucidity.” Skira’s book followed the popular reissue, and Masson contributed thirty-three aquatints, mostly in color, which erupt throughout the text like the flickering of film that intermittently slides off its sprockets, a fit commentary on the literary form that Malraux had devised under the influence of the Russian director Sergei Eisenstein’s cinematic style.

Tériade, on his own, was the able publisher of several journals, the most memorable being Verve, which was profusely decorated by the best artists in France, as well as a series of colorful artists’ books. It was, perhaps, the residual difficulties of World War II that suggested to him that instead of using typography (full fonts of type being nearly impossible to compile), the texts of his books should be handwritten. It also was his preference that the words be those of the artist. The first of these volumes was the greatest: Jaff by Henri Matisse of 1947 (plates 22–23). Combining printed images made from collages of colored paper with undulating
black writing on crisp white pages, the total effect of Jazz was spectacular. Soon after, in Le Chant des morts by Pierre Reverdy (1948), Picasso created bold red ciphers along the margins and at the ends of stanzas written by the author (plate 63). Then, two years later, Fernand Léger, fresh from his years in America, created the text and lithographs for Cirque (figure 10; plates 20–21).

Léger’s skill in organizing and designing books had not been given the elegant stage that Vollard and Skira had provided to his peers. His style, from its Cubist beginnings, was extremely compatible with the graphic requirements of book illustration. He had made a few lithographs, some black-and-white ones for Lunes en papier by André Malraux (1921), published by Kahnweiler, and single-color ones in 1927. Teriade seems to have speculated that the artist, whose paintings after World War II commanded a great deal of attention, could accomplish a complete book incorporating his own text. The result was Léger’s engaging vision of the circus, from trapeze artists to performing bears.

Teriade’s personal style for his books developed from both lack of material and a concept that might appeal to the artist. The style of Iliazd (Ilia Zdanevitch), the Georgian writer who brought his Constructivist ideas about typography to Paris, first appeared in books published under his imprint, Le Degré 41 (the latitude of Tbilisi, Georgia, the town of his press, and the alcohol content of some brandy), in 1919. One of his first publications in France was a compendium of poems by twenty-one poets illuminated by twenty-three artists, Poésie de mots inconnus of 1949 (figure 11; plates 24–25). Reacting to the then-current activities of the French lettriste movement, Iliazd wished to show that the Russian avant-garde had done it first. On single sheets he printed the images and, in a distinctive sans-serif type designed by the English sculptor and engraver Eric Gill, the poems. The latter were often as much visual as verbal, making some sheets appear intriguing in their near illegibility. Besides the typography, Iliazd chose the soft but rough-textured, handmade
paper of the Auvergne upon which the type, etchings, woodcuts, and lithographs made distinctly different but brilliant impressions. He chose to enclose his books in vellum, and in this case, a second vellum wrapper was included for a normal book of sheets folded in quarters. It carried the warning Ne coupe pas mes pages (do not cut my pages), but, since each sheet was printed in only one direction, this prevented anyone from reading the page without unfolding it.

As Iliazd was at once the designer, publisher, and writer, he continued to pursue these roles in several of his subsequent publications. Picasso contributed etchings to several of them, the most unusual being Pismo/Escrito, a love letter of 1948 (plate 180). The etching printer Lacourière provided Picasso with sheets of paper marked with a line where they would be cut, to give the artist an idea of the size of the page on which his prints should be placed. Picasso misunderstood the marks, so that several of his prints fall in the areas that were to be trimmed, dividing the folded book sheets into full and one-third pages. This type of unexpected situation challenged Iliazd, whose page layouts consistently presented typography in unusual formats. His last book, Le Courtisan grotesque by Adrian de Monluc, illustrated by Joan Miró (1974), consisted of a text printed horizontally and vertically, like the warp and woof of woven fabric.

Iliazd’s most unconventional typography, however, was incorporated into his most ambitious book, 65 Maximiliana, ou l’exercice illégal de l’astronomie of 1964, written and illustrated by Max Ernst (plate 26). Not only is the type for the text made to fall into patterns, at times surrounding color etchings by the artist, but Ernst created a pseudotext of letterlike symbols that mimics the typeset text and alludes to the encoded mysteries of Ernst Wilhelm Tempel’s work in astronomy. The large pages rarely duplicate each other in layout, although those that contain central etchings reestablish a motif that, like chapter headings, orients the viewer-reader.

These pages also recall those of a book issued a year earlier by another poet-publisher, Pierre André Benoit, La Lunette farcie by Jean Dubuffet in 1963 (plates 98–99). PAB, as he preferred to be known and impressed his books (he was usually the printer of prints and text), issued four books by Dubuffet between 1962 and 1964, but La Lunette farcie was the largest. Each central print (color lithograph) is surrounded by the artist’s writing of his own, mostly inane, text. The color prints evolved from an enormous series of lithographs titled Phénomènes (1958–62), which, in their chance abstraction, evoke the undefined spaces of the universe, much as Ernst’s do.

PAB, who worked in Ales in southern France, sent plates to artists in order to provoke them into making books with him. He often added poems to these prints, but also would mix together a small text with a few plates. When he asked the Dada writer Tristan Tzara for a poem, the result was a series of lines that, placed on revolving discs of paper, could be read in several ways. Accompanied by drypoints by Picasso, Tzara’s La Rose et le chien (1958) is a modern adaptation of the astrolabe form (see figure 1; plate 182). It also relates to a textual form that, in the late twentieth century, has become an infatuation with texts that consist of multiple narrations.
from which the reader makes selections (presently a formula best utilized through
the hypercard computer program).

There have been, and continue to be, many other prominent publishers of
artists' books who have concentrated on the major artists of the School of Paris.
Gérard Cramer, a print dealer in Geneva, commissioned Joan Miró to collaborate
with the poet Paul Eluard on what became one of the most original and beautiful
books of the century, A toute épreuve of 1958 (plates 27–29). He later was to publish
several books with etchings and woodcuts by Marc Chagall, and, looking away
from France, Elephant Skull, a monumental book of etchings by the venerable
British sculptor Henry Moore, of 1970 (plate 192). Aimé Maeght, who became one
of the most powerful art dealers in Paris after World War II, had begun his profes-
sional career as a designer in a lithographic printing house. By one means or anoth-
er, after he became an art dealer, he found ways to publish the works of writers and
artists. Eventually, he was to own his own printing establishment. At first he pub-
lished poetry and then information about the works of artists he exhibited. Each
issue of Maeght's elegant journal, Derrière la miroir, was devoted to one artist, who
created lithographs for the covers and the pages in between the articles, which were
written by some of the most prominent authors of the time. Maeght also published
deluxe artists' books and kept his artists busy making lithographs and occasionally
prints in other mediums at his print workshops, for which his son Adrien was
responsible. He took over Braque's prints made for one of Vollard's projects, Théo-
gonie by Hesiod (plates 40–41), finally completed with some new etchings in 1955,
and produced several other volumes by the artist. Among the many artists who
were given the complete attention of Maeght's Arte printers (named for his first
gallery, in Cannes) in the pursuit of their own perfect livre de peintre were Miró,
Antoni Tàpies, Eduardo Chillida, and Pierre Alechinsky, with texts by Tristan
Tzara, Octavio Paz, and Jacques Dupin, among others. In 1947 Maeght's publish-
ing division produced a special edition of Le Surréalisme en 1947, exposition interna-
tionale du surréalisme, notable for its special cover containing a Readymade by
Marcel Duchamp, a foam-rubber "falsie" (plate 193).

While the major publishers of artists' books pursued their profession in or
around France, dependent upon the creative efforts of the artists in its capital of cul-
ture, publishers in other parts of Europe had greater difficulty. With the exception
of Cranach Presse in Weimar, there were few who wanted or were able to publish
the deluxe artist's book à la française. Germany, where there were many graphic
artists, produced a myriad of books, but compendiums and periodicals were the
preferred sites of artists' prints. Paul Cassirer published books in Berlin by Ernst
Barlach, Marc Chagall, and Oskar Kokoschka; while Kurt Wolff, best known as
Germany's premier publisher of Expressionist literature and one of the first to issue
series of books with reproductions of art, published artists' books by Kokoschka,
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, George Grosz, Paul Klee, and Frans Masereel before he
escaped from the Nazis. In America, his Pantheon Books published Chagall's first
color prints in Four Tales from the Arabian Nights in 1949 (plates 47–48).

In the United States there had been many efforts to publish artists' books,
foremost being the work of the Limited Editions Club, founded in 1929. Most of the books issued were appreciated primarily for the fine printing of respectable texts. In the 1930s the Club had commissioned Matisse to illustrate James Joyce’s *Ulysses*, and when his etchings were inconsistent with the text there were complaints. The freedom that artists needed to have to make books their own form of art did not truly arrive in America until after World War II. The unspoken competition of the expatriate European artists, many of whom made prints in New York during the 1940s, partly led to that freedom. However, it was mainly expressed in the paintings of Abstract Expressionists, who were rarely encouraged to apply their vision to the graphic arts.

No single publisher who could tempt American artists into making books emerged until the late 1950s when Tatyana Grosman, the Russian-born wife of an émigré painter, began Universal Limited Art Editions (U.L.A.E.). The daughter of a newspaper publisher, she loved literature and dedicated herself to the task of motivating American artists and writers to make books for her. Her first effort, *Stones* by the poet Frank O’Hara and the painter Larry Rivers (1960), did not have a normal format (few did). The thirteen lithographs that make up this “book” were drawn and written on lithographic stones by artist and writer together in the form of a dialogue. The loose sheets were enclosed in a folder of dark blue paper made from denim blue jeans, with each cover hand painted by the artist (plate 30). Later publications would include a book without words printed on sheets of plexiglass—*Shades* by Robert Rauschenberg, 1964—and a book so large it was housed in a large drawer in a wood case—*A la pintura/To Painting* by Rafael Alberti, illustrated by Robert Motherwell, 1972 (plates 31 and 186).

The 1960s saw the emergence of many print publishers in Europe and America, a good number of whom would produce books. Paul Cornwall-Jones, associated first with Editions Alecto and later with Petersburg Press in London, produced books with David Hockney, Jim Dine, Jasper Johns, and Francesco Clemente, using printers in New York, Paris, and Stuttgart. A new concept of artists’ books, which placed the entire book object in the creative control of the artist, arose at about the same time, and the finely printed limited edition with artists’ etchings and lithographs took on a different meaning in this context. Such deluxe books, together with the genre of the press book that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, continue to represent the tradition begun then, their publishers as selective if not as daring. If, as several late twentieth-century publishers prefer, artists draw and paint their pages instead of making repeatable prints for them, the book form seems to be on its way back to its manuscript origins at just the time when the computer has produced another, more practical, form for carrying words and images.
Books, having been devised at first to carry words, have generally been
considered the objects of authors. The component contributed by artists, like that
of the typesetter and page designer, is there to enhance (or, given the opportunity,
sabotage) the author’s intent. Although it is artists’ books we speak of, the inference
is that books are the vehicles and their content is a mass of words written by some-
body. Those words are often in place before any discussion with the artist occurs,
partly because publishers may have chosen them. However, that task has not been
exclusive to publishers. Writers and artists have long commingled, and their friend-
ships often have been the bases for artists’ books.

The work of the nineteenth-century poet Stéphane Mallarmé is the axle
upon which the presumption rides that an author and artist might collaborate as
equals. He and Edouard Manet planned the French edition of Edgar Allan Poe’s
*The Raven* (1875), with Manet’s lithographs and Mallarmé’s translation. However,
the most significant of Mallarmé’s writings to both artists and writers of the twen-
tieth century was his poem *Un Coup de dés jamais n’aboliira le hasard* (first published
in a magazine in 1897). The words of the poem, originally written out on music
staves, were set in various sizes of type, and the lines of type were separated from
the standard block-form stanza, both deviations meant to give the reader impres-
sions of different sounds and emphases within an imposed time-space format. In
Mallarmé’s words, “A tremendous burst of greatness, of thought, or of emotion,
contained in a sentence printed in large type, with one gradually descending line to
a page, should keep the reader breathless throughout the book and summon forth
his powers of excitement. Around this would be smaller groups of secondary
importance, commenting on the main sentence or derived from it, like a scattering
of ornaments.” The Futurist writer and leader Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s con-
cept of “words at liberty,” flinging his words of many sizes and shapes across the
page, is an offshoot of Mallarmé’s experiment. Using Mallarmé’s poem itself, in
1969 the Belgian Conceptual artist Marcel Broodthaers paid homage to the French
writer’s contribution to freedom of the word in a transcription of its form without
its words in his book of the same title (plate 114). Mallarmé’s idea of physically sur-
rounding a main thought with secondary material that extends the main story in
several directions describes, to some extent, what writers have tried to do in writ-
ing fiction for the computer.

Among the writers whose orbit included artists, Guillaume Apollinaire
could be considered the first of this century to be an active instigator of art through
his pen. Apparently it was he who prodded Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler into publish-
ing his first book. By promoting it as worthy of comparison with Aldus Manutius’s
*Hypnerotomachia Polifili*, published in Venice in 1499 (figure 12), Apollinaire dis-
closed his acquaintance with the finest books with which he aspired to compete. A
captivating character, Apollinaire could write quatrains about the greatest and least
beasts with a shrewd wit one day, poems that formed pictures (his *calligrammes*,
36
begun in 1914 and certainly influenced by Mallarmé) the next, and criticism every
day. His Poet assassine, published in 1916, was obliquely about the group of writers
and artists with whom he was associated. Well after he died, Raoul Dufy illustrated
his friend’s semi-autobiographical and wildly metaphorical tale of the murder of
poetry (1926). Much later, for the fiftieth anniversary of Apollinaire’s death, Jim
Dine did the same for the first English translation, The Poet Assassinated, using
photomontages to simulate the writer’s disjunctive narrative (plate 169).

Apollinaire was an admirer of Giorgio de Chirico, who had included the
writer’s shadow in a 1914 painting, Portrait of Guillaume Apollinaire, in the Musée
National d’Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, which was to be repro-
duced as the frontispiece of the writer’s projected anthology “Et moi aussi, je suis
peintre.” Among his poems, “Ocean de terre” was dedicated to de Chirico, and its
evocation of a house in the middle of the ocean surrounded by an earthly octopus
parallels the Adriatic atmosphere with which de Chirico suffused Apollinaire’s
Calligrammes in its 1930 publication (plate 133).

In Russia, before the revolution of 1917, there had been a revolution of
another sort. Marinetti found, during his visit to St. Petersburg and Moscow in 1914,
a Cubo-Futurist, or “Transrational,” movement that had a strong group of writers
within it. A poetic language, tau (a word probably coined by the writer Alexei
Kruchenykh combining a prefix, meaning beyond, and tau, meaning reason—that
is, transrational), had developed and covered the pages, between sketches by artists
such as Kasimir Malevich and Olga Rozanova, of their cheap booklets (mostly pub-
lished between 1912 and 1914). The most published poets of this group were
Kruchenykh and Velimir Khlebnikov. Two of their earliest booklets were
Mirskontsa (Worldbackwards) and Slovo kak takovoe (The Word as Such), of 1912 and
1913, respectively, both accentuating through their titles the irrationality of order
and meaning. Against this background the illustrations emphasize a reordering of
objects and space as dictated by the methods of the Cubists and Futurists.

Because the majority of artists’ books were published in France, at least
until recently, most of the authors have also been French (although, like Apolli-
naire, not always French-born). Tristan Tzara was the liveliest member of the Dada
revolution, having even given it its name. Among the artists who were part of the
actions that erupted at the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich in 1916, Jean (Hans) Arp and
Marcel Janco, for example, produced equally unconventional objects when they
embellished Tzara’s contributions to the Dada library, Vingt-cinq poèmes (1918),
with woodcuts by Arp (plates 129–130), and La Première Aventure céleste de Mr.
Antipyrine (1916), with color woodcuts by Janco (plates 127–128). The title of the
latter is a play on the subtitle of Max Jacob’s Le Siège de Jérusalem, grande tenta-
tion céleste de Saint Matorel of 1914, which Jacob had called “aventures célestes de
Matorel” in a letter to Tzara in early 1916.14 Tzara went to Paris, where he present-
ed, at the famous March 27, 1920, Manifestation Dada, his Mr. Antipyrine, with the
future leaders of the Surrealist movement in major roles: André Breton playing the
title character, and Paul Eluard and Louis Aragon in other roles. The collection of
his poems, written over a period of three years, was filled with brutal sounds, many
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FIGURE 12: Hypnerotomachia Polifili. Venice:
Aldus Manutius, 1499. Woodcut. The New
York Public Library, Astor, Lenox, and Tilden
Foundations, Rare Books and Manuscripts
Division
emulating the noises of the street (paralleling, he noted in a letter to the collector Jacques Doucet, the different materials used in the pictures of Picasso, Matisse, and Derain). After he moved to Paris, Tzara (whom Aragon called “un adolescent sauvage”) discarded the harsher, declamatory temper of his work, transforming it into a more surrealist form before he became a member of Breton’s anointed Surrealist group in 1929. Kahnweiler published his Mouchoir de nuages in 1924 with Cubist illustrations by Juan Gris. His poetic anthology L’Antidote (1933), containing work from 1916 to 1932, was one of several works by Tzara “illustrated” by Picasso, while other artists such as Ernst, Masson, Matisse, and Miró contributed to some of Tzara’s first editions.

By far the most esteemed and art-involved Surrealist writer after André Breton, the philosophical maestro of the movement, was Paul Eluard. With Breton, whom he met in 1919, Eluard participated in most of the activities of the Surrealists until 1938, when he definitively broke their ties after serving with him as co-editor of Albert Skira’s magazine Minotaure in 1937. When Eluard was a teenager he was confined to a sanatorium in Davos for two years; there he developed his considerable gift for poetry and met the young Russian woman called Gala who later became his wife. The first important artist to illustrate his books was Max Ernst, with whom he and Gala formed a ménage à trois during the 1920s (Eluard’s Au défaut de silence of 1925 included Ernst’s drawings of Gala). In 1930 Gala went to live with Salvador Dali just after he had been “named” a Surrealist and Eluard’s A toute épreuve was published. This was the poem upon which Miró would later lavish his most intense and enduring decoration; this work was planned in the 1930s with Eluard, during the author’s last days, and was published in 1958. Between these two publications, Eluard’s Facile (1935) appeared with photographs by another old friend, Man Ray (plate 137). The love poems were structured by Man Ray, who surrounded them with solarized and dimly lit photographs of their inspiration, Eluard’s sensuous second wife, Nusch. Because the lines of poetry fit the contours of Nusch’s nude figure so neatly, there has been some question as to whether Eluard and Man Ray were creating in tandem, instead of the artist working around the completed verses. The beautiful Nusch was the subject of illustration again, this time in etchings by Picasso for a collection of Eluard’s poems, La Barre d’appui of 1936 (plates 139–140).

During his long association with Surrealist artists, Eluard was only a sometime advocate of automatism, writing without preplanned structure or concepts. This type of blind acceptance of the subconscious ordering of thoughts seems antithetical to the extremely visual orientation of his writing, yet became reconciled by its reoccurring theme of revelation or envisioning. Certainly, his collection of poems dedicated to artists, Voir (1948), which reproduced their paintings (many of which he had collected), and his poem “Les Yeux fertiles” (1936), display his visual proclivities. In his poem “Georges Braque,” Eluard wrote: “A man with roving eyes describes the sky of love.”

In the next generation of writers, the Frenchman whose work had the greatest international cultural impact was Jean-Paul Sartre. His examination of reality in his theoretical proposition of Existentialism was enthusiastically endorsed
by those whose creativity had been compromised by the economic and political burdens of the 1930s. Following in the post-Surrealist footsteps of those who, like Eluard, felt that writers and artists should engage in the sociopolitical events of their times, Sartre participated in several arenas of radical discourse between the 1940s and his death in 1980. He did not so much mingle with artists as exist among them and, in one brilliant episode, acted in the clandestine first performance of Picasso's play *Le Désir attrapé par la queue* in 1944. Among the few artists about whom Sartre wrote extensively and with whom he collaborated on books was the painter Wols, whom he called "a poor devil." This chronically ill and alcoholic artist expressed the intensity of an anguished age in impulsive nests of fine drypoint lines. In *Visages, précédé de portraits officiels* of 1948 (plate 144) and *Nourritures* (1949), Wols gave to Sartre's slim poetry a hyperreality. A later work, *Un Soleil, un Viet-Nam* (1967), one of many politically motivated texts in which writers have collaborated with sympathetic artists, united Sartre with Matta, a like-minded Surrealist painter (plate 65). Sartre was a member of the Bertrand Russell War Crimes Tribunal, which at the time of the American intervention in Vietnam was holding conferences of its membership of European intellectuals throughout Europe, specifically to condemn the "American massacre." Sartre's attempt to organize one of their meetings in France with participants who were unwelcome there was rejected by President Charles de Gaulle in 1967. A year later there would be even more associations of writers and artists as the student revolution in Paris catalyzed into action all those who demanded justice in every sector.

Few writers have had as prolonged or defining relationships with artists as Apollinaire, Breton, and Eluard. In France the interrelations of authors and writers continue to this day. From the 1930s into the 1950s Georges Hugnet and René Char regularly participated in books illustrated by their friends. Since that time writers such as Michel Butor and André du Bouchet have done the same. Undoubtedly, this situation has had to do with the place and time of their activities as well as the mutual sympathy and respect of one creative means for another.

In Germany the events that scattered the potential of publishing had the same effect on writers and artists. The great authors whose work was published first in Germany, such as Thomas Mann, Max Brod, and Hermann Hesse, seem to have evolved the details of their styles to make further definition superfluous. Kasimir Edschmid was the best known of the German Expressionist writers, with several novels in print, before Max Beckmann made drypoints for his *Die Fürstin* of 1918 (plate 126). Kurt Wolff, who had published many of Edschmid's works, also issued the one slim volume that exhibited what might have been had artists taken the initiative: Georg Heym, who drowned in 1912, left behind a poem that Ernst Ludwig Kirchner designed into one of the few Expressionist books, *Umbra vitae* of 1924 (plate 190). In Germany it was frequently the foreign-born artist who also did the writing—the Austrian Oskar Kokoschka, the Russian Vasily Kandinsky, and the Hungarian László Moholy-Nagy—making an alliance of word and image in one person.

After World War II new groups of artists and writers came together to
locate and voice their common interests. The center of art activity, having moved to New York, was strengthened as American writers associated themselves with outspoken painters and sculptors. At first, as had been the case in Paris, the writers occupied themselves with translating the new artistic forms and grouping them into what might be identified as a movement. Two of the young poets, John Ashbery and Frank O'Hara, moved among the second wave of Abstract Expressionists. Their poetry was expressive in the sense of quick changes in mood and perception, and face-offs between multiple conversations and interior responses. With Kenneth Koch and James Schuyler they were invited by the poet Daisy Aldan to participate in an extension of her publication, Format, which consisted of portfolios of poems with screenprints. In four bound volumes, each devoted to the work of one of the poets and embellished with screenprints by one of her painter friends, these colorful books were boxed together and published in 1960 under the imprint of Tiber Press, founded in New York by Aldan, Richard Miller, and Floriano Vecchi. Tiber Press had been issuing screenprinted greeting cards before Vecchi supervised the printing of the screenprints for the four books (the texts were printed in Germany). Ashbery, who was living in France, contributed a group of six haibun (a Japanese form consisting of prose with a haiku, a seventeen-syllable poem, at the end), which were illuminated by the action-filled abstract screenprints of Joan Mitchell, another American who lived mainly in Paris. The volume was titled The Poems (plate 165). O'Hara, who was also a curator at The Museum of Modern Art, contributed “Odes” to the Tiber Press set, enhanced by his friend Michael Goldberg’s screenprints. Koch was paired with Alfred Leslie, and Schuyler with the painter Grace Hartigan, who had made screenprints for Format as early as 1954 and was a close friend of nearly all of this group and particularly O'Hara, until she married and moved to Baltimore in 1960 (plate 166).

O'Hara was also involved in an artist-poet project of much longer gestation, 21 Etchings and Poems (1960), begun in Stanley William Hayter's New York Atelier 17 in 1951 (plates 163–164). Peter Grippe, who directed the workshop after Hayter reopened his Atelier 17 in Paris, also organized the group of twenty-one etched broadsides. Each consisted of a handwritten poem by one of the authors, illuminated by the work of an artist. O'Hara’s poem was enhanced by a powerful abstraction by the American painter Franz Kline. Both American and European artists and writers were included in the set, but one aspect of its importance was that it was the site both of Kline’s only print (albeit a photoetching of a collage) and Willem de Kooning's first print. O'Hara worked frequently with artists, both in collaborations of poems with drawings and paintings and in exhibiting their work at the Museum. After his untimely death in 1966, the memorial collection of his poems In Memory of My Feelings (1967), published by The Museum of Modern Art, was illustrated by thirty artists.

Another group collaboration surrounded the poetry of one man, Walasse Ting, a Chinese artist whose thoughts are conveyed in a raunchy Pidgin English. His project, Le Life (1964), was organized with the American painter Sam Francis, and both European and American artists were invited to illustrate his poems.
This undertaking is the single instance in which artists of two essentially contradictory philosophies of art were brought together in one unexpectedly cohesive book. The gamut ranged from Francis, a California-based Abstract Expressionist, to Antonio Saura, his Spanish counterpart, to expressionist painters Pierre Alechinsky and Karel Appel, and to nearly all the Pop artists, from Dine to Andy Warhol. Altogether, twenty-eight artists made sixty-two lithographs, almost all in brilliant color, for Life, a vibrantly fresh addition to the library of modern artists' books.

**Artists as Authors**

When Gauguin had gone to Brittany in 1894 he got into a brawl. During his convalescence there he was visited by his friend Alfred Jarry, who wrote three poems dedicated to the disabled artist. That summer Jarry's first book appeared and he also began his most important text, Gestes et opinions de Dr. Fausteroll, pataphysicien. His title character is thought to be based upon Gauguin, and one section, "L'Isle de fragrance," is also dedicated to him. In the case of artists' books, it is rare to find the author as artist (for example, Jarry, and later, Henri Michaux). There are, however, many artists who have felt, as Gauguin did, that their words might enhance their images. Some were entirely functional and gifted wordsmiths, like Vasily Kandinsky, who extended his words with pictures. Rouault, Matisse, and Léger were more than capable of putting into words the color and expression of their art.

At what point is the painter inspired to write rather than simply paint? From the beginning, it seems, there have been masters and students, craftsmen and apprentices, and, finally, artists who wished to pass on to others the ideas that formed the foundations of their art. Many books have as their subject this educational intent. The first important artist to write about and illustrate such ideas was Albrecht Dürer; his treatise on human form (figure 13), first published in Germany.
in 1528, is a model of artists' how-to books. The group of artists who were teachers at one of the most remarkable educational experiments of the twentieth century, the Bauhaus in Weimar and, later, in Dessau, also contributed to this library. Important dissertations on art making and the philosophies of the artists who taught there were written by Kandinsky, Paul Klee, and Moholy-Nagy, or were made into exclusively visual form by Josef Albers many years later. In all cases, they put these ideas into books that were aesthetically and formally part of their art. One of the most significant examples of this type of book, consisting of only four pages of text and thirty-four lithographs, is Kasimir Malevich's Suprematism: 34 Risunka of 1920 (plates 73–74). In 1913 the Russian artist made his jump from Cubo-Futurism to geometrical abstraction by creating a black square as the curtain design for Pobeda nad solntsem (Victory over the Sun), an opera by Mikhail Matiushin and Alexei Kruchenykh. He gave a name to his theory of nonobjective art in 1915, defining it as Suprematism, a word he created. After the Russian Revolution he further explained Suprematism in his 1919 booklet O novikh sistemach v iskusstve (On New Systems in Art), printed and published by El Lissitzky in Vitebsk. Also in 1919 he was invited to teach his method at the Vitebsk Svomos (Popular Art Institute), and the following year, as part of the transformation of the educational system, he became a member of the collective Unovis (Affirmation of the New Art) there, gathering around him a number of pupils and creating the series of drawings that demonstrated the principles of Suprematism. The Bauhaus was supposed to publish a later example of his writings, “Suprematism and the Additional Element in Art,” but instead issued his Die gegenstandslose Welt (The Nonobjective World) in 1927.

Other artists have contributed to the understanding of their work by publishing their sketchbooks or explanations of specific works. One of the most provocative Surrealist images was a mechanical doll constructed by the German artist Hans Bellmer. In 1936 the French edition of a booklet about the doll, La Poupée, included Bellmer's text about his fascination with young girls, printed on pink paper, and pasted-in photographs of his doll in various stages of construction, destruction, and dress (plates 141–142). Marcel Duchamp's endeavor in this area, La Mariée mise à nu par ses célibataires, même (the Green Box), published in 1934, is made up of precise reproductions of all his notes for the large sculpture of the same name made between 1913 and 1923 (plate 78). Its torn scraps of various papers, filled with quickly jotted thoughts, which simply were placed in a green “suede” paper-covered box, express Duchamp's goal of communicating the sequences of a creative process. Similar in intent to Dürer's treatise of 1528, Duchamp's work is as edifying. Perhaps more significant is the attitude embodied in the form. Since his Dada beginnings, Duchamp's willingness to transgress the accepted forms of art inevitably provided models for later artists. The Green Box is both the model for so-called object books (those works of the last quarter of the twentieth century that include texts in nontraditional containers) and the most valuable prototype for the Artist's Book, as it came to be identified after the 1950s.

Another form of artist-as-author-and-illustrator emulates that of the collaboration of author and illustrator. Rarely are artworks developed simultaneously
with texts. Kandinsky was eager to disseminate his ideas through his own philosophical tract Über das Geistige in der Kunst (Concerning the Spiritual in Art) of 1912, and in editing with Franz Marc the illustrated almanac Der blaue Reiter (1912). He added to these literary accomplishments a book of poems, Klänge (1913), illustrated with his preabstract woodcuts (plates 83–85). Like L’Enchanteur pourrissant, which preceded it by only four years, the overall story of Klänge is about “days of yore,” populated by knights on horses going through the forest. Unlike the earlier book, in which Derain added images to Apollinaire’s text, the artist and writer were one; Kandinsky was now in control of the entire design, including his illustrations, which run the gamut from an early fairy-tale style to nearly realized abstractions evolving from his compositions of riders charging up hills. It was he who chose the type and determined which illustrations would be in color. In his apocalyptic print of the Large Resurrection (plate 84) Kandinsky’s forceful cutting and color combine to relay his message of the spirituality that resides in art.

Less pedantic, intellectual, and certainly less self-disciplined than Kandinsky was the Austrian Oskar Kokoschka. As a student he was given his first book-design assignment, which resulted in an adult fairy tale of 1908 titled Die träumenden Knaben (plate 37). The unsold copies were reissued in 1917 by Kurt Wolff. Kokoschka wrote his tale about young love with an autobiographical twist, calling the female character Lilith, the name of his Swedish girlfriend. Commissioned by the Wiener Werkstätte and published at the time of the 1908 Kunstschau in Vienna, it consisted of full-page color lithographs framed with black outlines and, to one side, the narrative presented in a form of free, uncapitalized, and unpunctuated verse. The style of the images makes the book’s dedication to Gustave Klimt, the respected painter of the Vienna Secession movement, quite logical; Kokoschka’s tapestries, in a similar style of black outlined color forms, were also shown at the exhibition. Simultaneously, the artist was working on a play in a quite different, brashly extremist vein, completing four clashing, discordant ink drawings of the protagonists. The play, Mörder Hoffnung der Frauen, was performed at the 1909 Kunstschau and created a near riot (figure 14). A symbolic drama about a woman’s domination over a weakened male who regains strength from their sexual intercourse and murders her, it was made into a book with reproductions of the drawings by the publisher of the journal Der Sturm in Berlin in 1916 (plates 86–87) and transformed into an opera by Paul Hindemith the following year. Kokoschka painted over the drawings in three copies of the 1916 publication, creating three different visions of the two characters. One of the important features of the performance was the dramatic use of lighting, and Kokoschka’s coloring variants reflected the range of emotional impact he sought in the changing lights.

A booklet of just eight sheets, the English painter David Bomberg’s Russian Ballet (1919) is an example of a not-yet-successful artist’s attempt to expand awareness of his work by publishing images that resemble his paintings (plate 82). Six color lithographs, closer in style to his Mud Bath paintings than to those he did of dancers (such as his wife), were given a cloisonné effect, amplified by their placement on pages uncluttered with text. Facing the prints is a similarly pristine
page, the upper part of which is devoted to Bomberg's poetic evocation of the
dance, printed in block letters. He wrote and printed the entire work, aided by his
wife, who sewed the pages together. The impetus for creating this work was the
appearance in London of Serge Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, and Bomberg's plan to
sell it at the theater; when this was prohibited, it was sold at Henderson's Bomb Shop on Charing Cross Road.7

The challenge to an artist who adds writing to his or her own images is to
find among the thoughts that need formal fulfillment those that must be expressed
in words. Most often the words are autobiographical or instructive. Although Marc
Chagall's first publication of Mein Leben (1923) did not include the text that he had
written, the twenty etchings related specific incidents in his early life and stories
regarding events he had heard about (plates 88-89). Like the woodcuts for Noa
Noa, Chagall's prints exist on their own, but his tales from the sheet where he grew
up (finally published in 1931) actually enhance them, making the famous fiddler on
the roof or the boy held upside down actualities rather than fantasies. In 1963 when
David Hockney made a series of etchings inspired by William Hogarth's The
Rake's Progress (1733-35), he depicted himself as the rake, not in London but in the
seductive city of New York (plate 102). Although his recounting of the story is dif-
ferent from Hogarth's in most details, his rake, too, lands in Bedlam—not the
prison but among a singing group dressed like prisoners. Hockney is himself as he
shifts the old moralizing fiction into the Pop environment of the 1960s, just as the
male in Kokoschka's version of the age-old battle of the sexes is the shaven-headed
Oskar himself, modernizing the theme into his personal psychodrama.

If the personality of the writer is identifiable in the writing, then certainly
the artist who is known by his or her images is easily trapped into revealing more
of the same in writing. The wild and wondrous prints of Matisse's Jazz (1947), so
full of movement and color, seem to represent the antithesis of the old and infirm
artist who made them (plates 22-23). He accompanied his prints with a text that is
about his interests and his art, arranged in the undulating arabesques of his own
handwriting. Full of wisdom and imagery, it is primarily the way that his words are
written rather than their content that complements the pictures that punctuate
them. In both cases, the images and the text are the products of a person whose
experiences and ideas have been pondered and carefully arranged, yet the differing
spirit that they present requires an unceasing readjustment of the reader's and view-
er's disposition. It is this situation that is found in the most engaging artist-author
collaborations and is what Picasso must have been after in 1938 when he undertook
a long period of writing, which he hoped would culminate in a book designed, illus-
trated, and written by himself.

There is no title known for the book of Picasso's writings that Vollard
agreed to issue. It is probable that the publisher was entirely unaware of the content
of the text, although Picasso's secretary, Jaime Sabartés, had typed out many parts
from the artist's carefully written and partially edited transcripts of word sketches.
Previous to this project, Picasso's only fully realized published text accompanied
his anti-Franco etchings, Sueño y mentira de Franco (Dream and Lie of Franco)
It has been suggested that Picasso’s decision to write about a political theme at that time (1937) was inspired by Eluard’s poem about the Spanish Civil War, “November 1936,” published in December 1936 in the journal L’Humanité. There is every reason to believe that Vollard had read Picasso’s long, surrealistic stream-of-consciousness sentence, which pairs symbolic representations with a driven, unpunctuated excitement. While the two cartoon-strip images that make up the Dream and Lie of Franco are also filled with metaphoric symbols for the hated dictator and his exploits, because of the familiar context in which they are composed a minimum of information is needed to interpret the actions represented. In the accompanying text, Picasso used words in a predominantly unfamiliar context, making interpretation and subsequent ordering for understanding totally subjective. Although most of his literary choices for publication were conservative, Vollard’s personal fascination with the works of Jarry may have led him to recognize something in Picasso’s unique style of writing that was worth encouraging.

A year before Picasso etched Dream and Lie of Franco he met the artist-photographer Dora Maar. It was she who took documentary photographs of the creation of Picasso’s famous painting Guernica (1937), and her face, like those of other women with whom he had extended liaisons, became a frequent image in the artist’s work. In spring 1939, as he was continuing his work on the book of his writings, he decided to begin the etchings to decorate them (plates 90–94). At Roger Lacourière’s workshop, where Rouault’s color aquatints had been printed for nearly a decade but had only just been published, Picasso finally made his first real color prints. He had already tried to add color to a few black-and-white etchings in 1935, including his important Minotauromachy, as he proofed them. The technique he used in 1939, however, was not the same. He began each print with a basic drawing in aquatint, which was built up by adding plates with etched lines and more brushed aquatint into multicolored images. The color etchings and aquatints of the head of Dora Maar were to be full-page plates, and other, narrow vertical engravings of a full-length female nude remained in black-and-white, undoubtedly meant to be printed alongside the text (figure 15). The process of correcting and adding to the color proofs required the artist to address the colored inks that were used. One of the many stories about this unique book project concerns Picasso’s fascination with the printing inks and his using them to draw directly on paper, thereby interrupting his concentration on this printmaking project. It is true that he left the print shop for Antibes, on the Mediterranean coast, at the beginning of summer, but circumstances other than the heat of the season or the dawn of war ended this project for all time: Vollard died after an automobile accident on July 22, 1939. Although the six color plates of Dora Maar had been editioned by 1942, and other books planned by Vollard that were incomplete at his death were later published, the prints and the manuscript for this project remained packed away in one of Picasso’s studios until after his death. The incomparable literary style of Picasso was developed during the preparation of this book project, finally to be revealed in other works for his album Poèmes et lithographies, completed in 1949 but not published until 1954.

Jean Dubuffet, a French wine merchant who had started out to be an artist,
returned to that calling during World War II. In his forties during the war, he and
his writer friends discovered in the drawings of children and the insane the sim-
plicity of intent and depiction that defined for them a creative honesty in sharp con-
trast to the dishonesty that they felt had enveloped European culture since the
beginning of the century. Somewhat earlier, several Danish artists had taken a sim-
ilar approach, looking at so-called primitive and folk arts as models for their ele-
mental, painterly style. The youngest artist among them, Asger Jorn, was later
influential in the establishment of a postwar group called, after the names of their
hometowns, the CoBrA (Copenhagen, Brussels, Amsterdam) in 1948. Both he and
Dubuffet wrote texts for their own books.

Jorn’s, written during his convalescence from tuberculosis in 1951, Held og
hasard/Dolk og guitar (Health and Hazard/Dagger and Guitar), was a compilation
of his thoughts about art (plate 97), centered on the question, What is aesthetics?
He wrote it during the disintegration of the CoBrA movement, while planning its
last exhibition. The text incorporates some of Jorn’s ideas, which were to have an
impact on his subsequent association with the Italian artist Enrico Baj. Jorn’s
strangely titled book is both autobiographical and philosophical, its margins filled
with many color woodcuts that act as a visual gloss on Jorn’s discourse. While the
CoBrA artists continued to use the imagery that was developed during the move-
ment’s existence, decorating many volumes with the charmed snake that was their
signet, and with ghosts and masks, Jorn’s prints in this book define those forms,
much as words find their places in dictionaries, once they have found their agreed
usage. Jorn was an articulate and dedicated essayist until his death in 1973.

Jean Dubuffet was primarily interested in transmitting the sense and roots
of his art in word-forms. He illustrated books written by his friends Francis Ponge,
Michel Tapié, Jean Paulhan, and Eugène Guillevic, among others, but when he
wrote his own texts, he wrote phonetically, or naively. His first attempt at this was
a mimeographed pamphlet titled Ler dla canpane (1948); this was followed by
Anvouaiage par in ninbesil avec de zimaje and Lahonfam abeber par inbo nom of 1950
(plate 143). The third title is a booklet of drawings of men and women copulating,
with appropriate text entirely obfuscated by the breaking up of the phonetically
reproduced words. The author Dubuffet identified himself only as inbo nom (un bon
homme); and, once deciphered, the sexual encounters are about la bonne femme à
bébé, or the woman with child. In this instance, Dubuffet joins an age-old tradition
of making “dirty” books. Pornographic pictures and texts are much older than
books themselves, but the book form has always been a perfect container for hid-
ing such material from general view. Because Dubuffet’s inspiration at this time
was the art of children, their unaffected attitudes toward codes of conduct and rep-
resentation were taken wholesale. Unlike the usual sexual encounters in brothels,
which found their way into books with prints by Masson, Jules Pascin, and Picass-
so, to name the most prolific in this area among twentieth-century artists, Du-
buffet’s couples defy prurient context by being simple, floating, child-drawn men
and women having sex. The language Dubuffet uses in his text is argot, the slang
that a kid of the streets might hear and speak. Because of the naive context, Du-
buffet's porn is closer to a sexy limerick or a rap song than other x-rated examples.

When sex has been a matter of art, symbolic representations have tended to outnumber graphic ones. After the advent of the type of Artist's Book that developed out of the attitudes about art that were to evolve into Conceptual art, sexual mores were only occasional subjects. Because this book form developed in a period of openness about sexual matters, it rarely reverted to what once was called pornography, except in radical statements about society. The two following examples of how artists have put their magnifying glasses up to the world and viewed it differently are by British artists.

The first, an early form of the ensuing Artist's Book, is Eduardo Paolozzi's *Metafisikal Translations* of 1962 (plate 100). An admirer of Ernst's and Dubuffet's collage prints, Paolozzi took parts of some old engraved advertisements and illustrations, melded them into pseudomechanical objects, and accompanied them with his own so-called metaphysical clarifications. The book, from cover to cover, has been handled by the artist in the same way he has constructed his sculptures of iron pipes, fitting rings, and other fixtures of the mechanical age. Both book and sculpture have the disjointed, wry aspect of Pop art, even though they are made from materials of, or developed in, earlier decades.

The second British book, *Side by Side* (1972), is by two artists known only by their first names, Gilbert & George (plate 101). Their work falls into a category that, since the late 1950s, has been one in which artists perform within their own created environment. The Happenings of the 1950s and early 1960s were understood to have been neo-Dada manifestations, while the form that has been called Performance art has frequently been confused with the long-established theatrical form of monologue. In the case of the Happening, a setting established the action, and occasionally posters, programs, and other relics remained to be collected or to document the event. Gilbert & George are noteworthy among the Performance artists for having surrounded their Actions with an abundance of ephemeral publications and invitations, as well as documents of Actions they might have taken without an audience. *Side by Side* is a book in three parts, which they called "a contemporary sculpture novel . . . based on plans, intentions, and experience. The form being abstract air brushes and the expression pure sculpture." The chapters are "With Us in the Nature," "A Glimpse into the Abstract World," and "The Reality in Our Living." The first part of the book records their rambles in the countryside, and the third records their existence "Underneath the Arches" (a romantic song used in their performances as "Living Sculpture"). Designed in the style of a kind of public-schoolboy romanticism, the overexposed photographs in the first section, showing them together "in the nature" at spots along their path, are paired with the slight literature of a vanity novel of the 1920s. At about this time British artists Richard Long and Hamish Fulton began to center their art on taking walks of varying lengths and documenting them in photographs and books. The products of their walks focused on time and space as real experiences, while Gilbert & George's walks were fictional and quite possibly also a witty commentary on the boredom of objectivity as the basis of Conceptual art.
Artists for Authors

The rapport between an artist and a text, chosen or given, and the success of the artist’s solution, no matter how well supported or produced, is a major criterion for assessing the importance of many artists’ books. Having traced the influence of the author as an associate of the artist and the publisher as an activator and motivator, how the artist approaches another work of art, that of a writer, is a special facet of the medium that must be studied on its own. Is Bonnard’s the ideal fulfillment of Verlaine’s verse, or have his soft pink, scribbly lithographs confused the poet’s lyricism with cozy informality? Have Matisse’s pristine etchings of threadlike lines placed opposite equally fine lines of poetry set, like Verlaine’s, in italics, so carefully controlled the environment of Mallarmé’s poetry that its complex textures are repressed? Bonnard’s Parallèlelement and Matisse’s Poésies by Mallarmé have long been considered the quintessential artists’ books in the French style (plates 8–9 and 15–17). Both have been given these laurels on two counts: the perfection of the aesthetic quality of their pages and the excellence of the artist’s contribution. Because the texts were already written, the publisher took the part of the writer, first by selecting the specific text, then proffering it to a chosen artist, and then deciding how it should be set, what the page size should be, and so on. While it is clear that many of the decisions regarding layout were made in conjunction with the artist, the publisher and his associates played a major, and perhaps restricting, role.

Both Vollard and Skira hoped to combine their choice of artists with texts that would appeal to collectors of books. Not only was Vollard unsuccessful with Parallèlelement because of his problem with printing a forbidden text, but more so because he thought that lithographs by Bonnard would be appealing. The medium alone was a mistake, as at that time collectors preferred their illustrations to be finely engraved on wood or copper, not crayon sketches. Skira’s Poésies sold poorly as well because the Depression decimated the number of book collectors and because Matisse was unknown as an illustrator.

There were (and continue to be) collectors’ clubs, which commissioned and published similar books with more conventional illustrations and layouts, so places on the typical collector’s shelves would be filled with those books to which he or she subscribed through clubs before venturing into less proven acquisitions. Such clubs, along with print clubs, were organized during periods when discretionary money was abundant, in the 1890s, 1920s, and 1950s. Studying the books issued by these clubs reveals their conservatism, and so the lack of financial success of Bonnard’s and Matisse’s books is not a clue to their achievement as artists’ books.

When Count Harry Kessler sought to produce the perfect book, he began with the writing of the ancient Virgil and the art of Aristide Maillol, whose figurative sculptures and drawings were endowed with the ideal contours of classic antiquity yet conceived within the confines of a strict geometric form. After Kessler took Maillol to Greece, the artist slowly began to create the woodcut images that, twenty years later, would adorn pages designed by Edward Gordon Craig. Like Apollinaire, Kessler envisioned The Eclogues of Virgil to be a worthy, modern successor.
to Aldus Manutius's *Hypnerotomachia Polifili*, but unlike Derain, Maillol seems to have paid considerable attention to fifteenth-century formal qualities, confining his similarly simple, linear woodcuts to analogous rectangular enclosures (plate 38). The thought that an Italian Renaissance form of presenting antiquity would be appropriate to ancient Roman poetry arose from suggestions undoubtedly made by the publisher to the right artist, who dealt with the problems of illustration without deviating from his own aesthetic vocabulary.

Another vision of Virgil was initiated by Vollard when he commissioned André Dunoyer de Segonzac to illustrate *Les Géorgiques* (plates 43–44), a mammoth task. The artist ultimately made 119 etchings of rolling fields and vineyards comparable to the author's Italian *campagna*, which filled two large volumes. Created in the informally representational style of an artist who began to illustrate books immediately after World War I, the Virgil might be viewed as the book most likely to appeal to the book-club member. There is little space between representation and inspiration; that is, Segonzac approached the text in a literal way. And yet his etchings are complementary, not tied to this or that image in the verse. He put Virgil's poetry into a lyrical environment evocative of the one from which it arose in the first century B.C.

Segonzac completed and published his book himself in 1947. Since then, except for a handful of books by authors mainly of his generation, rarely have artists been paired with dead authors. Until this point the books by dead authors described have had decorations that were essentially figurative. After World War II and the ascendancy of abstraction in painting, more instances of images that could not possibly be mistaken for illustrations occurred. However, until the excited economic conditions that supported luxurious book production in the earlier decades resumed in the 1970s and 1980s, most artists' books were based on the works of living authors. France continued to lead in the publication of the style of book made famous there earlier, but by the 1970s a few publishers elsewhere were banking on proven texts to carry the less established images of artists. In the tradition of the book club, Sidney Shiff of the Limited Editions Club in New York asked Ellsworth Kelly to add his terse forms to Mallarmé's *Un Coup de dés jamais n'abolira le hasard* (plates 158–159). The resulting pages have the poem set as Mallarmé intended; they are separated from Kelly's black-and-white forms by blank pages. In this way it appears that the artist has emphasized his respect for the integrity of the poet's design while offering his visual complement without intrusion. Kelly's interpretation in 1992 extends the visual modulations that Mallarmé sought, not obliterating them and leaving only their forms, as Marcel Broodthaers had done. Rather than convert Mallarmé's lines of poetry into linear images, as Matisse did, Kelly took their mass and transferred it into a new mass.

A final example, one in which the artist was committed to the text of a cherished writer, is Francesco Clemente's *The Departure of the Argonaut* by Alberto Savinio of 1986 (plate 176). Again, there is a question of how close the artist came to the author's vision, but, in addition, Clemente's encroachment upon the words themselves is a powerful statement of the artist's vision superseding that of the
author. If it were not known that Clemente had chosen a favorite text of an esteemed author, the impression would be of a battle between text and image in several instances. There are series of text pages decorated with only marginal images and others in which the text faces the traditional full-page plates, but those where the artist has covered both pages of text with translucent monocolored images are by far the most vivid and committed to the spirit of the passages they accompany.

The question of the aptness of translation has always been a provocative one, and in studying these and other artists’ books it must be raised, for in all those cases in which the artist cannot communicate with an author, the artist is no different from the translator who changes the author’s words into another language. The artist’s style, choice of medium, decisions of layout, and placement of the pictorial elements are all basically translations, in that they enhance, diminish, or alter in a myriad of ways, the meaning of the author. For example, if one reads a line in one’s own language, written in one’s own time and therefore in a known idiom, it is likely that one’s understanding of the line will be fairly close to what the author intended (even then, the reader has already accumulated a mass of experiences, likes and dislikes, that will modulate if not drastically alter what the author meant and implied). When, however, that line is in a foreign language, which the reader must encounter in translation, it is the translator’s understanding that is conveyed. So, when the artist’s understanding of a text—when he or she actually confronts it—is presented along with the text, inevitably it is modified and shaded with varying degrees of comprehension. Since illustration is not intended, what the artist does in such books does not entirely affect the word-for-word reading of a text, but it has a tremendous burden to carry, for it transforms the entire intent of the piece into the artist’s language. For this reason alone, the perfect alliance of text and picture is, above all, the artist’s, and then that of the artist and author in collaboration. Artists’ books are just that—the work of the artist whose imagery, rather than being subsumed by the text, overcomes it by translating it into a language that has more meanings than words alone can convey.

Artists without Authors

Traditionally, artists have taken still another path that has given them authority over the book form. They have bound together series of images with no other text than captions or dispensed with words entirely. It is not a recent tendency, since sets of pictures, united by their themes or by an implied concept, had been the substance of books before printing. In the block books of the fifteenth century, such as Ars Moriendi and Apocalypsis Sancti Johannes (figure 16), the written portions were secondary to the pictorial parts of the woodcuts. When Goya created his Los caprichos in 1799, the eighty aquatints were bound together. They did have aphoristic captions, often worded in ways meant to confuse the censors, but that also added further dimension to the viewer’s notion of what was represented. Similarly, George Grosz’s 1923 bound volume of reproductions of watercolors and drawings, Ecce Homo (plates 107–108), is captioned throughout, but in his case the ironic tone did not prevent authorities from fining the artist six thousand marks for
his blasphemies and from expurgating several plates. Prints alone have frequently conveyed stories without the need of words. Kandinsky put together a series of woodcuts in 1903, which he titled *Stikhi bez slov* (Poems without Words). In 1919 Kurt Schwitters reformulated his Dada collages of cast-off papers into a pamphlet, *Die Kathedrale* (plates 104–105), a few pages of lithographs made from transfers of pieces of leather and other materials interspersed with words in several languages. Each printed page faced a blank one, presenting Schwitters’s printed versions of collages as separate compositions. In the same year, Lyonel Feininger made a woodcut of a cathedral as the cover of the second Bauhaus program, illustrating Walter Gropius’s aim to create “the cathedral of the future” (figure 17). In 1920 at another experimental school, the Popular Art Institute in Vitebsk, El Lissitzky designed his *Pro dva kvadrata* (About Two Squares), a children’s booklet in which simple geometric forms and a minimum of inventively arranged letters conveyed the story, published in 1922 (plate 71). The Belgian Frans Masereel specialized in picture books, and his *La Ville* (1925) is typical of the non-narrative use of images connected by a single subject (plate 106). In one hundred woodcuts, Masereel conveyed the gaiety and oppression of urban life of the 1920s, particularly seen through the artist’s political bias. Max Ernst’s five-part collage novel, *Une Semaine de bonté, ou les sept éléments capitaux* (1934), is the Surrealist’s adaptation of such a book without words (plates 109–110). He had placed an introductory paragraph in each part, meant to clue the viewer in to the sequences of Freudian-fraught reproductions of his collages made from cheap wood-engraved illustrations. Divided into days of the week, the subjects of each day are related to their alchemical symbols, a frequent source used by the Surrealists, as well as to introductory quotations by Arp, Eluard, and Benjamin Péret.

In another instance, arising from artists’ use of the book form as a sketchbook, a series of images that have a single concept advanced in repetitive shapes or structures unencumbered by narrative or directions covers all but the title page. František Kupka’s *Quatre histoires de blanc et noir* (1926) is a modern example of this concept. Each sheet is an abstract woodcut emphasizing the contrast of black and white (plates 68–70). The artist has grouped his compositions into four stories, unified by an underlying structure, but it is not possible to apply any further context to them. Kupka, known historically as a pioneer abstractionist, in this instance has also pioneered a significant change in artists’ books by curtailing the verbal prominence.

In 1934 Bruno Munari designed a tin book with Tullio d’Albisola, whose best-known book, also of tin, was made with the Futurist poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (plate 183). However, Munari’s books of abstract collages, cutouts, and folded sheets of paper were mainly books without words. Combinations of letter forms, which enlivened his pages, were later joined by exclusively geometric ones. During the 1950s Munari made a series of unique cut-and-pasted collage pamphlets that he called *libri illeggibile* (plate 184). These books, in which the only printing was a typewritten slip containing a few words about when and where the book was
made, were also precursors of the type of book the German-born Dieter Roth was to make in Iceland during the late 1950s and early 1960s. At first, depending upon the seriality of book pages to dominate, he composed his ideas into several series of cutouts, which revealed in each turn of the page a transformation within a set of geometric patterns. He then began to make books from preprinted materials taken from the refuse of commercial printers. These overprinted sheets, magazine advertisements, or tremendously enlarged photo-offsets meant for billboards were bound into thick paperbacks and made up a separate series, titled alphabetically (Boh jc) or by content (Daily Mirror Boole), and issued in 1961 in variously sized editions, containing parts of the same but not identical found sheets (plate 111). They were foremost in the development of what were later internationally dubbed bookworks. Eventually, the Conceptual artists made the Artist’s Book their primary object of creativity.

Significantly, the photographic books of Walker Evans, and particularly his *American Photographs* (1938), became models for most sequential presentations of diverse but linked photographic reproductions in book form (plate 116). Each photograph was placed on the right-hand page, as were full-page plates in most artists' books; the facing left-hand page was blank except, possibly, for the photograph's title. This austere composition defined the book as a kind of gallery in which full attention was dictated by the picture, unencumbered by disturbances in its surroundings, save for a polite, generally factual label. Without this prototype and its subsequent dominance in the composition of books illustrated with photographs and reproductions of artworks, it is unlikely that the new style of Artist’s Book would have been so quickly a dominant factor in artistic production. With the Artist’s Book *Twentysix Gasoline Stations* (1963) by the California artist Edward Ruscha, in which all but one photograph faces a blank page, this style, which was largely a new artistic attitude rather than a new book form, was established (plate 117). The photographs taken by the artist of a series of buildings, identical in function and similar in setting, were chosen for their identity rather than their setting, form, or extended meaning. In a similar way, Ruscha treated other sets of places and things in booklets without words.

Another American, Sol LeWitt, devised an art from simple sets of instructions, so that large walls could be covered with drawings executed by others simply following his orders. He, too, was interested in sets, this time sets of lines of certain lengths, colors, and directions. Like Ruscha, he produced photographic booklets with sets of things, but his systematic examination of how the simplest form, a straight line, could be manipulated into complexity by multiplication generated his most notable books (plates 76–77).

The Artist’s Book of the genre covered above has already had a prolific history, noteworthy in its earliest years for the presence and influence of unconventional events and materials produced by the international collaborative movement known as Fluxus, initially led by George Maciunas. Beginning in 1963 the movement’s adherents created numerous printed cards, broadsides, booklets, and a miscellany of objects, often boxed together and issued as yearbooks, that comprised the
neo-Dada substance of their enterprise. While they created a loose community that was productive of new attitudes toward what could be called art as well as many of the sorts of items that would fill it (some of the contributors were Dick Higgins, Yoko Ono, Nam June Paik, Ben Vautier, Daniel Spoerri, and Wolf Vostell, who produced spaces or situations that imitated or were part of real life and incorporated some printed items), books were not notable components. There was a great deal of printing associated with Fluxus, but it was meant to be ephemeral and “at best transitional (a few years) & temporary until such time when fine art can be totally eliminated (or at least its institutional forms) and artists find other employment.”

When artists who had graphic-design training and experience or a literary background became attracted to the book form, or when dealers became involved with artists whose tendency was to produce such works, the appearance of artists’ books became more and more frequent. Letterpress or offset printers were available everywhere to print small items if they did not require complex designs, and the advent of desktop publishing via the computer blew open the doors of opportunity to anyone who wanted to realize his or her ideas in ink on paper.

The same spirit of utter freedom from convention that motivated the Fluxus artists was personified by Robert Rauschenberg, the uniquely uninhibited American whose collages of found objects in the 1950s heralded the inception of Pop art. He frequently included photographs torn from newspapers and magazines on the flat parts of his canvases, and in 1962 began to make paintings onto which these black-and-white news photographs were screenprinted. When he began to make prints at Universal Limited Art Editions, he, like every other artist, was asked by Tatyana Grosman to make a book. Having discovered the attraction of layering image over image in printing, he designed an object consisting of five movable panels of plexiglass, each of which had been covered with lithographs, placed into an open framework that contained a sixth panel fixed on one end. This was the title page for Shades (1964), and engraved on the frame was the publisher’s justification and dedication to the artist’s son (plate 186). Except for the words Shades and Rauschenberg on the title panel, there is no text. Unlike the contemporary works of Roth, Ruscha, and, later, LeWitt, Rauschenberg’s book depends on the accepted form of a book for its context, and then offers an aspect of viewing it (changing the order and directions of the “illustrations”) that destroys that form. From this work of Rauschenberg’s there followed considerable interest in transforming the conventional book into an object, usually by surrounding it, defacing it, or making it, like Shades, into a sculpture.

The printing fervor that erupted in the 1970s and 1980s was inclusive rather than exclusive. The Artist’s Book, easy to acquire and look at, was meant to be inexpensive and unlimited. Special companies were established to sell and distribute them, many exhibitions took place in galleries, libraries, and museums, which offered collectors and others the opportunity to see (though rarely to read) the vast range of concepts, and the interest in making books spread exponentially. At the same time, quite a few artists turned away from the organized, structural, systematized, cerebral atmospheres of Conceptual and Minimal expressions and
returned to expressive painting. One of these so-called Neo-Expressionists, Anselm Kiefer, devoted a significant part of his creative time to producing books. The basic materials of many of his mostly unique, large volumes are photographs and woodcuts, all of which were manipulated through tearing, pasting, painting, or covering with mud and sand. His Der Rhein is a massive book without words, and the only one that he has produced in more than one copy (plate 162). Using the same woodcuts to form passages in his canvases, Kiefer manipulated prints as he would a brush with paint, first coating his woodblocks with uneven daubs of viscous ink, then printing them by hand and without the fastidious care of the hired professional printer. Finally, for his books, he pasted them onto paper boards, each open set of pages containing one composition. In Der Rhein the procession of views of the compelling river, passages energetically hacked into the wood and printed in black on white paper, convey the mystery and power contained in its ceaseless flow. The writer Peter Schjeldahl has described the book as “a work of visual art, with affinities to music and film. It is about ‘bookness.’ . . . It yields a theatrical experience having almost nothing in common with normal reading.” Kiefer, with his profound understanding of the power contained in the book form, has made sequences of pages into revelations without words. To come upon the same prints in a two-dimensional framework, presented in a single picture, is to have one instant impression that might initiate many others should the viewer take the time. A book demands both time and involvement, and each turn of the page is the beginning of another impression.

SUBJECTS
Fables

Some of the enchantment of books comes from the variety of ways in which the same subject is treated by different artists. It is possible to go back to the earliest compilations of vellum manuscript sheets and find some themes or stories that are revived century after century—into the present. The types of texts that have captivated audiences for the longest time are those that have to do with the mysteries of life. Into this category fall religious texts alongside others that, through parable or observation, give similarly useful instruction in good behavior. Purely religious subjects have not been among the most inspiring to modern artists. They have, however, been used to clothe apprehensions about modern society’s proclivity to doom. This manner of artistic commentary has long been succinctly displayed in the many bestiaries, fables by Aesop, and natural histories in which animals are endowed with the qualities and foibles of humans. In the last hundred years, when the sciences have seemed to stifle fantasy, the desire to observe human frailties in insects, birds, and beasts has not died.

At the end of the nineteenth century Jules Renard wrote his own version of Histoire naturelle, the title of a notable eighteenth-century masterpiece by Georges-Louis Leclerc, the comte de Buffon. One edition of Renard’s book has remained equally notable for its incomparable lithographs of a variety of animals by Henri de
Toulouse-Lautrec (plate 49). Typical of the text is Renard’s ode to pomposity in his poem about a peacock: “Surely he must be getting married to-day. It ought to have been yesterday. He was all dressed up and ready. Only the bride was missing. She never came. . . . His marriage is put off til to-morrow. And, not knowing what to do for the rest of the day, he moves toward the stairway. He climbs the steps with an official tread, as if they were temple steps. He lifts his train, burdened with all the eyes that have centered upon it. Then he goes through the whole ceremony again.”

Toulouse-Lautrec’s frustrated peacock stands on a wall that rises above the letters naming him, looking wistfully after a peahen. In every case, the drawing gives character to the text before it is possible to read Renard’s wry vignettes. In contrast, the verse in Apollinaire’s Le Bestiaire, dealing with a peacock, appears below a woodcut of the proud bird: “When he spreads his tail, this bird Who drags his plumage on the grass May grow in beauty But he also bares his ass.”

Le Bestiaire, ou cortège d’Orphée was Apollinaire’s second contribution to the development of twentieth-century illustrated books. The idea had emerged around 1907 when Picasso cut two woodblocks, depicting an eagle (figure 18) and a chicken. Once, Vollard had pressed his painters to work in other mediums, and hoped to issue a woodcut album. This may have been the impetus for Picasso, Derain, Matisse, and Maurice de Vlaminck to make their woodcuts, which date around this year. In any case, it was Raoul Dufy, rather than Picasso, who gave this theme his best efforts. The entire title, Le Bestiaire, ou cortège d’Orphée, incorporates the figure of Orpheus as an intermittent conductor, leading off, with appropriate verses, sections of Dufy’s full-page and extremely fanciful images of the beasts, captioned by Apollinaire’s witty poems about them (plates 50–51). At first Apollinaire titled his work La Marchande des quatre saisons, ou le bestiaire mondain, and half of his verses were published under this title in 1908. Dufy took the lead in designing the book, which more than any other mimics block books of the fifteenth century, thereby providing an emblematic context for Apollinaire’s homilies.

While there are no manuscripts that can be connected to Aesop, the fables attributed to him may exist in a manuscript as early as the fourth century B.C. Certainly in the West, among the many fables known, Aesop’s seem to be the longest lasting. Medieval Europe apparently relished the idea that animals might be given specifically human traits, both virtues and vices. Aesop’s fables were first printed as an ensemble in 1476 woodcuts published in 1476–77 in Ulm. In the twentieth century they have continued to be nearly as popular a subject as they were in earlier centuries since the tales flexibly conformed to the humor and educational quirks of each age. In Alexander Calder’s version of 1931, continuous wiry lines outline the principals of each fable, playful as his wire circus sculptures, as they act out their morality tales (plate 52). The paper upon which Calder’s drawings appear contains nearly imperceptible delicate red and blue threads, forming a lively base for his lines and refreshing Sir Roger L’Estrange’s 1692 version of the text.

An even shorter set of only twelve of Aesop’s fables was created by Antonio Frasconi, the Uruguayan-born artist whose work in woodcut was a stimulant to many artists seeking a voice in printmaking during the 1950s. Part of the impetus
shaping his work arose from his distress over social inequities: therefore, Frasconi’s 12 Fables of Aesop was given a particularly localized view, populated with typically American farmers and their aphoristic barnyard beasts (plate 53). The transposition possibilities of Aesop’s tales lie, of course, in their enduring substance. The bestiaries that evolved from these stories, whether treated as individual homilies like Buffon’s and Apollinaire’s, or as narratives, like George Orwell’s Animal Farm (1945), continue to capture the interest of a populace unimpressed by moralistic tales but still capable of projecting its own vision and sense of values into such stories about animals.

Conflicts

In this century many artists have found themselves committed to political and social causes. Using their imagery to arouse interest in a situation, there is no doubt that they understand their power. War, a frequent occurrence in modern times, is a subject that has not been avoided by modern artists. The Dadaists and proponents of Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) in Germany wanted its atrocities to be broadcast for the purpose of making those who could not imagine such horrors unwilling to repeat them. Not yet completely distanced from this sort of reality by newsreels containing the specters and sounds of war, postwar audiences were presented with portfolios of images emphasizing the immoral and unspeakable. While Francisco de Goya, a century earlier, was unable to have his etchings dedicated to the disasters of war (Los desastres de la guerra) printed during his lifetime, they existed in printed form since 1863 and were inevitably used as examples emphasizing the gruesome and repulsive (figure 19), which formed a basis of the satiric tone of the works of German artists Otto Dix (particularly in his album of etchings without text, titled Der Krieg, of 1924) and
George Grosz in his several series of drawings compiled into albums and books. Another album, this one by Georges Rouault, consisting of fifty-eight black-and-white aquatints, Miserere, had been planned as Miserere et guerre, and one discarded aquatint contains that title. Many more sets of prints for this extraordinary project (including some to be in color) were made between the end of World War I and the death of Vollard in 1939. Two prints included in the version published by Rouault in 1948, one with the word Miserere and the other with Guerre, were evidently meant to be half titles (figures 20 and 21). Images of the Passion of Christ are intermixed with others that refer to the participants and conditions of World War I. The large images on paper over two feet on one side, developed by the artist into prints from paintings he made for this purpose, evolved into awesome power. Rouault’s intensely religious motivation, which imbued all his works, from portraits to landscapes, from mourning madonnas to Veronica’s veil, endowed them with a presence that would seem entirely outside that of the modern were it not for the satirical vein in his work. The titles he gave his Miserere plates, for example, “Who Does Not Paint Himself a Face?” (a self-portrait) and “The Nobler the Heart, the Less Stiff the Collar” (a soldier), have the poetry and power of Goya’s Las desastres de la guerra and transcend the German inclination to emphasize the gory details of reality (plates 56–57).

Rouault’s Miserere is rooted in the history of the artist’s book because of its overlay of literary commentary through captions. Despite its unwieldy size, its single-plate imagery illustrates the artist’s chosen theme by reaffirming the sacred in the midst of the profane. Coincidental with Rouault’s early thoughts about creating a group of works about the tragedy of war and suffering, Natalie Goncharova in Russia produced an album of lithographs titled Vojna (War) in 1914. The war and the revolutionary inclinations in Russia were synthesized in the writing of Kruchenykh and the artistic compositions of his wife, Olga Rozanova, in their book.
titled *Vojna* of 1916 (plates 54–55). Her nine woodcuts, as well as a title-page collage and one page on which woodcuts and colored paper are arranged and pasted together, depict scenes of fighting, allegorical figures, and, in the combined collage, an execution, a falling figure, an airplane, and daggers of bright color, all in a conflicting dynamism. The transition from Cubism to Constructivism and Suprematism takes a significant step in this book, which, nevertheless, retains a considerable amount of recognizable figuration. As with the work of Kandinsky, the *lubok*, or folk-art print, is an essential part of Russian illustration, so while the direction of Rozanova’s work in *Vojna* was toward the abstract, with its use of excited aerial forms, the unsophisticated “roots” of the Russian peasant were not yet ready to be discarded.

Literature about the war to end all wars was profuse, and artists provided sketches that gave added dimension to the expanding lore of survival. Segonzac provided his first illustrations to what was considered the foremost French literary work based on World War I, Roland Dorgelès’s *Les Croix de bois* of 1921 (plate 58), issued two years after the first edition was runner-up to Marcel Proust’s *A la recherche du temps perdu* for France’s most prestigious prize for literature. Dorgelès, who was the popular choice for the Prix Goncourt, was understandably bitter, writing that this monstrous farce had to come to something, so that by having his text illustrated by Segonzac, he “united my name with that of the greatest witness of our war.” Segonzac had been in the trenches, and his experiences put down in the sketchiness of drypoints more than adequately convey the transitory nature of such a life, from the boredom of waiting to the terror of attack. At the same time, Segonzac’s unemotional work echoes the sangfroid of the French, who, in the aftermath of winning a war, went on to a decade of careless frivolity. Segonzac’s drypoints subsequently embellished lighter subjects, such as *Bubu de Montparnasse* and *Tableau de la boxe*.

The war in Spain in the 1930s cast its shadow over the politically concerned in both Europe and America. Idealists in many areas of the arts were involved directly in fighting for or in helping the Republican cause. Two sets of prints directly concerned this crisis: the first was Picasso’s pair of etched “comic strips,” *Dream and Lie of Franco* (1937), which he published in a very large edition to aid the anti-Fascist cause (plates 60–61). His unsavory depiction of Franco is more dreadful in its confrontation with the beauteous face personifying the trampled people of Spain. Allegory is an important device for making a strongly felt opinion even stronger, in that it allows the imagination of the viewer or reader to come to even further conclusions about what is implied or meant. Picasso was the master of this, particularly when he directed his raucous wit against serious enemies.

The second work made to aid Spain consisted of two small portfolios of prints and was the product of a group of sympathetic artists, grouped together by Stanley William Hayter. The first portfolio was *Solidarité* by Paul Eluard (1938); *Fraternity* by Stephen Spender (1939) was the second (plate 59). In the latter, a French translation by Louis Aragon was appended; besides Hayter’s contribution, there were engravings by a group of artists living in England and Paris, including John Buckland-Wright, Dalla Husband, Vasily Kandinsky, and Joan Miró. All the
prints were made in Hayter's Atelier 17 in Paris, shortly before World War II forced him to move to New York, where he relocated his workshop. Diverse in style, although Surrealism pervaded most of the black-and-white prints, *Fraternity* was one of a myriad of group publications whose purpose was the raising of money for a cause. Spender's poem was stirring; the prints were somewhat relevant and, for the most part, good examples of their makers' work. At the close of the 1930s, *Fraternity* signaled the end of an era. Its publisher established his workshop in New York in 1940: drawing both French refugees and American painters together, it became a catalyst for the relocation of the center of art from Paris to New York in the second half of this century.

At the halfway point in the century covered here, all creative life in Europe was interrupted by war. The catastrophic rifts in the social fabric caused by World War I and the Russian Revolution were minor in comparison with those of the next world war. There were economic and social upheavals after the Great War, and the response of artists to the horrors of war was at first the belligerence of anger and subsequently a retreat into the subconscious. The realization that mankind could destroy itself, which accompanied the end of World War II, was previously inconceivable; one reaction in art was that many artists sought in ancient sources and pure abstraction the consolations of the inner spirit.

It was therefore not surprising to find religious images in Jacques Villon's color etchings for André Frénaud's *Poèmes de Brandebourg* of 1947 (plate 62). The series of color etchings of the Magi relate to two poems in Frénaud's anthology of works created just before and during the Nazi occupation. In retelling the tale of the Three Kings, Frénaud wrote that they arrived too late, the Massacre of the Innocents had begun. Yet by following the star they continued to hope that the Savior of mankind existed, as those prisoners of the Germans to whom Frénaud dedicated his poems must have done.

In allegory or in Picasso's medieval brackets and flourishes in blood red that surround Pierre Reverdy's late poem, *Le Chant des morts* (1948), the subject was not too difficult to comprehend, even though Picasso's work was stringently nonfigurative (plate 63). During the 1940s he used similar markings to form the structures of nearly abstract paintings, such as *The Kitchen* (1948), in the collection of The Museum of Modern Art, and to accentuate straight and angular passages in his figurative paintings. These two books do not comment on war as those after World War I did. As a subject, war had become too horrible. The many publications associated with the Vietnam and Algerian wars and the student revolution were rarely more than posters and broadsides, and there seemed to be no sustained memory of these events that inspired afterward or that begged for an artist's viewpoint.

The word *war* became "mediaized"; society turned to making "war" on those things that did it harm, such as crime and drugs. In this context, the documentary approach of Phillip Greer's *Flash—November 22, 1963* (1968), with screenprints by Andy Warhol, makes this situation entirely vivid (plate 194). The images, taken from the television broadcast of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy and transformed by the artist by color changes and emphasis on the poor
definition of the video medium, are combined with text that appears like the teletype report of the events. Communications theoretician Marshall McLuhan identified the television image as cool, that is, not involving viewers' imaginations sufficiently to heat them up. Warhol's mastery of cool imagery made of Flash the definitive book of the horrible event dissembled.

The advent in the 1970s of Neo-Expressionist facture and imagery reintroduced the subjects, mainly disguised or allegorized, of universal disaster. After almost fifty years, the diffusion of memories of the Holocaust of the 1940s and the continued questioning of its reality found the imagery of recollection in examples of the Artist's Book by Christian Boltanski and Annette Lemieux. Stories that paralleled the most wrenching upheavals of peoples' lives, beginning with the Revelation of Saint John—The Apocalypse—were inevitable vehicles for this approach. At the moment of some of the heaviest Nazi bombing raids in 1941 and the opening of the Eastern Front, while he was in precarious exile in the Netherlands, Max Beckmann received a commission to make transfer drawings for lithographs to accompany this text (incredibly, published in Nazi Germany in 1943). Arching over the details of the saint’s vision of the destruction and redemption of mankind is Beckmann's own iconography, interpretive, yet in his unique language (plate 66). A work completed during the incertitudes of survival in a war is infinitely different from one created in peace. Forty years later, Jim Dine's The Apocalypse, The Revelation of Saint John the Divine (1982) converted the images of skulls, hands, horses, and other motifs that make up the traditional illustrations of the text into jagged woodcuts (plate 67). Created not in the brash rebelliousness of the 1960s but in the burgeoning moral dilemma of the 1980s, Dine's imagery has been dramatically augmented as he has capitalized on the unlimited capacity of the Apocalypse to be relevant in times of disquiet and skepticism.

Classical and Other Tales

If the Apocalypse is an eternal vehicle for the ultimate journey of the soul, other classic literature has been extremely useful in giving the artist respite from too many forays into the unknown. A few instances will suffice, beyond what has already been stated, about the propensity of publishers to pair artists with uncontroversial texts, to demonstrate the degrees to which such writings can support artistic interpretation in the twentieth century. Understandably, the revival of interest in ancient Greece that accompanied Sir Arthur John Evans's excavations and discoveries in Crete set the stage for Braque's nearly interminable work (begun in 1932; published in 1955) on Théogonie, by the Greek poet Hesiod. The seventeen etchings that he first made of that number of gods were left in the printer's shop when their ever hopeful publisher, Vollard, died in 1939. At the time that Braque made the etchings he was creating sculptures in the same archaic Greek style. Far removed from his Cubist period, Braque used an endless, looping line to define his Athenas and Gaia's, surrounding their light figures with a framework of sketches, doodles, and other fantasies, known as remarques (figure 22). These were to be dispensed with when the plates were finally placed within the context of a book in the

Figure 22: Georges Braque. Plate 15 from Théogonie by Hesiod. 1932. Etching, with remarques. Vallier 20, O. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection
J'ai lutte, mais le gouffre ra'a9pire.

T&n£bres de moi-m6me, je m'aban-

donner à vous !

Il n'y a ni tén&bres, ni gouffres, ni
rien de la sorte. II n'y a pas de partie
obscure de l'&me. A supposer qu'elle
commette une confusion(l), toute la
nature est confusion. Ce n'est pas sa
passion qui est malsaine; ce qui est
malsain, c'est sa croyance que sa pas-
sion est malsaine(a). Mi-femme, mi-
déesse, son infirmity humaine la fait
commettre une confusion. » (Levitique.)

1. "Ce que nous appelons monstres ne le sont pas d
Dieu, qui

2. "Nous appelant contrenature ce qui advient con
contre la
cousiume. » (Montaigne, Essais, lib. II, XXXI.)

Four years after Matisse's Pasiphaë, Marc Chagall's first color lithographs appeared in Four Tales from the Arabian Nights (1948), in the unexpurgated version of the stories as told by Sir Richard Francis Burton in 1885–88. In fact, only a few lines of each story were used to introduce Chagall's illustrations (plates 47–48). For an artist who had already etched a considerable number of plates for the Bible as well as for classics by Nikolai Gogol and Jean de La Fontaine, the challenge of another famous text was merely one of imagining an ideal context. That Chagall chose to find a way to make his illustrations have the appearance of a magic chest of jewels from which the clever Scheherazade fabricated her bewitching tales was a major decision in his career as a graphic artist. Since the late nineteenth century there had not been much interest in color lithography, and only Léger and Dufy in France and Emil Nolde in Germany had produced interesting work in the medium.
With the stimulus of a colorful subject and the availability of a printer who would translate his gouaches into color prints, Chagall was prepared to pursue the adornment of yet another old-fashioned text. Chagall’s additions to Albert Carman’s color separations provided accents that reinstated his authority over the final state of the lithographs. Chagall’s *Four Tales from the Arabian Nights*, Derain’s gallant attack on Rabelais’s *Pantagruel*, and Matisse’s *Jazz* were three formidable examples of how the now traditional artist’s book could be refreshed.

While classical subjects have remained stimuli for illustration, they have joined a field of prodigious diversity that characterizes the subject matter of recent artists’ books. Once the French style of the *livre d’artiste* was assimilated by American publishers, tried-and-true texts were often suggested by them to American artists. Robert Motherwell, whose two artist’s books with texts by contemporary writers were made with his print publishers, created as his last book, in 1988, James Joyce’s *Ulysses*, commissioned by Arion Press in California. Arion was also to publish *Poems* by William Butler Yeats, the only book illustrated by the California painter Richard Diebenkorn, issued in 1990, and other, even older, texts embellished by artists such as Shusaku Arakawa and John Baldessari. In many more instances, however, publishers have brought writers and artists together, either to collaborate directly, as O’Hara and Rivers, or Alain Robbe-Grillet and Robert Rauschenberg, did or to mutually agree on a previously written text, as Samuel Beckett and Jasper Johns did. In most cases, artists chose the text if the publisher wanted to work with them, and those texts were most likely to be pertinent to the artist’s work, as was Rafael Alberti’s ode to color, *A la pintura*, to Motherwell in 1972, or the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein’s *On Certainty/Uber Gewissheit*, about “counting alternatives,” to Mel Bochner in 1991 (plates 31 and 160).

The audacity of artists to conceive of illustrating the works of philosophers is only a part of the diversification of subject matter in recent artists’ books. The Conceptual artists were theoreticians and the Minimal artists were process-oriented, both attributes of the philosopher. Abstract imagery was equally disposed to abstract thought, so the Spanish abstract sculptor Eduardo Chillida parried Martin Heidegger’s treatise *Die Kunst und der Raum/L’Art et l’espace* of 1969 (plate 150); one member of the German Gruppe Zero, Günther Uecker, nailed down a variety of theoretical texts on light in *Vom Licht* of 1973 (plate 149); and in the field of linguistics, the Italian painter Enrico Baj tilted with Raymond Queneau’s *Meccano, ou l’analyse matricielle du langage* of 1966 (plate 185), as adeptly as Bochner did with Wittgenstein. It might be surmised that Uecker and Baj, by using actual implements like nails and gears to create the embossed and printed imagery, applied a “nuts and bolts” commentary to the texts.

**MAKING BOOKS**

_The appearance of artists’ books depends upon the level of independence and control of each participant. As has already been noted, Ambroise Vollard’s books took on a familiar look over time. They were always comparatively_
large in format, particularly those prepared in the 1920s, and wide margins surrounded both text and plates. Vollard and his sometime editor, Maurice Heine (an expert on the marquis de Sade), supervised the preparation of each element, undoubtedly making arrangements with each party. Artists usually made their prints as single plates that could be slipped between folios. In that way, they did not have to be involved in the layout of each page. Early on, artists were asked to prepare drawings, as well, for insertion at the beginning and end of chapters. These could be reduced or enlarged when they were made into wood engravings, depending upon the space available. Preparation of these blocks, which were type-high and would be set up with the type for printing, was given to the superb artisan Georges Aubert. Certain typefaces and papers were preferred by Vollard, and the paper wrappers of most books were not elaborately decorated, specifically because collectors of expensive volumes preferred to have their books bound in leather by a fine French binder. Often the book was acquired because it offered an occasion to commission a binding to be added to a library of bindings. The interior of the book was meant to inspire the binder, and the collector's concern was that the result would be distinctive. The publications of Skira followed this tradition, and it is extremely unusual to find a French artist's book issued with a decorated cover or binding until after World War II.

Artists were given more control over the appearance of smaller books, such as Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler's early publications. As Apollinaire's *L'Enchanteur pourrissant* was the first, it was designed to have vellum covers, similar to those ancient books admired by the writer. Longer texts, like Max Jacob's three volumes of the mysterious adventures of Victor Matorel, were simply designed to resemble current popular novels, and in two of them Picasso's Cubist etchings were single plates inserted, by means of tabs, into the texts. They were sewn together between plain, typographical paper covers. The seemingly casual manner of designing books with no overall form that was recognizably the publisher's was actually Kahnweiler's way of encouraging artists to make books. Although in 1921 five of the six thin books he published were identical in size, several of them and a few later books, for example, Henri Laurens's book *Les Pélican* and others by Fernand Léger, Juan Gris, and André Masson, had prints on their covers relating to those inside. The diversity of shape, size, paper, and typography resulted from Kahnweiler's own taste and priorities (Kahnweiler used only four printers for the twenty-eight books he published between 1911 and 1939), but undoubtedly reflected the involvement of the artist in the overall design. It was not unusual to have images on covers of pamphlets and thin books (as defined in the trade, a book has at least forty-eight pages), since they were not considered valuable investments that might require full leather bindings.

How much input each artist had in these and later books is difficult to ascertain when the artist is not known for graphic design as well. In *La Prose du Transsibérien et de la petite Jehanne de France* (1913), given its colorful setting on a vertical foldout format by Sonia Delaunay-Terk, there can be no doubt that the artist who had designed bookbindings and other decorative objects, as well as the concerned
author Blaise Cendrars, were responsible for its appearance (plates 118–119). They called it the first simultaneous book, that is, an object unified by the simultaneity of opposites coming together. Cendrars organized the printing, with his poem reading down one side in a variety of types and Delaunay-Terk’s colored arcs and blocks on the other, printed in pochoir (stencil), extending into and linking the verses. A map of the route of the Trans-Siberian Railway heads the right half of the sheet, and the title page information heads the left, so that when the entire folding sheet is closed, it appears on the top. Cendrars’s longtime Polish girlfriend provided the money for printing 150 copies (fewer seem to have been completed) and Editions des Hommes Nouveaux is given as the publisher, a suitable name for a “poet-typographer and a typographer-artist.”

Cendrars was the author of another text that reflected his and many artists’ romance with film. La Fin du monde, filmée par l’ange N.D., which he produced with Fernand Léger in 1919 (plates 120–121), was a somewhat different enterprise from his work with Delaunay-Terk. Instead of a simultaneous creation of type and image, Léger embraced Cendrars’s words, attempting through the Cubist idiom to simulate the filmic procession of moving forms. The pictorial matter is made from line-block reproductions of drawings made by Léger to fit into the text and colorful abstract images printed, like Delaunay-Terk’s, by pochoir. Interspersed throughout the text, set in a decorative type similar to that used for titles in silent films, are the bright pochoirs consisting of letters or geometric forms printed without black, contrasting with the predominantly black-and-white images on the text pages.

Malerei, Photographie, Film (1925) by László Moholy-Nagy, one of the books produced by the Bauhaus, is another example in which image and design are controlled by the image-maker (figure 24; plate 72). He has chosen the order of his pictures, in this case photographs, as well as created a unique setting for his text and
another selection of images. More possible when the artist is the author, and when
the subject is discourse, books such as this one may conjoin references, diagrams,
and other inductive facts and directions. In the section on film Moholy-Nagy
designed narrow columns outlined in black for the text and photographs, in imitation
of strips of film. The section on photography consists mainly of his own images
on facing pages. Besides its appearance as an album of works in the medium, the
section conveys—through the images and their juxtaposition—ideas about various
aesthetic problems. For instance, the structure of movement can be examined in
paired photographs of a phonograph record and a time-lapse night scene in which
the movement of headlights is recorded. The typography, which is so much a part
of the personality of Moholy-Nagy’s book, was completely changed for the second
edition, which was issued by another publisher.

When it is impossible to observe in the actual publication the variety of
problems encountered in the process of its creation or the frequently unexpected
means by which they were solved, it is occasionally possible to uncover them in
memoirs, letters, and recorded conversations. There are letters between Matisse
and Tériade or his assistant, Angèle Lamotte, that clearly record the determined
attempts to translate Matisse’s collages for *Jalé* into the printed form for which they
were constructed. Tériade enthusiastically relayed to the artist the positive virtues
of a printing method that replaced the imperfect four-color process, one that could
be adapted to print solid, individual colors. But the method—stereotypes, or line
blocks—unfortunately was not able to produce the brilliance of tone that made the
collages so dazzling and seductive. Through trial and error, it was finally decided
to create the prints with brush and stencil, using the same gouache colors as those
painted on the papers from which the collages were made. The artist contributed in
every sense to the format of the book, from his insistence on the perfection of the
color and the appearance of his initials on the cover to the arabesques in his hand-
written text. Matisse’s attention to his books has been well documented, by others
and by himself, in his article, “How I Made My Books,” in 1946.²⁵

*Foirades/Fizzles* (1976) by Samuel Beckett was Jasper Johns’s first attempt
at matching his images with a text in a book (plates 173–174). His work in prints has
been known for its inventiveness as well as its important place in the artist’s oeuvre.
When Johns first began to make prints at Universal Limited Art Editions in 1960,
Tatyana Grosman asked him to create a book. As with *Stones*, there were no restric-
tions on format, and Johns’s project, a series of ten lithographs sequentially dis-
playing the numbers zero to nine and housed in a wood box with a single-page
introduction by art historian Robert Rosenblum was his response. That set of
prints, titled *0–9* (1963), extended the set of paintings and drawings devoted to
stenciled number forms that the artist had begun in the 1950s.

Another of Johns’s projects at U.L.A.E. was to be a set of lithographs incor-
porating some existing poetry of Frank O’Hara. Two compositions were complet-
ed before the poet’s tragic death in 1966. When Johns responded to Vera Russell’s
idea for a book to be published by Petersburg Press, the artist was in the process of
completing sets of lithographs based on an imposing four-panel painting (*Untitled*
1972) at Gemini G.E.L. in Los Angeles. The content of the four panels, a compendium of motifs, some new, like the sets of hatchings in the first panel, and others already employed in previous paintings, was treated in a number of ingenious ways in the prints. In 1975, when Johns had completed the second set of prints after Untitled 1972, he began to work on his book. Samuel Beckett had been asked for a new text, but finally offered an unpublished story. Johns's reaction to the text, printed in both French and English, was to organize elements from Untitled 1972 in the form of etchings dispersed throughout the book, adding five etchings of his stencil-style numbers to define the sections of the book. The fourth panel of Untitled 1972 included casts of body parts, and each of these objects is translated into one or more full-page print, which, at the outset of the designing of the book, was to have had a streak of ink extending from it across the text page to its right. Five double-page prints, usually following plates of the individual body parts, would have acted as connectors for these streaked pages had they not been abandoned for technical reasons. Because it does not relate formally to Untitled 1972, one of the double-page prints, which lists the names of the body parts as well as the things like socks and floor appended to them in both languages, is particularly noteworthy. It is a list that could be mistaken for a table of contents of the visual elements in the book were it not for the recombinining of the words, forward and backward, which enmeshes the words in their own forms and makes them nearly illegible.

A page of sketches reveals the artist's involvement in the shape of the book, working out the accordion folds and corresponding position of endpapers that give the book its oriental form (figure 25). The only color in the book appears in the endpapers, which are etchings of hatchings printed in secondary colors and another pattern that repeats the motifs of the second and third panels of Untitled 1972, popularly called flagstones for recognition purposes, printed in red, black, and cream. A linen box housing the paper-covered book is lined in a color lithograph of hatchings. Inserted at the side of the box is a purple silk tape ending in a tassel meant to facilitate removal of the book, its appearance reaffirming the oriental format. In the hands of the Parisian master printer Aldo Crommelynck, Johns's etchings facing or sharing space with texts have acquired a deft quality of carrying on a dialogue with the surrounding typography. The parts of the book entrusted to typographer (Fequet et Baudier, Paris) and binder (Rudolf Rieser, Cologne) benefited from the supervision of Russell, the editor of the publication and the muse behind the entire project.

Naming the professionals and their contributions to a book on the page known as the colophon (the last words in a book), which also might contain information regarding the size and makeup of the edition, is a long tradition of book printing. Supporting the printers and binders whose names appear are always many more whose names never get published, though occasionally they succeed their supervisors or found their own firms. Authors rarely have business with most of these people, unless the printer is both editor of the text and publisher. In many cases, artists who actively have entered into the planning and realization of books for which they have provided both images and design, often have known, relied
upon, and respected these book artisans. When Apollinaire referred to an Aldine book as a model that he felt he and Derain had profitably followed, he was submitting for examination a standard of quality in presenting words and images on a page that the Aldine Hypnerotomachia Polifili historically represented. Manutius was the first to put an identifying device or logo in his books, thereby not only taking responsibility for his product but also distinguishing it from other, perhaps inferior or imitative, publications. Before prints were hand-signed, artists frequently presented their initials in a framework or calligraphic style that was easily identified. There have been few modern publishers who have had pictorial devices (Derain’s device for Kahnweiler and Maillol’s for Cranach Presse are exceptional; figure 26) but most have had distinctive typographical styles for their names. These styles are often the creations of graphic and type designers, and their use of a specific type not only reflects the preferences of the publishers but also their own. Part of the reason for this is that typographers and printers who set type for luxurious books specialize in certain typefaces or fonts. The heavy black of Rouault’s books, for example, was printed from Plantin type, which Henri Jourde’s printing firm, Aux Deux Ours, had available. Jourde’s type had to balance the weight of the predominantly black wood engravings that appeared in Rouault’s and Redon’s books for Vollard. While the decision to use one type or another is made by designers who answer to the publisher (and possibly the artist), it is improbable that the refined Garamond italics that were used in Bonnard’s Parallèle and Segonzac’s Les Géorgiques would be found in Jourde’s (while the Imprimerie Nationale, to which Vollard returned many times after his contretemps regarding Parallèle, was a major repository of fine, classical types of this sort). After each war there were crises regarding type due to the lack of metal, and the persistence with which private presses designed new typefaces became less and less relevant in an age when hand-typesetting soon became an archaic practice. The publishers of artists’ books of the French variety, however, continued to use the distinguished old types and occasionally turned to some of the newer, usually rather eccentric fonts. Books such as those of the Russian avant-garde and the Conceptual artists were produced with the least amount of interest in refined typography, with handwritten or type-written mimeographed pages, rubber-stamped letters and words, or any of the many sorts of photo-offset processes available commercially. In the face of the proliferation of electronic and computer-generated printed material, it is not difficult to appreciate the devotion some of the contemporary printer-publishers have to type and letterpress.

The type layout gives a book its continuity of character, and the title page ordinarily announces the style it will follow. A publishing house’s established style, however, is frequently used to identify its imprint or a series of titles, so that its standard title page design might not seem appropriate to the subject and artistic content of a book. For instance, once Derain’s design for Kahnweiler’s vignette was given a place on the title pages of his publications, all subsequent title pages had to incorporate it, thereby somewhat limiting the designer in choices of surrounding type. Title pages occasionally become the territory of the artist involved in the book, who
might design a vignette to appear below the title. The past century was not a fertile one for the kind of highly decorated title page that made the opening of a new book a miraculous experience in earlier times. William Morris's revivalism necessitated ornate title pages, while Aubrey Beardsley's aestheticism was previewed on the sensuous illustration that bordered the title of his Salome, a Tragedy in One Act. Few artists, however, felt that the title page itself was their province, preferring their images as frontispieces, standing opposite the type-filled title. When artists did become involved in the design of their books, the resulting nonimage elements were striking, as in Oskar Kokoschka's Die träumenden Knaben, El Lissitzky's About Two Squares, and František Kupka's Quatre histoires de blanc et noir (plate 68).

Beyond the title page of those books containing individual prints, the artists of several books also produced smaller designs, often decorative elements in a style and medium coherent with the larger prints. Vignettes (head- or tailpieces that introduced or closed sections of the text), running borders at the tops and/or bottoms of successive pages, and initials at the beginning of sections or stanzas, were occasionally artists' contributions to the design of their books. In Henry van de Velde's Also sprach Zarathustra, where the design of title page and text is entirely his creation, the type style, initials, and decorative inserts within the lines of type join together to present the words in such an elegant manner as to influence the understanding of their meaning (plate 34). Matisse's use, in his Pasiphaë, chant de Minos (Les Crétois), of red initials and bands, each of which he cut specially to balance the black type and white-on-black full-page prints, was partly to emulate the illuminated initials in medieval manuscripts and early printed books, but also to enliven the pages. His relentless recutting of these elements and his instructions as to how the bands should be printed and in what red so as not to disturb the harmony of the black-and-white pages are documented in the several maquettes of this beautiful book. Braque, too, made etched initials and repeated mid-line designs for his Milarepa as integral parts of the pages that faced single-page plates of birds (plate 46). Like van de Velde's devices, Braque's interruptions of the rounded Della Robbia type stressed his interpretation of the text. Again, balance between the decorative elements, type, and images was achieved by the artist's sophisticated sense of composition. Another way artists have improved the typographical substance of their pages is by creating a continuous pattern or image that associates a part of the text, a chapter, for instance, with the artistic concept. In Francesco Clemente's The Departure of the Argonaut a set of formal representations of signal flags of the sort used on ships lines up in the side margins of every other page in the chapter devoted to the author's first view of the harbor of Taranto and the troop ship that would take him to battle (the flags spell Savinio). In another instance, Clemente has drawn knots, which fall in the marginal space between facing pages (the gutter), different for each opening, and which establish an additional running theme within the text.

The printers of imagery, the lithographers and etchers in particular, have been fundamental to the retention of old methods, but in many ways this has been considered by the artists whose work they enable as both a blessing and a challenge. Auguste Clot, Fernand Mourlot, and Roger Lacourrière, all Parisian printers of the
famous images of Redon, Matisse, Chagall, and Picasso, among many, were part of a tradition that continues, not only in France but all over Europe, in America, and even in Japan and Israel. The earliest books to contain both prints and type (the first was *Der Edelstein* by Ulrich Boner, printed in 1461) combined the arts of type and block making. Although different artisans prepared them, they were both relief media that could be printed together. Once the medium used for the image could not be printed by the same means as type, a different technique of printing on a different press was required. This separation became more complicated when the technique that prepared the matrix required one skill and the printing of it another. At various times in the history of printmaking, the artist-creator of the image prepared the matrix alone (a common practice in the current century), that is, drawing the lithograph on stones or plates, engraving and etching copper plates, and so on. Still, the specialists in the printing of these mediums often worked closely with preparators of lithographs and etchings, to the extent that they transferred the artists’ images to lithographic stones or used the various etching techniques to create lines and tones that the artists wanted. They also went beyond this assisting role, creating separate stones and plates for colors (when the artist was technically unskilled or unwilling), and even producing entire images on stones or plates, following the artists’ drawn plans.

In the preparation of books, many occasions present themselves for the skilled printmaker to edit if not create the artist’s work, usually because of changes in format during the process of making such a complicated object. Also, since the nineteenth century, photographic techniques have made it possible to produce printing matrices that merely reproduce images. These techniques are reliable tools for artists and artisans to use in making screenprints, for example, ones that include photographs (such as those by Warhol), or in initiating a composition that would be worked on further by hand (such as those by Rouault). Part of so many painters’ fascination with printmaking in the past thirty years has come from the seemingly endless possibilities of combining late twentieth-century technology with traditional techniques. And this is only in the area of hand printing, where at least one pair of hands is needed to ink the matrix, a few others to prepare the press and paper, and another to actually print. Books that artists design but that do not include hand printing are far more numerous: such artists, for the most part photographers or makers of artists’ books, essentially provide images (drawn, painted, or photographed) and layouts (which they may prepare or have prepared) to printers whose modicum of creative input may consist of what papers and inks they are prepared to provide. Artists who choose to use computer-graphic programs (desktop publishing) do not have to rely upon anyone but themselves.

Once the building blocks of the individual pages of a book have been amassed—the type, images, and layout that unify them—the choice of paper and binding functions as the last, and ultimately defining, decision regarding the appearance of the book. Books that are essentially photographic normally are printed on a coated paper. Because producing books with photographic images is usually accomplished on high-speed presses, the paper must be compatible with
this method, so its primary characteristics are homogeneity, smoothness, and a propensity to lie flat. Because it is cut and trimmed after printing, its edges are similarly smooth and flat. The papers for books containing lithographs and etchings, however, are normally called handmade, although they may be produced by machines using methods that simulate hand-making. In the French style of illustrated book, Arches and Van Gelder are two commonly used papers, both produced by manufacturers who have been making paper in France and the Netherlands since the eighteenth century. Both papers are made from nonwood materials, like linen or cotton rags, and are produced in varying tones from white to cream. Their texture is derived from the interlacing of fibers, as wet pulp made from these materials is drained on a screen (with a parallel pattern of wires, such screens create laid paper, without the pattern, they create wove paper). The wet paper is pressed between felt pads to drain off excess water, and in some cases is flattened between metal rollers. Certain printing methods prefer more texture than others, so thicker, textured paper is more frequently used for woodcuts and deeply etched plates, while flatter paper (for example, Arches) is preferred for lithographs. The choice, as mentioned, must be made not only for appearance but for practicality, and if text is included on pages containing intaglio prints, the paper must be strong enough to be printed twice. The silken paper made in Japan from mulberry or gampi pulp as well as the truly handmade rag paper from Auvergne were favorite papers in the publications of Iliazd, who used Auvergne paper for every printing technique in his Poésie de mots inconnus.

When the French style is followed, it is still acceptable to leave a book unbound. Iliazd, who was both publisher and creative designer, made covers for his books in the same vellum that appealed to Apollinaire for its ancient origins. However, Iliazd had Picasso make an etching for the vellum cover of his Pismo/Escrito (1948), while, twenty-three years later, Henry Moore decorated the entire vellum cover of Elephant Skull with an etching that imitated the cracks in the bone of the magnificent relic that inspired him. These covers, which enclosed loose folded pages, were meant to deter future owners from binding the books. Although Iliazd’s vellum was loose and could have been the skin of a bound book, he still exacted control when he included a separate wrapper to enclose the folded pages of Poésie de mots inconnus, commanding the binder not to cut the pages. In recent years fine books that include prints, like Foirades/Fipples, have been bound in ways that also would prevent the collector from either taking them apart or rebinding them.

The tradition of French-style books included the assumption that the buyer would commission a distinctive (usually fine leather) binding for each addition to his or her collection. In Paris, Paul Bonat was known for his Surrealist bindings, while Rose Adler, Henri Creuzevault, and Pierre Legrain were some of the most distinguished artisans to bind these costly books. They created fresh designs inspired by a book’s artistic and literary content, executing them in colored leather inlays and producing covers that were occasionally more interesting than the material they contained. Such bindings, like frames for paintings or pedestals for sculpture, have always been created after the completion of the works.
and have only a complementary relationship to the process initiated by the artist, author, or publisher.

There are, however, other publishers’ bindings that are meant to reveal on the outside of the book the content within. When the pages of books are stitched, stapled, or glued, the paper covers usually include more than just the title. As in popular paperbacks, an image attracts interest in these meant-to-be-popular books, and where part of the content is an artist’s work, the cover is also. Nearly all the books by the Russians Malevich, Rozanova, and El Lissitzky, as well as less pretentious French works like Léger’s La Fin du monde, have illustrated covers, as do other artists’ books destined for mass distribution. In addition, during the past forty-five years more artists have taken an interest in the exteriors of their books, so that while they may not be sewn into a fine binding, the paper covers of books by Henri Michaux, Jean Dubuffet, Pierre Alechinsky, Nicolas de Staël, and Wifredo Lam, all published in Paris, contain important lithographic, etched, or woodcut images.

It goes without saying that one of the central elements of the late twentieth-century Artist’s Book, entirely the product of an artist, is the cover, which is given serious attention. It, after all, is not only the frame for the enclosed work of art, but the label that identifies it. Few artist’s books are thick enough to provide space on their spines for a title, so most are displayed on sales racks with their covers showing. While Edward Ruscha preferred to print his covers with the simplest type announcing the title and no more, Marcel Broodthaers reproduced the typical late nineteenth-century style of paperback cover-title when he created his version of Mallarmé’s Un Coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard (plate 114), placing his work into its original historical setting. When Dieter Roth’s early books were reproduced by Hansjörg Mayer, limited editions of each were given special bindings designed by the artist. A corrugated board, colored yellow and cut away to reveal two signed miniature books, surrounds the revamped 1970 edition, Daily Mirror (plate 195; originally, Daily Mirror Book of 1961). These special bindings made each volume into a book object at a time when many artists and craftspeople were viewing the book as a subject for weaving, sculpting, and nearly anything but reading.

Before leaving the subject of bindings, mention should be made of a few publishers’ bindings that transcended the material they were meant to protect. Marcel Duchamp’s foam-rubber breast on the folder containing the exhibition publication Le Surréalisme en 1947, exposition internationale du surréalisme was one of the first examples of a nontraditional cover that proliferated on magazines and popular books soon afterward (plate 193). In the late 1960s a series of object books began to be published in Paris by Le Soleil Noir in which a sculpture was designed by an artist to contain a specific edition. For example, a leather-bound copy of Otto Hahn’s Portrait d’Antonin Artaud (1968) accompanied by metal and plastic oval disks created by Lucio Fontana were confined within a painted wood sculpture (figure 27). Jim Dine’s version of Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray (1968) was issued by Petersburg Press in several different bindings designed by the artist, one a relief sculpture of a bleeding heart covered in red fake snakeskin. This trend, which amplifies the artist’s supremacy over the entire publication, continues.
A recent example is the American artist Barbara Kruger’s cover for horror novelist Stephen King’s *My Pretty Pony* (1988), a story about the nature and meaning of time (figure 28; plate 175). The cover, made of brushed stainless steel, is embellished not with a title or image but with a working digital clock. Its appearance, unusual weight, and uncompromising industrial sturdiness sets the stage for Kruger’s choice of images: disastrous encounters of horses and men. Incorporated into each black-and-white lithograph of an enlarged news photograph is Kruger’s customary red band with a word or words and the additional element of a digital clock, also printed in red. These prints form a counterpoint to King’s old-fashioned tale of a boy who has been caught in a game of hide-and-seek due to the unfairly rapid counting of the child who was “it.” The boy’s ailing grandfather, who is living on borrowed time, tells his grandson the proper method of even counting—by adding the phrase “pretty pony” between each number—and there follows a series of observations and flashbacks that reiterate the nature and vagaries of real time.

The twentieth-century artist’s book, as a physical entity, has been, like other art forms of the period, a chameleon in some aspects but ever likely to return to the shape into which tradition has molded it. At the end of the century there are writers and artists who have mastered the computer. Using its capabilities for storing information and images as well as its possibilities for interaction, they have created stories and series of images with multiple itineraries that allow the reader-viewer to enter into a creative partnership with them. Because the owners of home computers have or will have, in principle, access to anything that has ever been printed, it is only moments before the artist’s use of the computer’s wide-ranging capabilities transcends the printed page forever. The ultimate artist’s book will be an unlimited publication, available to be seen and even kept on a CD-ROM, but no longer an object to be held, touched, wondered at, and treasured.
In this discussion of various aspects of artists' books, the choices of contents and the materials that produced them have taken precedent over the way this particular art form has fit into artists' total creative production. What often is lost in reviewing the origins of this or that book is its relevance to the artist's other works. In the case of Paul Gauguin's *Noa Noa*, the idea for a book arose from the artist's experiences as well as from the paintings they inspired. The disappointment of failing to publish the book he had envisioned influenced the work he was to do on his return to Tahiti. It is not difficult to imagine that his mural painting *Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?* (1897–98), now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, may have been a monumental effort to replace the book, which was intended to make his work understood and endure, with a painting that would command equal immortality. But more likely it was his last writing project, *Avant et après* (1903), that confirmed his ability to record in writing as well as images his impressions and acceptance of his life in Polynesia. When Kurt Wolff undertook its publication in 1918 he wrote, "The manuscript contained twenty-nine drawings... all of them were related to the text, which I found both interesting in content and lively in style. It revealed Gauguin to have been a talented writer."  

Kokoschka had an intense literary predilection, which can be seen in most of his work. He gave to many of the male figures in his books his own features and, from 1912 to 1915, to the women, those of his lover, Alma Mahler. Their obvious portraiture in *Die gefesselte Kolumbus* (1913), *Die chinesische Mauer* (1914) by Karl Kraus, and *O, Ewigkeit — Du Donnerwort (Bachkantate)* of 1914 underscores the autobiographical character of Kokoschka's work in all mediums. It is unthinkable that he would have been able to contain his theatricality and verbal expression without the possibility of realizing it in some sort of narrative printed form. During the 1960s and 1970s he illustrated seven classic texts, most of which, like Aristophanes' *The Frogs* and William Shakespeare's *King Lear*, were plays. Whereas other artists were swept into the printing house by admiring dealers and publishers, Kokoschka needed no encouragement.

Matisse, whose devotion to the book form was considerably more productive than has been described here, worked out an entirely new method and style in his later years based on his efforts to make colorful illustrations for *Jazz*. His first collage from hand-colored papers was for the cover of *Verve*, from which the idea for a book of such collages arose. His method of cutting shapes and pinning them together on the wall, devised when he was confined to his bed after an operation, was at once the diverting activity given to a bedridden child and an exercise in concentration. At times Matisse would draw a shape on the paper and cut around it. In one of the *Jazz* collages, now in the collection of the Musée National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, seemingly abstract shapes, dubbed *Forms* by the artist, still retain traces of the drawing that reveals them to be female figures with their arms around their heads. The colors applied to the papers are bright, and their contrast with the mat black encountered both in the collages and in the writing...
forming the text pages of the book is similar to the contrast Matisse was to achieve a few years later in the Chapel of the Rosary at Vence. There the brilliant stained glass of the window (worked out in the same collage technique) contrasted with the black images on the white tile walls. By perfecting this medium, which he could use in his bed in order to create a book, Matisse had mastered a means that would allow him to devote most of his creative activity in his old age to collage until the end of his life. Extraordinary installations, such as *The Swimming Pool* (1952–53) in The Museum of Modern Art, New York, and *Large Decoration with Masks* (1953) in the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., reveal the enchantment that Matisse could provoke by cutting up color.

No other artist in the twentieth century produced more artist’s books than Pablo Picasso. He worked on many of them out of friendship for writers—Max Jacob, Paul Eluard, Jean Cocteau, and Paul Reverdy, among many. Following his failed first effort to create his own book a few years after he had announced his intention to give up painting and devote himself to writing (at which time Gertrude Stein curtly suggested he should stick to his brush), he continued to write. Part of getting through World War II was finding ways to be entertained, which resulted in Picasso’s play *Le Désir attrapé par la queue* being performed by his friends behind closed doors. Never without a project, especially those he did not seek, Picasso’s life was filled with requests to provide prints for charity, group portfolios, frontispieces, and for many acquaintances who were both printers and publishers. It may have been that his will to create was never satisfied, for no space exists between the tens of thousands of paintings, sculptures, ceramics, drawings, and prints, both individual and in books, that made up his life. Because of this, a great variety of kinds of books can be found among the almost 150 titles to which he contributed, including about forty-five that can rightly be called Picasso’s artist’s books. Others, like eight small books published by Pierre André Benoit (PAB), each containing one engraving on celluloid, were given their text by Benoit in response to the print Picasso had sent to him. Picasso’s books range in size from the tiniest pages (1\(\text{\textfrac{1}{8}}\) by 1\(\text{\textfrac{1}{4}}\) inches), for *Temperature*, published by PAB in 1960, to the formidable size (13\(\text{\textfrac{1}{4}}\) by 19\(\text{\textfrac{1}{4}}\) inches) of *La Tauromaquia* by José Delgado of 1959, with twenty-six aquatints and one etching, Picasso’s answer to Goya’s famous Bullfight series of about 1816.

In 1927, before he made his many works showing the Minotaur, Picasso had attempted to illustrate the same subject—the art of bullfighting—but never completed the prints. For Picasso the Spaniard, the encounter of bull and horse was a central element in the dictionary of his imagination. In the image of the Minotaur, a favorite mythological beast of the Surrealists, he found a significant entry into his artistic vocabulary. It began with his construction for the cover of Albert Skira’s magazine, *Minotaure* (1933), now in the collection of The Museum of Modern Art. The aberrant creature, subsequently featured in a long series of prints, was the subject of Picasso’s most important etching, *Minotauromachy* (1935). It became transformed into a faun (still a half-beast with horns, but now with a human face) in 1936, and in this new and happier guise populated prints and paintings made in Antibes in the 1940s—in Ramón Reventós’s *Dos contes: El centaure picador/El capvespre d’un*
faune (1947) and Picasso’s own Poèmes et lithographies (1954), and in his innovative linoleum cuts of 1959. In the books he embellished, he treated the many classical subjects of art, from birth to death, from gods to the lowly. At the end of his life nearly all his paintings, drawings, and prints were allegories touching on these subjects.

Today, Antoni Tàpies and Georg Baselitz are two artists who have a natural affinity for books, both being prodigious book collectors. Tàpies has transferred his passion for fine old books into creating his own, nearly thirty artist’s books since 1963. Aware of the many forms books have taken, Tàpies has worked against the norm, making his books closely resonate to the forms of his painting. In El pà a la barca (1963) by Joan Brossa, printed in Barcelona, he has implied the destitute state of life under Francisco Franco by tearing pages, gluing a folded piece of scratch paper marked with a secret sign on another page, and otherwise illuminating pages of reproduced typewritten text in the most unconventional manner (plate 181). Later books would also incorporate torn paper and, even more often, the embossed signs that vitalize his material paintings. Over several decades, Tàpies’s paintings have shown his bibliophilic inclination, marked as they are with anonymous apostrophes and quotes, like the marginal annotations of an admiring or scholarly reader.

Unlike Tàpies, who has been given many opportunities to make books by several publishers, including his art dealers who issue his prints as well, Baselitz has been a solitary printmaker when he has not been painting or sculpting. In the book-filled German castle that is his home and studio, he has his own etching press, and in recent years has taken to making prints for texts. His earliest woodcuts emulated sixteenth-century chiaroscuros, but the old technique was merely an apparatus upon which to fit his discordant view of humans, animals, and birds. These he made drift into segments and then into spatial relationships that were contrary to the expected, or more plainly, upside down. This formal means of composition, abstracting familiar forms by contradiction, is informed by assumptions that have their basis in historical and anthropological studies. The single book that Baselitz created totally, Malelade (1990), has its foundation in a specific German folk culture, and its text consists of words and phrases in the archaic language of its members (plate 103). The book’s milieu is that of the barnyard, and thirty-nine scratched plates (dry-points with woodcut or etching added to some) contain images of animals, sometimes with childlike writing or only writing. During the time he made this and two other books, these animals, often divided or contained by crossed lines that might represent fences, cages, or charts, also inhabited Baselitz’s paintings.

Artists whose adventures in making books have been unorthodox or restricted to one or two experiences may still invest their unique works with some measure of those encounters. It would be impossible to imagine that any work an artist does would not continue to influence, if not enhance, subsequent work, but specific influences in the case of working on a book are worth mentioning when they appear to produce a definitive impact. When Rauschenberg made his book Shades out of printed sheets of plexiglass, to be turned like pages (except that they could also be turned upside down and backward) he was taking the already overlapping photographic images found in his drawings and prints several steps further.
He was to continue this exploration in unique works, producing out of mechanically revolving printed plastic disks a set of large sculptures titled *Revolvers* in 1967. Five years later he created another book out of a number of printed plastic sheets, these fixed in a metal armature, incorporating Native American imagery and poetry, titled *Opal Gospels* (1972–73).

Louise Bourgeois created her first book in 1947 in the first decade of her career as a sculptor. She did not return to this art form until 1990. This occurred after her tremendous gifts of vision and invention, which had long probed the darker zones of sexuality, coincided with an awareness of the contemporaneous reality of her inspiration. In two of the three versions of Arthur Miller’s short story *Homely Girl, a Life* (1992) Bourgeois contributed drawings and drypoints, mostly of flowers, that come between the pages of text. In the third version, she invaded the text, some lines of which are emphasized by being printed in red, while color photographs of pairs of eyes fall open between certain spreads, partially covering the text (plates 178–179). The drawings and prints, although not directly following the text, take on a symbolic relationship to the main character’s development. The photographs relate to the many references in the text about seeing as well as to the blindness of the man to whom the girl is no longer homely. They are also deeply disturbing reflectors of an unstated story. Bourgeois’s installation piece *Cell (Eyes and Mirrors)* of 1989–93, in the Tate Gallery, London, is one of several works in which sculptures of eyes, a prominent motif in her work of the 1980s, are sequestered in a manner that suggests something one must not reveal.

Once books are actively integrated into the whole of an artist’s production, there is no longer a question of extending the discoveries evolving from making a book into other facets of creativity. Artists have recently been involved in designing their exhibition catalogues, and depending upon the degree of their involvement, this has given them another outlet for their creativity as well as experience in the articulation of their ideas in book form. Gallery owners have proudly published these catalogues—no longer exclusively a listing of the artist’s works and reproductions of them in a concurrent exhibition—which have increasingly taken the form of the Artist’s Book. The proximity that these usually modest publications have to continuing work in paintings, sculptures, installations, and performances dictates the measure of the role they take in the artist’s creative structure. A. R. Penck’s *Standarts*, published by the Galerie Michael Werner in conjunction with two other dealers of Penck’s paintings, Fred Jahn and Bernd Klüser, is a compendium of signs, which are treated as units in a visual language (plate 115). Printed on one side of 150 newsprint sheets in red and blue, and bound together as a paperback, Penck’s book is a dictionary that states and defines by example the content of his paintings. Like others mentioned earlier, it is a how-to textbook as well, but as a series of often repetitive and sequential signs of a visual vocabulary in a book, it becomes a literary or poetic extension of the artist’s total conception of art.

In another instance, the work of Joseph Beuys was seamless in that there was no difference in attitude or method when the application was to books or other objectified works that arose from his lifework. He designed rubber stamps, one of
which was round and enclosed a cross within a circle containing the word Hauptstrom (main current) and other electrical symbols. This stamp was applied to most of his printed and multiple works beginning in 1969. Its form and message identified the author as well as impressed each work with further content. In Die Leute sind ganz prima in Foggia (1974) each page was screenprinted with what appears to be a cut-out typewritten communication from the artist, stamped with this sign, which attaches it to the whole of Beuys's work (plate 79). The form Beuys gave this object was that of a scrapbook, a collection of souvenir statements related to performances and installations. The shapes and sizes of these excerpts visually energize frequently incomprehensible texts.

Perhaps it will come as no surprise to learn that the most recent book in this survey took many years to complete, is published by a young man who loves books and, like several of his predecessors in his profession, asked a genius to allow him to help create this work. John Cage's The First Meeting of the Satie Society, published by Osiris, the imprint of Benjamin Shiff, in 1992, was actually completed at the end of 1993 (plates 187–188). Plans for its publication began shortly after Cage first performed a work of the same name in Germany on March 31, 1985. Best known as an avant-garde composer and musician, Cage devoted much time and energy in his later years to applying chance operations to printmaking and writing "mesostic" poems, a complex form based on a string of words that runs vertically through the text. The seven books and one folder housed in a metal and cracked-glass valise contain eight sets of mesostics, based on quotations by Erik Satie, Henry David Thoreau, James Joyce, Marcel Duchamp, and others. The books are enhanced with prints, burnt monotypes, drawings, and collages by Stephen Bastian, Jasper Johns, Sol LeWitt, Robert Rauschenberg, Robert Ryman, Michael Silver, and Cage himself. Cage had intended to complete the folder with drawings, but at the time of his death in 1992 he had not done so. Merce Cunningham, Cage’s longtime friend and associate, completed the project with his own drawings in 1993. The resulting books, softly bound, gently printed, slouch against each other in the valise, where they are seen behind the broken glass. Satie and Duchamp, the composer and artist most admired by Cage, also symbolize artistic freedom to many generations of twentieth-century artists. They made commonplace sounds, objects, and events meaningful. In their honor, Cage, who did the same for silence, invented and orchestrated the making of this extraordinary composition.

CONCLUSION

Comparing some recent artists’ books with those of one hundred years ago, it is possible to see immense differences as well as startling similarities. When Ellsworth Kelly took up Mallarmé’s Un Coup de dés jamais n'abolira le hasard in 1992, he examined it in terms of his own concept of placement of art in space. No text could have better matched Kelly’s ideas, for the isolation that Mallarmé’s verses required matched that which he demanded for his own paintings. The problem of creating spaces within a book in which the solitude of an image could be preserved
is, indeed, contradictory to the book form, which motivates the reader to continue turning pages. Kelly needed to arrest that movement, and so he added blank pages before and after his solid black forms. Whereas Toulouse-Lautrec had placed his images within the text block, directly confronting its meaning with a visual counterpoint, Kelly emphasized the visuality of Mallarmé's text by taking territory in its midst, taking his chance that his "throw" of image would balance Mallarmé's.

Because Kelly's paintings, drawings, and prints are well known, his single effort in creating an artist's book has the factor of familiarity unavailable to younger, less established artists. Like numerous young artists in the late nineteenth century who contributed to the many ephemeral publications of the time, it is not unusual for the newer artists of our time to devote their talents to low-cost artists' booklets and pamphlets. The ease of production and publication by oneself, made possible by magnetic printing and the computer, has increased this form of art by making the means accessible to anyone. As has always been the case, only a few artists are given the opportunity to use the traditional print techniques in necessarily limited-edition books. Nevertheless, the abundance of recent exhibitions devoted to artists' books of all kinds, those special endeavors that have occupied the creative work time of so many, is a clear example of how much the book form has become a symbol of a turning point in our culture. Just when electronics have called into question the privacy of possession, these multidimensional creations reaffirm the human need to embrace objects worthy of dedicated attention, admiration, and affection.
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22 Guillaume Apollinaire, Bestiary, or the Parade of Orpheus, trans. Pepe Karmel (Boston: David Godine, 1980).
Plates

In the captions to the following plates, most information given about editions, printers, and papers has been taken from the title, colophon, or justification pages of the books themselves. Additional data come from the catalogues raisonnés of the artists' work and from the collection records of the owners of the individual volumes.

Throughout the captions, brackets enclose information that does not appear on the book itself. Pagination is indicated in italics and in parentheses when the leaves or sheets are not included in the numbered page count. All measurements give height before width. Full references for the catalogues raisonnés cited in the entries can be found in the Bibliography. Additional information on the works, such as translations of print titles, can be found in the Catalogue of the Exhibition.
The idea of creating a book about his impressions of Tahiti and the art he made there was clearly in Gauguin’s mind when he was on his way back to France in 1893. He began the manuscript shown here after his arrival, and the woodcuts to illustrate it in 1894. An already edited manuscript, augmented by the collaborating author Charles Morice, which Gauguin took with him on his second trip to Tahiti in 1895, remained with him until his death in 1903. It contained blank pages for additional poems by Morice and the woodcuts that Gauguin had left in France to be inserted when the book Noa Noa was published. As time passed without its publication, Gauguin pasted later prints onto the blank pages, and drew and watercolored over parts of the writing, perhaps in final frustration. This manuscript, now in the Musée du Louvre, was first reproduced in 1926. Noa Noa never appeared as Gauguin envisioned it, but its history and artifacts have continued to inspire artists to create illustrated books.
Te Atua. [1893—94]. Woodcut, in color, on tan wove Japan paper. 8 1/8 x 14" (20.4 x 35.5 cm).

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec
French. 1864—1901

Yvette Guilbert

AUTHOR: Gustave Geffroy (French. 1856—1926).
PAGINATION: 22 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
PAGE SIZE: 14 ¾ x 11 ¾" (37.5 x 38.5 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 16 lithographs, in color, and 1 transfer lithograph (front cover), in black, on ivory laid Arches paper (except cover).
IMAGES SHOWN: Above, cover, 15 x 16 ¾" (38.2 x 41 cm), irreg.; opposite, bottom, 9 ¾ x 3 ¾" (24.8 x 9 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher’s ivory wove Japan paperboard cover, with transfer lithograph on front, bound with ivory ribbon; quarter beige linen over marbled paperboard folder with flaps, lined with ivory paper; marbled paperboard slipcase; clear plexiglass exterior slipcase with brown linen edging.
EDITION: More than 100: numbered 1—100 (this copy, no. 90); approximately 6 hors-commerce, reserved for author.

CATALOGUES RAISONNÉS: Delteil 79—95.
Wittrock 69—85.

The publisher of this book had planned to produce a series on the singers of the Parisian café concerts, but this was the first and only publication completed. It gave Toulouse-Lautrec the opportunity to depict Yvette Guilbert, who had not always been pleased with the way he portrayed her. Nevertheless, in his lithographs for this book the artist changed the intent of illustration from depicting parts of a narration to enhancing it by providing his own vision of the subject—in this case, aspects of the daily life of the performer. Geffroy’s text uses Guilbert as a point of departure for his examination of the condition of her primary audience, the Parisian worker.
à la main. L'Église à la Source, B. Pradt et la Gare. Huit ans de sécession,
Dessin, c'est-à-dire de l'effigie, et à l'état de la croissance, il est logique
que je crois dans la France, où il est dans ses jets, de son foyer, de sa mode et de ses
mœurs. La tradition des mouvements complets est donc un obstacle pour
les uns, et parfaite naturellement pour les autres. Cette main blanche qui
l'immortalise et ce cœur qui est enveloppé dans une sombre légende, où il est une ombre
c'est le temps qu'elle y a été engagé le temps. Il est un temps d'air, ombre de la
cuit, pendant le temps, eux, devront avoir une variété de traditions. Ce qui est
le commencement de l'action.

Ce sera la conclusion de ces feuilles, il est le second livre. En deuxième
Yvette Guilbert, les poèmes à faire de l'homme, et qualifie de même, le gagne
face à l'acide encre, comme la poésie, troublée de l'acide et d'une charpente,
on écrit. Elle croit en un triste, sans Papillon, se réunis à l'âge de la
peinture, ouvrent ses jambes et déroulent la vague. Humilité entre même cali-
drance, il est procédé de l'homme, surtout que le poème, qu'elles les grandes
œuvres, remis à la ferme cour, me sont les agès. Humilité de son naissance,
chose faite de l'œuvre, et dans le temps, ou de l'affaire serait le pied de
plus grande charge du le 7, et l'âge, ou le propre lancé, sans à la
Terre reste d'ordre, par la France.

GUYSAY. DEFFROY.
PIERRE BONNARD
French. 1867–1947
Parallèlement

AUTHOR: Paul Verlaine (French. 1844–1896).
PAGINATION: 113 pages: (8), 1–139, (5).
PAGE SIZE: 11¾ x 9¼" (29.5 x 23.9 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 110 lithographs (including supplementary frontispiece), in color; 8 ornamental woodcuts (cut by Tony Beltrand) and 2 line-block reproductions (title page and wrapper front), in black; on ivory wove Holland Van Gelder paper (except wrapper) (executed 1897–1900).
IMAGES SHOWN: Above, left page, 5⅝ x 7⅞" (13.5 x 20 cm), right page, 9¾ x 8¼" (24.7 x 21.6 cm); opposite, left page, 9¼ x 8¾" (24.7 x 22.5 cm), right page, 4¾ x 4½" (12 x 11.7 cm); all irreg.
HOUSING: Full red leather binding with red leather doublures, and original buff wove paper wrapper with duplicate line block of title-page ornament (replacing original printer’s vignette) on front bound in; in red leather two-part slipcase; made by G. Mercier in 1930.

EDITION: More than 200: 10 numbered 1–10 on China paper, with supplementary suite; 20 numbered 11–30 on China paper; 170 numbered 31–200 on Holland paper; 1 or more hors-commerce (this copy, inscribed “exemplaire d’auteur éditeur/Vollard”).
TYPOGRAPHY: After 1540 Garamond roman.
This was Vollard's first published book. He insisted in his autobiography that he had once seen Verlaine and from that moment had the idea to issue a book of his poems. He perpetuated a story about his problems with the French national printing house to the effect that it refused to have its symbol on the title page because some poems in the selection had been banned in France in 1868. The six lesbian poems, "Les Amies," had in fact been published in Paris in the first (unillustrated) edition of Parallèlement in 1889. Undoubtedly, Vollard's gift for telling tales was important to his success as an art dealer, and whatever the reason for the lack of the symbol in many, but not all, of the copies of his edition of Parallèlement, the aura of the illicit was surely meant to attract book collectors.
Des démagogues effrontés,
Des bons apôtres et des drôles
Qui promettent aux humains
Plus de beurre que de pain.

A pénétrer certain art, disait le vieux maître,
c'est un lion à dompter chaque matin,
on recommence sans hésiter le lendemain jusqu'à la mort,
ainsi vous direz-on encore vrai, ce qui peut être vrai.

Priez, en un instant, peut dériver
Ce que de savants ingénieurs
Ou de très reluisants mécaniciens
En un siècle mettront au point.

Terre d'Ombre, tel paysage dépeint
aurais-tu donc si souvent qu'au printemps,
sans préciser à quelle heure il fut peint?
C'est l'heure picturale, on sait
donc le supposer un instant.

Tu chantes pouilles, triste avare,
Heure picturale, c'est bien dit.
Dons parfait louange ou abolis,
Heure picturale, dites-moi,
Tous peuvent s'en réclamer.

Chant diraient venir le petit noir aux entrailles,
mais il bourrait à faux, nobles lui ayant appris à déraper trop tôt.
Il aurait si bien su modifier en son état la chimérose,
du "Sersant à sommets" qu'il aurait manœuvré de façon

Georges Rouault

French. 1871–1958

Cirque de l'étoile filante

AUTHOR: Georges Rouault.
PAGINATION: 184 pages: (7), [1–2], 3–168, [169], (7); 9 plates hors-texte.
PAGE SIZE: 17½ x 11½" (44 x 33.5 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 17 aquatint and lift-ground aquatint and etchings, many with drypoint and/or roulette, in color; 74 wood engravings (including table of plates) by Georges Aubert, after Rouault's drawings, in black; on cream laid Montval paper (executed 1926–38).
IMAGE SHOWN: Pierrot, 12½ x 8½" (31.9 x 21.4 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher's buff wove paper wrapper, with wood-engraved ornament on front, around cream wove paper; publisher's interior cream wove paper wrapper, used initially to house hors-texte plates; red linen solander box lined with beige linen; quarter brown leather over red linen slipcase, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.
EDITION: 250: 35 numbered 1–35 on Imperial Japan paper; 215 numbered 36–250 on Montval paper (this copy, no. 171, with inserted variant title-page folio); 5 hors-commerce, numbered I–V on Imperial Japan paper; 25 hors-commerce, numbered VI–XXX on Montval paper.
TYPOGRAPHY: Plantin.

About twelve years after asking his friend André Suarès to write a text on the circus, the last of Rouault's three or four attempts at creating this book was published. With a new title and text by the artist, the seventeen color plates were given a painterly effect through a process new to Rouault. Where he had formerly worked over photogravures made after his gouaches and paintings, this time he drew the heavy black outlines with sugar-lift aquatint. After he hand-colored the black-and-white proofs, the master printer Lacourière re-created the colored areas in aquatint, altering the values and tones as Rouault suggested.
femmes augmenter ta joie, d'après cette découverte du monde, dans
cet élargissement de l'infini.

ANTOINE. — Ah! plus haut! plus haut toujours!

Les arbres se multipliant, scintillent. La Voie lactée au zénith se
développe comme une immense citerne, ayant des trous par intervalles;
dans ces trous de feu clair, s'allongent des sections de tydatres. Il y a
des plaques d'étoiles, des trains de poussière d'or, des vagues lumine-
ueuses que faisons de se dissiper.

Quelquefois une comète passe tout à coup; — puis la tranquillité
du lumiére immensément voitamment.

Antoine, les bras ouverts, s'appuie sur les deux cornes de Diable,
en occupant ainsi toute l'envergure.

Il se rappelle avec dédain l'ignorance des anciens jours, la
mediocrité de son avenir.

Les voilà donc près de lui ces globes lumineux qu'il contemplait
dans les ciels. Il distingue entre-croisement de leurs lignes, la com-
plexité de leurs directions. Il les voit sourire de loin, — de jolies
esprit connus des pierres dans une forêt, diverses leurs orbites, parfaites leurs
expériences.

Il appelle d'un ton rageux la Croix du sud & la Grande Ourse,
le Lyre & la Cenusa, la monnaie de la Douane, le feu fébrile
dans la constellation d'Orion, Jupiter avec ses quatre satellites,
de trois anneaux du monstre Saturne! toutes les planètes, tous les
terre que les hommes plus tard découvriront! Il enflamme ses yeux
lumineux, il enflamme sa pensée, sa voix se portent jusqu'à nous
— puis sa tête tombée.

Quel est le but de tout cela?

89
Que parlez-tu des ailes angeliques ? Je ne suis point arte et pourtant je suis un ange, sauf le baptême. Toi-même, tu es un ange, sauf le baptême, e Miraculeux!

SAINT-SIMEON STYLITE

Souviens-toi longtemps encore de ton baptême. Adieu,

Les vers se hataient dans le corps de l'enchanteur. La nuée passa l'aurore, les premiers rayons solaires réveilleront la dame du lac. Elle ouvrit languissamment les paupières et aperçut en faute une seule plume d'aile qui feuillolait...
Saint Matorel

AUTHOR: Max Jacob (French, 1876-1944).
PAGINATION: 52 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
PAGE SIZE: 10 3/8 x 8 1/2" (26.5 x 22 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 4 etchings, 1 with drypoint, in black on ivory laid Holland Van Gelder paper (executed 1910—11).
IMAGE SHOWN: Mademoiselle Léonie sur une chaise longue, 7 3/4 x 5 3/4" (19.8 x 14.2 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher's cream wove Japan paper binding; quarter black leather with brown decorative paperboard solander box, lined with cream paper, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.
EDITION: 106: 15 numbered 1-15 on Shizuoka paper; 85 numbered 16-100 on Van Gelder paper (this copy, no. 94, signed); 4 numbered I-IV on Van Gelder paper for printers and/or author; 2 hors-commerce, marked o and oo, deposit copies.

This, the first volume of Jacob's trilogy on the vicissitudes of his semi-autobiographical fictional character, Victor Matorel, is also the debut of Picasso's Cubist printmaking. In 1910, during a summer spent with his mistress Fernande Olivier and the painter André Derain in Cadaqués, Catalonia, he created these etchings in the Analytic Cubist style. It was to Kahnweiler's credit that he made this his second publication, at a time when Picasso's Cubist work was unappreciated (and nearly unknown) in Paris.
HENRI MATISSE
French. 1869-1954

Poésies

AUTHOR: Stéphane Mallarmé (French. 1842-1898).
PAGINATION: 176 pages: (8), [1—4], 5-153, (15); 1 plate hors-texte and 1 added plate.
PAGE SIZE: 12 1/4 x 9 1/2" (33 x 25 cm).
IMAGES: 29 engravings (including head- and tail-pieces), in black on ivory wove Arches paper; 1 added etching with remarques, in black on cream wove Japan paper (executed 1930-32).
IMAGES ShOWN: Above, left page, Le Guignon, 12 1/4 x 9 1/2" (32.2 x 22.2 cm), right page, head-piece, 6 1/2 x 7 1/4" (16.5 x 19.8 cm); opposite, above, Le Cygne, 11 1/4 x 8 1/4" (30.3 x 22.5 cm); below, La Chevelure, 12 1/2 x 9 1/4" (30.8 x 23.5 cm); all irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher’s ivory wove Japan paper wrapper; quarter black leather over red linen solander box and slipcase, lined with gray paper, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.
EDITION: 145; 5 numbered 1-5 on Imperial Japan paper, with 2 supplementary suites and drawing; 25 numbered 6-30, with supplementary suite; 95 numbered 31-125 on Arches paper (this copy, no. 87, signed, with dedication to Louis E. Stern by Marie Harriman, includes an added plate); 20 hors-commerces, numbered 1-XX, reserved for collaborators.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Duthuit 5.
When Skira decided to publish fine books decorated by artists his first choice was Picasso, who seemed to never want to finish his interpretation of Ovid's *Metamorphoses*. However, Matisse was full of visions of his trip to the South Seas, always able to spin out his reductive linear drawings, and fully prepared to endow Mallarme's poetry with perfect harmony. The publication of Skira's most beautiful book coincided with the lean years of the Depression, and to promote sales Marie Harriman, a dealer and the first wife of the New York governor and diplomat Averell Harriman, added her imprint to several copies, which she sold to her American clients.
ta tête soit calme, que ta patience ne te fasse jamais perdre espoir. Pour moi, j'ai tout vu. Je t'ai vu au sommet de ton malade, que ta guérison ne tardera certainement pas à venir dans ta deuxième période. Pour moi, j'ai tout vu. Il ne t'arrive pas de rêver des choses de ce genre, hélas ! ta figure reste toujours la même, même après les médicaments. Comme il est indubitable que tu es en convalescence, je ne peux pas constater de changement dans ta figure. Ta figure est restée toujours la même, hélas ! mais courage, il y a en toi un esprit peu commun. Je t'aime, et je ne désespère pas de ta complète guérison, pourvu que tu absorbes quelques substances médicamenteuses, qui ne feront que hâter la disparition des derniers symptômes du mal. Comme nourriture, stringente et tonique, tu arracheras d'abord les bras de ta mère (si elle existe encore), tu les dépeceras en petits morceaux, et tu les mangeras ensuite, en un seul jour, sans qu'aucun trait de ta figure ne trahisse ton émotion. Si ta mère est trop vieille, choisis un autre sujet chirurgical, plus jeune et plus frais, sur lequel la rugine aura pris, et dont les os tarsiens, quand il marche, prennent aisément un point d’appui pour faire la bascule du pied. Si ta mère est trop vieille, choisis un autre sujet chirurgical, plus jeune et plus frais, sur lequel la rugine aura pris, et dont les os tarsiens, quand il marche, prennent aisément un point d’appui pour faire la bascule du pied. Ta sœur, par exemple, je ne peux pas m'empêcher de plaindre son sort, et je ne peux pas m'empêcher de pleurer ses souffrances. Toi et moi, nous verserons pour elle, pour cette vierge aimée (mais, je n'ai pas de preuves pour établir qu'elle soit vierge), deux larmes incoercibles. Ce sera tout. La potion la plus lenitive, que je te conseille, est un bassin, plein d'un pus blennorrhagique à noyaux, dans lequel on aura dissous un kyste pileux de l'ovaire, un chancre folliculaire, un prépuce enflammé, renversé en arrière du gland par une paraphimosis, trois limaces rouges. Si tu suis mes ordonnances, ma poésie te recevra à bras ouverts, comme un pou résequé, avec ses baisers, la racine d'un cheveu.

Salvador Dalí
Spanish, 1904–1989

Les Chants de Maldoror

Author: Comte de Lautréamont (Isidore Ducasse; French, 1846–1870).
Publisher: Paris: Albert Skira Editeur, 1934.
Pagination: 216 pages: (2), [1–4], 5–206, [207], (3); 30 plates hors-texte.
Page size: 11 5/8 x 8 1/4" (29.5 x 20.5 cm).
Images: 42 etchings (including head- and tail-pieces), 5 with roulette, in black on ivory wove Arches paper.
Image shown: Above, 8 1/2 x 6 1/4" (22.5 x 17.1 cm).
Housing: Publisher's cream wove paper wrapper; quarter red leather over green linen solander box, lined with green paper, with black leather Man Ray ex-libris set in, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.
Edition: 210: 40 numbered 1–40, with supplementary suite; 160 numbered 41–200 (this copy, no. 57, signed); 10 hors-commerce, numbered 1–X, reserved for collaborators.

This version of a text revered by the Surrealists was the first book to which Dalí gave his undivided attention. Recent research has questioned his involvement in the production of the etchings, and from drawings and proofs it appears that Dalí's images were assisted by the skill of professional printers. Nevertheless, the images are from the artist's most intense and inventive period, making this his major contribution to the modern artist's book.
The image of figures flying through space, as in the trapeze artists of Léger’s fanciful circus, is one of several motifs that join with some previously formed into paintings to make this happy book. The sketched arm that hangs down alongside his writing about these performers captures in its weak lines the uneasy dependence they must experience in their work.
**Henri Matisse**

French. 1869—1954

*Jazz*

**Author:** Henri Matisse.

**Publisher:** [Paris]: Teriade Editeur, 1947. First edition.

**Pagination:** 164 pages: (4), [1—8], 9—146, (14).

**Page Size:** 16 3/8 x 12 3/8" (42 x 32.2 cm), irreg.

**Images:** 20 pochoirs in color (executed 1946—47); reproductions (wrapper front and back, table of images, and 15 ornaments) in black; on ivory wove Arches paper.

**Images Shown:** Above, *Le Clown*, 16 3/8 x 11 1/8" (41.3 x 29.3 cm), irreg.; opposite, *Las Cadamos*, 15 7/8 x 33 3/4" (41.7 x 84.8 cm), irreg.

**Housing:** Publisher’s ivory wove paper wrapper with reproductions of drawings on front and back; black linen solander box, lined with cream paper, and quarter black and red leather over black linen slipcase, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.

**Editions:** Book: 270: 250 numbered 1—250 (this copy, no. 132, signed); 20 hors-commerce, numbered 1—XX; portfolio without text: 100 numbered 1—100.

**Printers:** Pochoirs, Edmond Vairel; wrapper, ornaments, and text, Draeger Frères, Paris.

**Book Designer:** Henri Matisse.

**Typography:** Artist’s manuscript.

**Catalogue Raisonné:** Duthuit 22 and 22 bis.

**Collection:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection.
With his brilliant colors and bold shapes spread over pairs of generous pages, Matisse produced a new type of artwork in *Jazz*. Its appearance in portfolio format allowed it to be exhibited on walls instead of in glass cases, and ultimately younger artists tried to emulate its bright, flat colors. Because the stencil technique (in this case, pochoir) was largely a commercial one, it easily appealed to those who later chose advertisements and other consumer-graphics as their subjects. Many of Matisse’s own subjects in *Jazz* came from popular entertainment forms, so the distance between the sources in 1947 and Pop art of the 1960s was not that extreme.
When, in the late 1940s, the poet, book designer, and publisher Iliazd gathered together poetry and art from his many friends for this book, he continued his confrontation with the lettristes, a French movement begun in 1946 that appeared to imitate his own and Futurist experiments made earlier in the century. He gave proofs of the poems to the artists, who sketched their planned images in the areas allotted to them. The book's sheets were meant to be folded in quarters, but not cut, requiring the reader to unfold and refold each one. The element of discovery in this process was not necessarily attractive to careful book collectors, many of whom never allowed their copies to be folded.

Alfred Wolfgang Schulze; German. 1913-1951, Figure, drypoint, with excerpts from play by Iliazd (Ilia Zdanevitch; Russian. 1894-1973), 6 ¼ x 4 ¾” (16.1 x 11.9 cm).

When, in the late 1940s, the poet, book designer, and publisher Iliazd gathered together poetry and art from his many friends for this book, he continued his confrontation with the lettristes, a French movement begun in 1946 that appeared to imitate his own and Futurist experiments made earlier in the century. He gave proofs of the poems to the artists, who sketched their planned images in the areas allotted to them. The book's sheets were meant to be folded in quarters, but not cut, requiring the reader to unfold and refold each one. The element of discovery in this process was not necessarily attractive to careful book collectors, many of whom never allowed their copies to be folded.
MAx ERNST
American, born Germany. 1891–1976

65 Maximiliana, ou l'exercice illégal de l’astronomie

AUTHOR: Max Ernst.
PAGINATION: 60 folios, each 2-folio signature numbered 1–30.
PAGE SIZE: 16¾ × 12" (40.8 × 30.5 cm).
IMAGES: 28 etchings, 9 with aquatint, and 6 aquatints, most in color; line-block reproductions, after the artist’s "secret writing," drawings, and collages, in black and in color; on buff wove Antique Japan paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Left page, 5½ × 4½" (14 × 11.4 cm), right page, 5 × 2½" (12.7 × 7.4 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s parchment wrapper with design, after Ernst, stamped in black on spine, over 2 cream wove paper wrappers, over interior gray-green laid paper wrapper, over folded blank ochre laid paper folios and folded blank gray-green laid paper folios at front and back; publisher’s beige linen slipcase with design, after Ernst, stamped in black on spine.
EDITION: 75: 65 numbered 1–65 (this copy, no. 45, signed); 10 numbered I–X.
BOOK DESIGNER: Iliazd.
TYPOGRAPHY: Gill.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Spies and Leppien 95.

The unusual title, 65 Maximiliana, refers to a planet that the astronomer Ernst Wilhelm Tempel discovered in 1861 and named in honor of Maximilian II, King of Bavaria; it later was renamed Cybele. A periodically appearing comet is named after Tempel himself.
Above, woodblock (for plate at right) from *A toute épreuve,* [c. 1947–58]. 13 x 9 1/6" (33 x 24.9 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Gérald Cramer in honor of Riva Castleman
Il ne faut pas voir la réalité telle que je suis.
LARRY RIVERS
American, born 1923

Stones

PAGINATION: 14 folios: (i), 1–12, (i).
PAGE SIZE: 18 7/8 x 23 3/4” (47.5 x 60 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 13 lithographs (including title page), in black on white wove Douglas Howell paper (executed 1957–60); 1 oil drawing (inscribed “MoMA” on wrapper).
IMAGE SHOWN: Will We Ever Get, 12 3/4 x 18 3/4” (32.3 x 47.8 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher’s blue, rough, wove paper wrapper, with oil drawing on front, in ivory paperboard folder with ivory ribbon tie, lined with ivory linen.
EDITION: More than 30: 25 numbered I–XXV (this copy, no. 1, signed); 5 artist’s proofs, marked A–E; several trial proofs.
PRINTER: Robert Blackburn at Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip, N.Y.
BOOK DESIGNERS: Frank O’Hara and Larry Rivers.
TYPOGRAPHY: Author’s manuscript.

CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Sparks Rivers II–24.
COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. E. Powis Jones

Rivers and O’Hara collaborated much more closely on their book than other artists and writers previously had done. The sheets for Stones were the result of conversations that were conducted with lithographic crayons on the lithographic stones that gave the work its title. O’Hara wrote a few words (backward, since they would reverse in printing) on the stone, and Rivers replied to them by drawing what he felt would carry on or complete the poem.
Robert Motherwell
American. 1915–1991

A la pintura / To Painting

Author: Rafael Alberti (Spanish, born 1902).
Trans. by Ben Belitt.
Pagination: 24 unnumbered folios.

Page Size: 25% x 371/2" (65 x 96.5 cm).

Images: 19 aquatints and/or lift-ground aquatints (most with etching, soft-ground etching, and/or line block), 1 etching, and 1 soft-ground etching (2 in black and 19 in color) on ivory wove J. B. Green paper (executed 1968–72).

Image Shown: Blue 1-3, 181/2 x 103/4" (46 x 27.3 cm).

Housing: Unbound without wrapper.
Publisher’s white-formica-laminated wood box with clear plexiglass top, brass handles, and sliding drawer with brass nautical fittings, designed by Motherwell.
Edition: 50: 40 numbered 1/40–40/40 (this copy, no. 1/40, signed); 8 artist’s proofs, numbered 1/8–8/8; 2 publisher’s proofs, numbered 1/2–2/2.
Printers: Plates, Donn Steward at Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip, N.Y.; text, Juda Rosenberg.
Typography: Set by Esther Pullman.
Catalogues raisonnés: Belknap 82–102.
Sparks Motherwell 15–38.

In following Alberti’s ode to the glories of color, Motherwell varied one of his familiar compositions that he called Opens to emphasize the diverse perceptions of each hue. Each flat sheet is a single composition, containing one or two aquatints juxtaposed with stanzas of the poem printed in English and Spanish in separate colors. The artist conceived of these large sheets resting in a box, the top of which is transparent and allows them to be seen and displayed, one at a time.
Aubrey Beardsley
British, 1872–1898

Salome, a Tragedy in One Act

Author: Oscar Wilde (British, 1854–1900). Trans. from French by Lord Alfred Bruce Douglas.


Pagination: 88 pages: (4), [1], 2–66, [67], (77); 10 plates hors-texte.

Page size: 8½ x 6½" (21.6 x 16.8 cm).

Images: 13 line-block reproductions after drawings (including title page, list of illustrations, and tailpiece), in black on cream wove paper.

Image shown: 6¼ x 4½" (17.4 x 12.2 cm).

Housing: Publisher’s green silk binding with gold-leaf design, after Beardsley, stamped on front, back, and spine; cream wove endpapers.

Edition: 600; 500 regular; 100 large deluxe, for English ed., bound in green silk (this copy).

Printers: Plates engraved by Carl Hentschel; text and plates printed by T. and A. Constable, Edinburgh.


Henry W. and Albert A. Berg Collection

This book’s publication year is the same as that of Toulouse-Lautrec’s Yvette Guilbert. Beardsley was only twenty-two years old when he made his drawings for Wilde’s play; but, like the French artist, he was already notorious, estranged from the society of his birth, and an instinctive and superb draftsman. He created a unique style that was to symbolize for many the epitome of late nineteenth-century exoticism.
The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, Now Newly Imprinted

**Author:** Geoffrey Chaucer (British, c. 1343–1400).
**Publisher:** Hammersmith [London]: Kelmscott Press, 1896.
**Edition:** 437: 12 on vellum, including 4 hors-commerce; 454 on paper (this copy).
**Printer:** William Morris at Kelmscott Press, Hammersmith, London.
**Book Designer:** William Morris.
**Typography:** Chaucer, designed by Morris.
**Catalogue Raisonné:** Peterson A40.
**Collection:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection

The germ that inhabits the enthusiast who must have a printing press, must design a new font of type, must find new and better (or old and better) papers, and must make beautiful books is only slightly different from, though less potent, perhaps, than that infecting the artist. Morris, on whose press this imposing volume was printed, nearly overwhelmed the pictorial areas he made available to the work of his friend Burne-Jones with his decorative letters, borders, and page designs. Morris's revivalist, neo-medieval vision pervades this work and provides an evident contrast with volumes dominated by the work of modern artists.

**Images Shown:** Each page, Morris, decorative border, 14 3/8 x 10 1/8" (37.8 x 25.2 cm), right page, wood engraving, after Burne-Jones, 3 7/8 x 6 1/2" (13 x 16.8 cm).
**Housing:** Full red leather binding with ivory laid endpapers, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.

The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, Now Newly Imprinted

**Author:** Geoffrey Chaucer (British, c. 1343–1400).
**Publisher:** Hammersmith [London]: Kelmscott Press, 1896.
**Edition:** 437: 12 on vellum, including 4 hors-commerce; 454 on paper (this copy).
**Printer:** William Morris at Kelmscott Press, Hammersmith, London.
**Book Designer:** William Morris.
**Typography:** Chaucer, designed by Morris.
**Catalogue Raisonné:** Peterson A40.
**Collection:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection

The germ that inhabits the enthusiast who must have a printing press, must design a new font of type, must find new and better (or old and better) papers, and must make beautiful books is only slightly different from, though less potent, perhaps, than that infecting the artist. Morris, on whose press this imposing volume was printed, nearly overwhelmed the pictorial areas he made available to the work of his friend Burne-Jones with his decorative letters, borders, and page designs. Morris's revivalist, neo-medieval vision pervades this work and provides an evident contrast with volumes dominated by the work of modern artists.

**Images Shown:** Each page, Morris, decorative border, 14 3/8 x 10 1/8" (37.8 x 25.2 cm), right page, wood engraving, after Burne-Jones, 3 7/8 x 6 1/2" (13 x 16.8 cm).
**Housing:** Full red leather binding with ivory laid endpapers, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.
Henry van de Velde
Belgian. 1863–1957

Also sprach Zarathustra, ein Buch für Alle und Keinen

Author: Friedrich Nietzsche (German. 1844–1900).
Publisher: Leipzig: Insel Verlag, 1908.
Pagination: 170 pages: (6'), [1–4], 5–160, [161], (2).
Page size: 14⅞ x 10¾" (37 x 25.4 cm).
Images: Line-block reproductions, after designs by van de Velde, in color on ivory wove paper.
Image shown: Title spread, each page, 13 ⅜ x 8⅛" (34.8 x 22.1 cm).
Housing: Publisher’s Japanese vellum binding, with designs, after van de Velde, gilt-stamped on front and spine; ivory wove endpapers.
Edition: 530: 100 numbered 1–100, bound in leather; 430 numbered 101–530, bound in Japanese vellum (this copy, no. 190).
Printer: W. Drugulin, Leipzig.
Book designer: Henry van de Velde.
Typography: Designed by George Lemmen.

The Belgian architect and designer created two books devoted to the texts of Friedrich Nietzsche, Ecce Homo and this one. The interlacings of letter forms in the refined version of Art Nouveau that characterized van de Velde’s work are given their most opulent presentation on the title page of Also sprach Zarathustra.
Commissioned by the workshop from which the most important products of Viennese Art Nouveau, or Jugendstil, originated, the student artist Kokoschka created this tale of young love. Most copies remained unsold, and they were taken by a commercial publisher nine years later and reissued with new covers.

Ich greife in den see und tauche in deinen haaren
wie ein versommener bin ich
in der liebe alles wesens
und wieder fiel ich nieder
und traumte
zu viel hitze uberkam mich
in der nacht da in den wih
dern die paarnde schlange
ihre haut streicht unter dem
heiBen stem und der w assert
hirsch reibt scin gehom
an den zimmtstauden als
ich den moschus des tieres
roch in alien niedrigen
strauchem
es ist fremd um mich je
mand sollte antworten
alles lauft nach seinen ei
genen fahrten und die
singenden mucken uber-
zittern die schreie
werdunken grinsende gottet

gesichter und fragtden sing
sang der zauberer und alt
manner wenn sie die boot
fahrer begleiten welchc
frauen holen
und ich war em kriechend
 Ding als ich die tiere suchte
und mich zu ihnen hielt
kleiner was wolltest du
hintcr den alten als du die
gottzauberer aufsuchtest
und ich war ein taumclnder
als ich mein fleisch erkannet
und ein allesliebender als
ich mit einem madchen
sprach

Dieses buch wurde geschrie
ben und gezcichnet von
Oskar Kokoschka verlegt
von der wiener werkstatte
gedruckt in den ofFtzinen
Berger und Chwala 1908
Ben Shahn
American, born Lithuania, 1898–1969

The Alphabet of Creation

Author: Moses de Léon (Moses ben Shem Tov de Léon).
Publisher: New York: Pantheon, 1954.
Pagination: 24 unnumbered folios and 1 bound supplementary drawing.
Page size: 10 1/4 x 6 3/4” (27.5 x 17 cm).
Images: 43 line-block reproductions, after brush- or pen-and-ink drawings; supplementary brush- and pen-and-black-ink drawing (frontispiece); on ivory wove Umbria paper.
Images shown: Left page, drawing, 3 3/8 x 3 5/8” (9.7 x 7.8 cm), irreg., right page, 3 1/4 x 4” (7 x 10.2 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher’s beige linen binding with design, after Shahn, mounted on front; ivory wove endpapers; publisher’s brown paperboard slipcase.
Edition: 550: 50 numbered 1–50 on Umbria paper, with supplementary drawings (this copy, no. 1); 500 numbered 51–550 on Rives paper.

Shahn’s screenprints were potent carriers of social commentary in the 1940s. He brought to his art making a committed sense of morality as well as an interest in the symbols and stories of the Bible. This well-designed publication of the Hebrew alphabet was printed at America’s illustrious Spiral Press.

THE ALPHABET OF CREATION

An ancient legend from the Zohar
with drawings by BEN SHAHN.
Printed at The Spiral Press and published by Pantheon, New York.
Aristide Maillol
French. 1861–1944

The Eclogues

pagination: 127 pages: (8), [1–3], 4–110, [111], (8).
page size: 12¾ x 9¾" (33 x 24.6 cm), irreg.
images: 44 wood engravings (including Cranach Presse publisher’s vignette); 3 ornaments (including 1 repeat); and 16 initials (ornamented by Maillol and cut by Eric Gill, 3 repeats); in black on ivory laid Maillol paper (executed 1912–25).

image shown: Tityrus Playing on His Pipe, 3½ x 4½" (9.2 x 10.3 cm).

housing: Quarter beige linen over blue paper-board binding, ivory laid endpapers.

ditions: English: 264; 200 numbered 1–200 on Maillol paper (this copy, no. 22, uncut); 25 hors-commerce, numbered 201–235 on Maillol paper; 6 marked A–F on vellum, including 1 hors-commerce; 25 numbered I–XXV on Imperial Japan paper; 8 hors-commerce, numbered XXVI–XXXIII; German (1926): 304; French (1926): 292.

Printer: Cranach Presse, Weimar.
book designer: Count Harry Kessler.
typography: Title page, Eric Gill; roman, after Nicolas Jensen, designed by Edward Prince; italic, Edward Johnston.
catalogues raisonnés: Rewald 8–52.

This is the first of several classic books illustrated by the sculptor. The pages of his equally admired, small Daphnis et Chloé by Longus of 1937, like The Eclogues, were based on the Italian Renaissance design in which a picture is placed within a square or rectangle above a well-designed block of type. Both books share the clarity that linear images and type of the proper design and weight give to a page.

P. VERGILI MARONIS ECLOGA PRIMA
MELIBOEUS ET TITYRUS

INCIPIT MELIBOEUS
TITYRE TU PATULAE RECUBANS SUB TEGMINI PAGI SILVESTREM TINUI MU SAM MEDITABAS AVENAM, NON PATIATRE FINIS ET DULCA LINGUIIIMUS ARVA, NON PATRITAM REGIMUS TITITRY LENTUS IN UMBRA, FORMOSAM RE SONARE DOCES AMARYLLIDA SILVAS.

P. VERGILIUS MARO: FIRST ECLOGUE
MELIBOEUS AND TITYRUS

TITYRUS: Friend Meliboeus, it was a god, who granted me this happy ease. Yes, I will ever worship him as a god, and his altar shall oft-times be an altar in the woods with your songs of the lovely Amaryllis.

TITYRUS: Friend Meliboeus, it was a god, who granted me this happy ease. Yes, I will ever worship him as a god, and his altar shall oft-times be an altar in the woods with your songs of the lovely Amaryllis.

MELIBOEUS: I do not envy your happiness, only marvel; for on all sides far and near there is confusion in the countryside. Look at me, ill in myself I drive on my goats, and I wearily drag this one along. Poor thing! just a little while ago she bore twins among the harel thicket, the finest hope of my flock. Alas! we left them on the flinty wayside. Yet I remember the oaks struck by lightning would often have warned me of this disaster, if I had not been blind to the omen. Barren! barren, Tityrus, what is he whom you call a god? TITYRUS: Meliboeus, in my stupid ignorance.
Jupiter, parce qu'il se souvient des feux injustement lancés par lui; il gagne les étangs et les vastes étendues des lacs; dans son horreur du feu, il choisit pour sa demeure le fléau liquide, contraire à la flamme.

Cependant le père de Phaéthon, livide et dépouillé de son éclat, tel qu'il apparaît à l'univers pendant une Éclipse, déteste la lumière, le jour et lui-même, et son âme s'abandonne à la douleur; il inflige au monde ses misères: « C'est assez, dit-il; depuis l'origine des temps, nous devons faire de nos enfants sans foi et sans récompense. Qu'un autre, qui lui soit, conduise le char qui porte la lumière. S'il ne se trouve personne et si les dieux se déclarent tous incapables, que le maître conduise lui-même; au moins, pendant qu'il s'essaiera à tenir mes reins, il déposera enfin ces foudres qui peuvent ravir des enfants à leur père. Alors il saura, en éprouvant la force de ses chevaux aux pieds rapides comme la flamme, que la mort était un châtiment infâme pour celui qui ne put les diriger. » A ces mots tous les dieux entourent le Soleil; d'une voix suppliante ils le conjurent de ne pas couvrir le monde de ténèbres; Jupiter même s'excuse d'avoir lancé ses feux et aux prières, en souverain, il ajoute les menaces. Phœbus rassemble ses chevaux affolés, encore tremblants d'épouvante; dans sa douleur, il les frappe de l'aiguillon et du fouet; ardent à s'irriter, il leur reproche, il leur impute la mort de son fils.

Le père tout-puissant parcourt la vaste enceinte du ciel; il examine si quelques parties endommagées par la violence du feu ne menacent pas ruine. Quand il la voit solide, toujours aussi forte, il promène ses regards sur la terre et sur les désastres de l'humanité. Mais sa chère Arcadie lui inspire une sollicitude plus attentive; il surveille les sources et les fontaines, qui n'osaient pas encore couler; il revêt la terre de gazons, les arbres de feuillages et commande aux forêts mutilées de reverdir. Tandis qu'il allait et venait, multipliant ses visites, une vierge de Nonacris arrêta ses regards et il conçut une passion brûlante, qui l'enflamma jusqu'aux os. Cette jeune fille n'appliquait pas à assouplir la laine en la cardant, ni à varier la disposition...
**Georges Braque**

French. 1882–1963

**Théogonie**

**AUTHOR:** Hesiod (Greek, 8th century B.C.).

**PUBLISHER:** Paris: Maeght Editeur, 1955. (Commissioned by Vollard.)

**PAGINATION:** 90 pages: (6), [1–6], 7–77, [78], (6).

**PAGE SIZE:** 17⅛ x 13⅞” (44.4 x 33.7 cm), irreg.

**IMAGES:** 14 etchings (2 with aquatint), 1 aquatint, and 3 photogravures, in black; 1 etching and aquatint, in color; 1 etching and aquatint, in color with varnish (wrapper front); on ivory wove Auvergne paper (except wrapper) (executed 1932–15).

**IMAGE ShOWN:** Above, 11⅞ x 8⅝” (30.1 x 22.2 cm).

**HOUSING:** Publisher’s cream wove paper wrapper, in black with etching and aquatint on front; black paperboard folder; black paperboard slipcase with pasted pieces of torn, painted papers; protective plexiglass case, probably made for Louis E. Stern.

**EDITION:** 150 numbered 1–150 (this copy, no. 31, signed).

**PRINTER:** Fequet et Baudier, Paris.

**TYPOGRAPHY:** Europe.

**CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ:** Vallier 23.

**COLLECTION:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection

Hesiod’s guide to the gods was a perfect setting for Braque’s interest in archaic Greek figures, which may have been ignited by his association with the Greek publisher and art critic Christian Zervos. Zervos was to publish a number of Braque’s preparatory drawings in his journal Cahiers d’art in 1932, at which time Braque had completed sixteen prints. He still had not finished his work for the book by 1939 when Vollard, who had commissioned it, died. Portfolios of the prints with remarques around their edges were put together, but before the book could be completed by Aimé Maeght in 1955, three plates were lost. New plates were made photographically from early printings, all the remarques on the existing plates were removed, and other plates (frontispiece, cover, and two decorative text images) were added by the artist.
HENRI MATISSE
French. 1869—1954

Pasiphaé, chant de Minos (Les Crétois)

PUBLISHER: [Paris]: Martin Fabiani Editeur, 1944.
PAGINATION: 136 pages: (4), [1–8], 9–121, [122–125], (7).
PAGE SIZE: 12 ¾ x 9 ¾" (32.5 x 24.8 cm).
IMAGES: 50 linoleum cuts (including head- and tailpieces and in-text plates), in black; 1 linoleum cut (wrapper), in color; 13 linoleum-cut ornamental bands and 84 linoleum-cut initials (1 repeat), in color; on ivory wove Arches paper (executed 1943—44).
IMAGE SHown: Fraîche sur des lits de violettes, 9 ¾ x 7 ¾" (24.5 x 18 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher's ivory wove Arches paper wrapper with continuous linoleum cut on front and back; publisher's quarter ivory linen over cream paperboard folder, lined with ivory paper; in red-and-tan linen slipcase.

EDITION: 250: 30 numbered 1–30 on Antique Japan paper, with supplementary suite; 200 numbered 31–230 on Arches paper (this copy, no. 159); 20 hors-commerce, numbered 1–XX on Arches paper.

CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Duthuit 10.

A contemporary retelling of the story of Pasiphaé and the Minoan bull was the impetus for one of Matisse's most intensive printmaking experiences. Working with linoleum, a fairly easy material to use, Matisse cut many blocks of each image to achieve the perfect flow of line and relationship of forms. Intent on matching the spirit and ambience of the classic tale, Matisse took as his model ancient Greek black-ground vase painting.
LIBER QVARTVS

profusio qua prae viae cunctae
ita postulavit: 51 genus venit
vade, tua maxima cura,
tristis Aristo Phei geminin ad undam
fiat lacrimans. et te crudelem nomine dicit.

Hic percussa nova mentem formidine mater
"Due age, due ad nos; fas illi limina diuom
Tangere", ait. Simul alta iubet difcedere latum
fiurnina, qua iuutum greffus inferret: at ilium
curata in mantis faciem circumfietit unda
accepitque firm uaflo mifitque fub amnem.
lamque domini mirans genitricis etumida regna
jpelnrmque lac us claufos lucosqtie sonantis
ibat et ingenti motu futeafius aquarum
omnia fub magna labentia fiurnina terra
jpetlabat dinerfa locis, Pfasimque Lycumque
et caput, unde altus primum fe erumpit Enipeur
faxofusque sonans Hypanis Mjusque Caicus,
unde pater Tiberwus et unde An'tena fluenta,
et gemina auratus taurino cornua uoltu
Eridanus, quo non alius per pinguis culta
in mare purpureum uiolentior effluit amnis.

Postquam est in talami pendentia pumice tetia

A N D R É D U N O Y E R D E S E G O N Z A C

French. 1884—1974

Les Géorgiques

AUTHOR: Virgil (Roman. 70—19 B.C.). Trans.
by Michel de Marolles.

PUBLISHER: [Paris: André Dunoyer de
Segonzac], 1944 [1947]. (Commissioned by
Vollard.)

PAGINATION: 2 vols. I: 212 pages: (4), [1—9],
10—201, [202—204], (4); II: 232 pages: (4), [1—9],
10—213, [214—216], (2).

PAGE SIZE: 17 7/8 x 13 7/8" (45.5 x 34 cm).

 IMAGES: 118 etchings (including title pages), 26
with drypoint, and 1 drypoint, in black on cream
wove Arches paper (executed 1933—46).

IMAGES SHOWN: Above, Les Grands Chenes,
11 1/2 x 9 3/4" (30.2 x 24.4 cm); left, Ne etendu au
bord du golfe, 3 3/8 x 6 1/2" (8.6 x 16 cm), irreg.

HOUSING: 2 unbound volumes, each in publisher's
cream wove Arches paper wrapper; 2 quarter
red leather over beige linen solander boxes, lined
with beige paper, made by Gerhard Gerlach for
Louis E. Stern.

EDITION: 275: 50 numbered 1—50, with supple-
mentary suite; 200 numbered 51—250 (this copy,
no. 214); 25 hors-commerce, numbered 1—XXV.

PRINTERS: Plates, Jacques Frelaut at

Lacourièrè, Paris; text, Imprimerie Nationale,
Paris.

TYPOGRAPHY: Garamond, chosen by Vollard.

CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Lioè and Cailler
861—981.

COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Louis E. Stern Collection

During the 1920s Segonzac illustrated many
contemporary texts with etchings that seemed to
capture the spirit of the times. His popularity
attracted Vollard, who commissioned this two-
volume publication filled to the brim with
deftly executed etchings of the countryside, its
produce, and its seasons.
Kurt Seligmann
American, born Switzerland. 1900—1962

The Myth of Oedipus

Author: Retold by Meyer Schapiro (American, born Russia, 1904).
Pagination: 28 pages: (2), [1-8], 9-17, [18], (8); 6 plates hors-texte.
Page size: 22⅞ x 15⅞" (58 x 39.5 cm), irreg.
Images: 6 etchings and line-block reproduction, in black on ivory wove Whatman paper.
Image shown: The Childhood of Oedipus, 17¾ x 11¼" (45.1 x 29.7 cm).
Housing: Publisher’s ivory laid paper wrapper.
Edition: More than 30: 50 numbered 1-50 (this copy, no. 10, signed); several unnumbered copies.
Typography: Bodoni.

Catalogue raisonné: Mason 117-122.

With twisted, writhing figures Seligmann used the Surrealist idiom to intensify the ancient tragedy of Oedipus, the lover of his mother and murderer of his father. Seligmann began to make etchings of single figures — vampires, aviators, magicians, and others — in the early 1930s. Their bodies were constructions, odd objects in the tradition of Archimboldo and designers of tarot cards. Later in the decade the artist began to wind his figures in drapery, giving them the appearance of baroque ghosts.

Laius, prince of Thebes and son of the lame Labdacus, in exile at the court of Pelops, was entrusted by the king with his son Chrysippus to teach him chariot-driving. Laius fell in love with the boy and brought pederasty for the first time into Greece. When called back to his own city to take the throne which had been held by usurpers, he carried off Chrysippus, while driving swiftly to Thebes. The boy killed himself in shame. Over the dead body, Laius was cursed by Pelops that he would perish by the hand of his own son.

Warned three times by the oracle, Laius abstained from begetting children, until one day, overcome by drunkenness, he layed Apollis’s abstinence and slept with the queen Jocasta. From this blind act a son was born. The anxious parents pierced his ankles with an iron spike and gave him to a shepherd to expose in the harsh winter on Mount Cithaeron, a site sacred to Hera, the goddess of marriage. The kindly shepherd allowed the infant to be brought to Estynus, the king of neighboring Gela. His sterile queen, Medusa, presented the child to her husband in their bed.
Je me prosterne aux pieds de Marpa de la Falaise-Du-Sud
Qu'il bénisse le mendiant pour qu'il achève sa retraite au désert
Assurèrent leur salut et le mien
Ce corps difficile à obtenir facile à détruire
A retrouvé la santé grâce à la nourriture
Le suc de la terre éroite
Et la pluie de l'immensité bleue
Sont un présage de profit pour les créatures
Et l'essence de ce présage est la religion des dieux
Mon corps subtil nourri par mon père et ma mère
Et l'enseignement du saint lama
Sont le présage de mon entrée en religion des dieux
Et l'essence de ce présage est ma persévérance
Cette grotte rocheuse dans la vallée déserte
Et ma piété sincère
Préagent la réalisation

Géographie Braque
French. 1882—1963

Milarepa

Author: Milarepa (Tibetan, 6th century).
Trans. by Jacques Bacot.
Publisher: Paris: Maeght Editeur, 1950.
Pagination: 26 unnumbered folios.
Page size: 9 7/8 X 13 7/8" (25.2 X 35.2 cm), irreg.
Images: 4 aquatints (3 with etching), 1 soft-ground etching, and 6 etched initials (some repeated), in black on ivory laid Auvergne Richard de Bas paper.
Image shown: 7 3/4 X 6 1/2" (19.7 X 16.3 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher's full cream vellum wrapper, lined with buff paper; quarter black leather over red paperboard solander box, with reproduction on front, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.
Edition: 110: 10 numbered 1-10, with supplementary suite of prints; 90 numbered 11-100 (this copy, no. 26, signed); 10 hors-commerce.
Typography: Della Robbia; ornament designed by Braque.

Catalogue raisonné: Vallier 65.

The songs of the Tibetan monk Milarepa are set against Braque's flying birds, a motif that pervades his work after World War II. The birds seem indifferent to the wormlike initials the artist designed for the text.
Marc Chagall  
French, born Russia: 1887–1985  

*Four Tales from the Arabian Nights*  

**Author:** Excerpts from ancient Persian, Indian, and Arabian tales. Trans. by Sir Richard Francis Burton, 1885–88.  

**Publisher:** New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., [1948].  

**Pagination:** 2 parts. Book: 4 unnumbered folios and 13 plates in numbered wrappers; supplementary suite: 166 plates.  

**Page Size:** 16 3/4 x 12 5/8" (43.1 x 33 cm).  

**Images:** 12 lithographs, in color; 16 photolithographic reproductions, after drawings (including duplicate on wrapper front), in black; 1 supplementary lithograph and 166 progressive proofs, in color; on cream laid paper.  

**Images shown:** Left, 7 5/8 x 4 1/2" (19.4 x 11.4 cm); right, 14 3/4 x 11 1/4" (37.6 x 28.6 cm).  

**Housing:** Book: publisher's ivory paperboard wrapper with reproduction on front; supplementary suite: publisher's quarter ivory linen over ivory paperboard wrapper; both in quarter brown leather over beige linen solander box and slipcase, lined with beige paper, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.  

**Edition:** 111: 90 numbered 1–90; 10 numbered I–X, with supplementary lithograph and proofs (this copy, no. X, signed); 11 dedicated hors-commerce, marked A–K, with supplementary lithograph and proofs.  

**Printers:** Plates, Albert Carman, City Island, N.Y.; text, Meriden Gravure Company, Meriden, Conn.  

**Book Designer:** Jacques Scheffrin.  

**Catalogue Raisonné:** Mourlot 36–48.  

**Collection:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection  

Although Chagall had created etchings for La Fontaine's fables and the Bible before World War II, they had not been published before his escape from the Nazis to America. Enamored of exotic tales, he was inspired by those of *The Arabian Nights* to produce his first color prints. To make them, he had his gouaches professionally transferred to plates, after which he made corrections and additions. Only a few words introduce each color print as a reminder of which story is depicted. The magic of each tale is in the picture.
Toulouse-Lautrec had drawn animals since his childhood. Although he had become famous through his representations of Parisian cafe life, he looked forward to making drawings for the introductory pages to each of Renard’s contemporary animal fables. Unfortunately, his manner of portraying the animals did not strictly illustrate the text, and the author was displeased. Several years passed before the book was finally published.

Pourtant, hier, j'ai manqué de tact. Il fermentait et suintait, toutes ses corroyes crevées.
— Mon pauvre ami, lui dis-je, je ne veux pas te faire de peine, mais Dieu! que tu es laid!
Il ouvrit sa bouche puerile et sans dents, à l'haleine chaude, et me répondit avec un léger accent anglais:
— Et toi?
Le Chat

Je souhaite dans ma maison:
Une femme ayant sa raison,
Un chat passant parmi les livres,
Des amis en toute saison
Sans lesquels je ne peux pas vivre.

Le Serpent

Tu t'acharnes sur la beauté.
Et quelles femmes ont été
Victimes de ta cruauté!
Eve, Eurydice, Cléopâtre;
J'en connais encore trois ou quatre.

RAOUl DUFI

French. 1877–1953

Le Bestiaire, ou cortège d’Orphée

AUTHOR: Guillaume Apollinaire (Guillaume Apollinaire de Kostrowisky; French, born Italy. 1880–1918).
PAGINATION: 40 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 13 3/4 x 10" (34.5 x 25.5 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 39 woodcuts (including ornament; 5 pictorial initials, 1 repeated; head- and tail-pieces), in black on ivory wove Holland paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, Le Chat, 8½ x 7½" (21.6 x 19.2 cm); right, Le Serpent, 7¾ x 7¾" (20.3 x 19.4 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s ivory vellum binding, with ivory laid flyleaves; full black leather solander box with reproductions inset on front and back, lined with cream paper, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.
EDITION: 122: 29 numbered 1–29 on Imperial Japan paper; 91 numbered 30–120 on Holland paper (this copy, no. 116, signed); 2 hors-

commerce, with canceled proofs for deposit copies.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Courthion 2.

In this first bestiary of the twentieth century, each group of animals introduced by the legendary poet-musician Orpheus is represented through the voice of its inimitable author, Apollinaire.
ALEXANDER CALDER
American. 1898–1976

Fables

AUTHOR: Aesop (Greek, c. 620–560 B.C.).
Trans. by Sir Roger L'Estrange, 1692.
PAGINATION: 138 pages; (10), 1–124, (4);
unbound drawing.
PAGE SIZE: 9 3/4" x 7 3/16" (25 x 19.4 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 52 line-block reproductions, after pen-
and-ink drawings on ivory, with colored-thread, 
laid Guarro Spanish paper; 1 supplementary pen-
and-ink drawing (reproduced as a headpiece on 
page 13 and on cover of regular edition) on 
cream wove paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Left side, A Gnat Challenges 
a Lyon (drawing), 9 3/8 x 7 3/4" (24.9 x 19.4 cm); 
right side, cover of regular edition, 4 1/8 x 3 3/8" 
(11.4 x 8.1 cm).

HOUSING: Publisher's ivory, with colored-
thread, laid Guarro Spanish paper binding, 
boards, and endpapers.
EDITIONS: 665: 595 numbered 1–595 on 
Auvergne paper, 425 reserved for American 
distribution; 50 numbered 1–L on Guarro paper, 
with supplementary drawing, 30 reserved for 
American distribution (this copy, no. II, signed); 
20 hors-commerces.
BOOK DESIGNER: Monroe Wheeler.
TYPOGRAPHY: French Round Face.
COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art, 
New York. Gift of Monroe Wheeler

Limited-edition copies of this earliest Calder 
book contained his original drawings for the 
illustrations. The lion with a gnat on his nose 
was used on the jacket of the regular edition of 
Aesop's Fables.
12 Fables of Aesop

AUTHOR: Aesop (Greek, c. 620–560 B.C.).
Retold by Glenway Wescott.
PAGINATION: 20 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 10 5/8 x 7 7/8" (26.6 x 19 cm).
IMAGES: 17 linoleum cuts (including slipcase), 15 in black and 2 in color on ivory wove Rives paper.
IMAGE SHOWN: The Starved Farmer and His Fat Dogs, 8 5/8 x 13 5/8" (20.5 x 34.4 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher’s quarter red linen over cream paperboard binding, with reproduction on front and back and ivory wove endpapers; publisher’s black paperboard slipcase with linoleum-cut label mounted on front.

After he moved to the United States in 1945, Frasconi used his printmaking skill to create books, many of which were commercially published. In 1950 he produced a portfolio of fourteen woodcuts titled Some Well-Known Fables, which probably encouraged the publication of this book by The Museum of Modern Art four years later in both clothbound and paperbound editions.

The Starved Farmer and His Fat Dogs

One severe winter an unfortunate farmer, to provide for his starving women and children, had to slaughter all his livestock: first his sheep, then his goat, then his cow. Meanwhile his dogs had a good life under the table, wolfing down the titbits, gnawing the bones. But when the last bit of cow was served, they took to the tall timber.

"Mutton is good eating," they said to themselves; "goat is not bad; cow is edible. And dog," they concluded, "a man can eat dog if he's hungry enough."
Olga Rozanova
Russian. 1886—1918

Voyna

PAGINATION: 16 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 15½ x 11½” (38.5 x 30.2 cm).
IMAGES: 10 woodcuts (1 with collage), 3 in black and 7 in color, most on cream wove paper; 1 collage (cover).
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, Airplanes over the City, 15½ x 11½” (38.5 x 30.3 cm), irreg.; right, Excerpt from a Newspaper Bulletin, 14¾ x 10½” (37.1 x 26.7 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher’s brown wove paper cover, with woodcut lettering and collage, bound with staples.
EDITION: 100 announced (this copy without cover).
TYPOGRAPHY: Woodcut text.


The recurring theme of war in literature and art was particularly compelling to Russians when their involvement in World War I was terminated by the conflicts of their revolution. The horrors of the war, reported in newspapers, and the new terror of attack from the sky are emphasized in Rozanova’s borrowings of news items and visions of airplanes that accompany the short poems of her husband. The Russian Cubo-Futurist style, well-illustrated in the collage that combines woodcuts filled with vigorous diagonal cuts and colored paper, provides a dynamic mode of presenting war’s heroes and victims.
**Georges Rouault**

French. 1871-1958

*Miserere*

**Author:** Georges Rouault.

**Publisher:** Paris: Edition de L'Etoile Filante, 1948. (Commissioned by Vollard.)

**Pagination:** 188 unnumbered folios.

**Page Size:** 25⅛ x 19⅞" (66 x 50.2 cm), irreg.

**Images:** 58 aquatints and lift-ground aquatints over photogravure, with drypoint, roulette, etching, and/or soft-ground etching, in black on cream laid Arches paper (executed 1922–27).

**Images Shown:** Left, *Plus le coeur est noble, moins le col est roide*, 25⅛ x 19⅞" (64.1 x 42.3 cm); right, *Qui ne grime pas*, 22½ x 16⅞" (57.1 x 42.8 cm).

**Housing:** Publisher’s quarter cream vellum over red-brown linen folder, with flaps and brass fastener, lined with cream paper.

**Edition:** 450: 425 numbered 1–425 (this copy, no. 266); 25 hors-commerce, numbered 1–XXV.

**Printers:** Plates, Jacquemin, Paris; text, Aulard, Paris.

**Catalogues raisonnés:** Chapon and Rouault 54–111. Chapon, pages 74–99.

**Collection:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection

Rouault responded to the devastation of land, humanity, and hope produced by World War I with a combination of reverence and despair. His plan to create a series of prints that intertwined episodes from the life of Christ with the recent experience of war included visionary and satiric titles for each image. In the tradition of Goya’s series of prints of more than a century earlier, which had similarly ironic titles, the fifty-eight plates of *Miserere* form a strongly linked visual narrative enhanced by the author-artist’s salient commentary.
rivés, fixés d'angoisse, sur la tranchée allemande d'où jaillissaient les flammes courtes et droites des mausers. Puis des rafales d'obus avaient troué la compagnie, les mitrailleuses avaient fauché des rangées d'hommes, et de la masse frémissante qui charrait, tragique, silencieuse, il ne restait que ces vingt hommes blottis, ces blessés qui se traînaient, gémissant, et tous ces morts...

Gilbert, entre deux explosions, avait entendu le camarade s'écrier : « Ah ! c'est fini ! » Le blessé s'était encore trainé quelques mètres, comme une bête écrasée, et il était mort là, dans un sanglot. Est-il bête ? A peine... Dans ce champ puître aux airs de terrain vague, c'était un cadavre de plus, un autre dormeur bleu qu'on entendrait après l'attaque, si l'on pouvait. À quelques pas, ou un tapis crevassé, des flaques étaient enfermés : leur croix servirait pour les nôtres, un cadavre plus sur une bretelle, un cadavre bleu sur l'autre.

— Mois, qu'est-ce qu'on va foutre ? demanda Hamel dont la manche déchirée laissait couler un peu de sang. Tu ne vois pas qu'ils nous laissent en rade?

— Mais non, dit Gilbert. Le deuxième baton va certainement sortir, mais on doit attendre que l'artillerie prépare.

— Et si ils tirent trop court, ça sera encore pour nos gueules. Cachée dans les hautes herbes, la tranchée allemande se devinait à peine, derrière la toile barbelee des araignées de fer. Les Allemands ne tireraient plus, et leurs canons même se taquinaient. Seuls quelques 210 passaient très haut, avec un glouglou de bouleille qui se voulait, et allaient tomber sur le village, engloutissant les ruines d'un boudoir majeur d'estime.

— Alors, qu'est-ce qu'on va rester ? demanda le commandant.

— Tu sais, dit Gilbert. Le deuxième baton va certainement sortir, mais on doit attendre que l'artillerie prépare.

— Et si ils tirent trop court, ça sera encore pour nos gueules. Cachée dans les hautes herbes, la tranchée allemande se devinait à peine, derrière la toile barbelee des araignées de fer. Les Allemands ne tireraient plus, et leurs canons même se taquinaient. Seuls quelques 210 passaient très haut, avec un glouglou de bouleille qui se voulait, et allaient tomber sur le village, engloutissant les ruines d'un boudoir majeur d'estime.

— Alors, qu'est-ce qu'on va rester ? demanda le commandant.

— Tu sais, dit Gilbert. Le deuxième baton va certainement sortir, mais on doit attendre que l'artillerie prépare.

— Et si ils tirent trop court, ça sera encore pour nos gueules. Cachée dans les hautes herbes, la tranchée allemande se devinait à peine, derrière la toile barbelee des araignées de fer. Les Allemands ne tireraient plus, et leurs canons même se taquinaient. Seuls quelques 210 passaient très haut, avec un glouglou de bouleille qui se voulait, et allaient tomber sur le village, engloutissant les ruines d'un boudoir majeur d'estime.

— Alors, qu'est-ce qu'on va rester ? demanda le commandant.

— Tu sais, dit Gilbert. Le deuxième baton va certainement sortir, mais on doit attendre que l'artillerie prépare.

— Et si ils tirent trop court, ça sera encore pour nos gueules. Cachée dans les hautes herbes, la tranchée allemande se devinait à peine, derrière la toile barbelee des araignées de fer. Les Allemands ne tireraient plus, et leurs canons même se taquinaient. Seuls quelques 210 passaient très haut, avec un glouglou de bouleille qui se voulait, et allaient tomber sur le village, engloutissant les ruines d'un boudoir majeur d'estime.

— Alors, qu'est-ce qu'on va rester ? demanda le commandant.

— Tu sais, dit Gilbert. Le deuxième baton va certainement sortir, mais on doit attendre que l'artillerie prépare.

— Et si ils tirent trop court, ça sera encore pour nos gueules. Cachée dans les hautes herbes, la tranchée allemande se devinait à peine, derrière la toile barbelee des araignées de fer. Les Allemands ne tireraient plus, et leurs canons même se taquinaient. Seuls quelques 210 passaient très haut, avec un glouglou de bouleille qui se voulait, et allaient tomber sur le village, engloutissant les ruines d'un boudoir majeur d'estime.

— Alors, qu'est-ce qu'on va rester ? demanda le commandant.

— Tu sais, dit Gilbert. Le deuxième baton va certainement sortir, mais on doit attendre que l'artillerie prépare.

— Et si ils tirent trop court, ça sera encore pour nos gueules. Cachée dans les hautes herbes, la tranchée allemande se devinait à peine, derrière la toile barbelee des araignées de fer. Les Allemands ne tireraient plus, et leurs canons même se taquinaient. Seuls quelques 210 passaient très haut, avec un glouglou de bouleille qui se voulait, et allaient tomber sur le village, engloutissant les ruines d'un boudoir majeur d'estime.

— Alors, qu'est-ce qu'on va rester ? demanda le commandant.

— Tu sais, dit Gilbert. Le deuxième baton va certainement sortir, mais on doit attendre que l'artillerie prépare.
John Buckland-Wright, Stanley William Hayter, Josef Hecht, Dalla Husband, Vasily Kandinsky, Roderick Mead, Joan Miró, Dolf Rieser, Luis Vargas

Fraternity


Pagination: 13 unnumbered folios.

Page size: 8 1/4 x 6 1/2" (22.5 x 16.2 cm), irr.

Images: 8 engravings (including slipcase front), 1 with aquatint and roulette, 1 with soft-ground etching; 1 drypoint; 1 etching; in black on ivory laid Montval paper.

Images shown: Above, Hayter (British, 1901-1988), España, 5 x 3 1/2" (12.8 x 8.9 cm); below, Kandinsky (French, born Russia, 1866–1944), Untitled, 5 x 3 1/2" (12.8 x 8.3 cm).

Housing: Publisher's cream laid Montval paper wrapper (title page and colophon) under green paperboard folder, lined with cream paper; publisher's green paperboard slipcase, with engraving by Hayter mounted on front.

Edition: 113; 1 numbered 1, with supplementary states, manuscript, and drawings; 100 numbered 2–100 (this copy, no. 9, signed); 12 hors-commerce, marked A–L, reserved for collaborators.


The international response to the Spanish Civil War included Picasso's painting Guernica and publications, some of which were used to raise funds for the Republican side. Poems about brotherhood and solidarity, subjects that recur whenever there is a revolution, provided the inspirational words that accompanied rallying images such as Hayter's engraving titled España in this work.

FALL OF A CITY

All the posters on the walls
All the bulletins in the streets
Are mutilated, destroyed or run in rain.

Their words blotted out with tears.

Skins peeling from their bodies
In the victorious hurricane.

All the names of heroes in the hall
Where the feet thundered and the bronze throats roared,
FOX and ORCA claimed as heroes in the walls.

Are now angrily deleted
Or to dust surrender their dust.

From golden praise excluded.

From guidebooks erased.

All the badges and sublets
Are torn from lapels and from hands
Are thrown away with husks they wore
Or in the deepest bed of mind
They were washed over with a smile
Which broadcasts the victories when they win.

All the lost brothers, leaderless.
The young, whose bonds were read, new blind
Their eyes with an archaic film.

The peasant relapses to a stumbling tune
Following the donkey bray.

These only remember to forget.

But somewhere some word presses
In the high shelf of a skull, and in some corner
Of an irrefragable eye
Some old man's memory leaps to a child
—Spark from the days of energy
And the child hoards it like a wicked toy.
Pablo Picasso  
Spanish. 1881—1973  
Sueño y mentira de Franco  

AUTHOR: Pablo Picasso.  
PAGINATION: 5 unnumbered folios.  
PAGE SIZE: 22½ x 17½" (57.5 x 38.5 cm), irreg.  
SHEET SIZE: 14¾ x 22½" (38 x 57.2 cm).  
IMAGES: 2 etching and lift-ground aquatints, in black on chine collé on cream wove Imperial Japan paper.  
IMAGES SHOWN: Each, 12½ x 16½" (31.7 x 42.2 cm).  
HOUSING: Publisher’s cream wove paper wrapper around cream wove paper; gray linen box with red leather fastener, lined with black paper, possibly made for Louis E. Stern.  
EDITION: More than 1,030: 150 numbered 1/XXX—50/XXX chine collé on Antique Japan paper; several hors-commerce.  
TYPOGRAPHY: Artist’s manuscript.  
The two nine-part compositions Picasso created to raise money for the Spanish Republicans were issued in a folder containing the artist’s own text. Picasso’s images of the polyp, or low form of life that represents the dictator Franco, and the suffering beauty, who represents the Spanish people, are full of satire. The individual panels parade along in the derisive disharmony that also propels his two-page-long single sentence that never speaks of the conflict but, rather, of images in conflict.
Aussi les déserts
livreront un chant
Patience sur le sable
Devenir un homme
est une magie
tes oiseaux peuplent
des nouveaux mondes
Miroirs du futur
pour s'y voir plus beaux
quand s'estompera la nuit
comme le docteur Faust
La route ira je ne sais où
Va toujours et je fais mon trio
Esprit ne meurt
Quand je sortirai du tombeau
Appelle vers le Nouveau
tentant recif.
Pablo Picasso
Spanish. 1881-1973

*Le Chant des morts*

Author: Pierre Reverdy (French. 1889—1960).
Pagination: 136 pages: (4), [1-6], 7-117, [118-123], (9).
Page size: 16 1/2 x 12 1/6" (42 x 32 cm).
Images: 123 lithographs (including wrapper), in color on cream wove Arches paper (executed 1946-48).
Images shown: Left page, 2 3/4 x 11 3/4" (6 x 29.4 cm), irreg., right page, 14 3/4 x 11 3/4" (40.4 x 29.4 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher's cream wove Arches paper wrapper with continuous lithograph on front and back; quarter burgundy over black linen solander box, lined with cream paper, probably made for Louis E. Stern.
Edition: 250: 250 numbered 1-250 (this copy, no. 148, signed); 20 hors-commerce, numbered I-XX.

Book designer: Pablo Picasso.
Typography: Author's manuscript.
Catalogues raisonnés: Cramer 50. Mourlot 217.

Having already made several artistic statements about war, Picasso chose to enhance Reverdy's mourning stanzas with rubrics, the red marginalia added by scholars to old manuscripts that commented or expanded upon the text. For his marks, Picasso surrounded the handwritten text with the branched and knotted bands that delineated forms in his paintings of the time.
ANDRÉ MASSON
French. 1896—1987

Les Conquerants

AUTHOR: André Malraux (French. 1901-1976).
PUBLISHER: Paris: Albert Skira, [1949].
PAGINATION: 246 pages: [1—14], 15-222, [223], (9).

PAGE SIZE: 14⅛ x 11⅛" (37.7 x 28.1 cm).
IMAGES: 33 lift-ground aquatints, 9 in black and 24 in color on ivory wove Marais paper (executed 1948—49).
IMAGES SHOWN: Left page, 10⅛ x 8⅞" (26.1 x 21.8 cm), right page, 5⅛ x 7⅞" (14 x 19.8 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher's ivory wove paper wrapper enclosing ivory wove paper support; publisher's ivory paperboard folder and slipcase, lined with ivory paper.
EDITION: 165: 25 numbered 1-25, with 2 supplementary suites and drawing; 125 numbered 26—150 (this copy, no. 38, signed); 15 hors-commerce, numbered HCl—HCXV.

PRINTERS: Plates, Roger Lacourière, Paris;
text, Georges Girard, Paris.
TYPOGRAPHY: Renaud.
COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F. Colin

In 1921 Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler met Masson at the suggestion of Max Jacob and became his dealer. That same year he commissioned Malraux's first published text (illustrated by Léger) and introduced Masson to the author. Twenty-eight years later Masson created brisk aquatints that enliven the pages of Malraux's newly revised text.
Matta was one of several artists working in France during the late 1960s who incorporated political subjects into their work. His numerous prints included the series Judgments, about the Nuremberg trials of the major Nazis, and when the student uprisings of 1968 occurred, his posters covered Paris. Many artists produced ephemeral works during the periods of demonstrations, and this booklet by an activist author and a concerned artist had no other purpose than to emphasize their opposition to American policies in Vietnam.
Max Beckmann
German, 1884—1950

Apokalypse

Author: Bible.
Publisher: Frankfurt am Main: Bauersche Giesserei, 1943.
Page Size: 11 3/8 x 8 1/4" (29 x 21 cm).
Images: 37 lithographs, in black, 16 with watercolor additions; on cream laid paper (executed 1941–42).
Image Shown: 13 3/4 x 10 3/4" (34.5 x 26.6 cm).
Housing: Full brown-red leather binding; cream laid endpapers and double binder's leaves.
Edition: At least 41: 5 numbered 1–5, with hand coloring by the artist; 19 numbered 6–24, most with hand coloring; 7 unnumbered, with hand coloring (this copy, signed); 10 unnumbered, uncolored.
Printer: Bauersche Giesserei, Frankfurt am Main.
Typography: Legend, designed by F. H. E. Schneider.

Collection: National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Gift of Mrs. Max Beckmann

In his version of the Revelation of Saint John the Evangelist, Beckmann altered or reinterpreted the symbols that have traditionally accompanied the text. In this plate, about the beast and the false prophet, a woman represents the seven-headed horned beast, accompanied by a second horned beast, who has been interpreted as the false prophet. Shown below is an authoritarian male exhorting another to follow the false prophet, while a third (either one who would not follow or one who would not believe) lies dead. Nearly all of the copies of Beckmann's Apokalypse were hand colored, but it is not certain that more than a few were colored by the artist. The colophon reads, in part: “This book was printed in the first year of the Second World War, as the visions of the apocalyptic seer became dreadful reality.”
I SAW ANOTHER ANGEL

Jim Dine
American, born 1935

The Apocalypse, The Revelation of Saint John the Divine

AUTHOR: Bible, King James version, 1611.
PAGINATION: 36 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
PAGE SIZE: 11 7/8 x 8 7/8" (30.8 x 22.5 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 29 woodcuts, in black on ivory wove Auvergne Richard de Bas paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Left page, I Saw Another Angel, right page, Come Down from Heaven, each 11 7/8 x 8 7/8" (30.8 x 22.5 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher's quarter ivory leather over stained-oak-veneer plywood-board binding.
EDITION: 165: 150 numbered 1–150 (this copy, no. 5, signed); 15 hors-commerce.
TYPOGRAPHY: Monotype Garamond, Hadriano, and Stempel Garamond.

CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: D'Oench and Feinberg 141.
Quatre histoires de blanc et noir

AUTHOR: František Kupka.
PUBLISHER: Paris: [František Kupka], 1926.
PAGINATION: 56 unnumbered folios, including supplementary suite.

PAGE SIZE: 12⅛ x 9⅜" (33 x 25.3 cm).

IMAGES: 29 woodcuts (including variant of title page on wrapper front, ornamental initial, and colophon tailpiece); supplementary suite of 26 woodcuts, in black on ivory wove Arches paper (except wrapper).

IMAGES SHOWN: Above left, title page, 7⅝ x 5⅞" (20.1 x 15.1 cm); above right, 8 x 6⅛" (20.4 x 15.4 cm); left, ornamental initial C, ⅝ x ⅞" (2.8 x 2.1 cm); all irrreg.

HOUSING: Publisher's cream wove paper wrapper, with woodcut in black on front; quarter black leather over blue linen solander box, lined with cream paper.

EDITION: 300: 100 numbered 1–100, with supplementary suite of first states (this copy, no. 94); 200 numbered 101–300.


COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Barr, Jr.
EL LISSITZKY (LAZAR
MARKOVICh LISSITZKY)
Russian, 1890–1941

Pro dva kvadrata

AUTHOR: El Lissitzky.
PUBLISHER: Berlin: Skythen, 1922.
PAGINATION: 10 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
PAGE SIZE: 10⅛ x 8⅛" (27.9 x 22.2 cm).
IMAGES: 12 line blocks (including front cover), 5 with relief halftone, and 1 relief halftone (back cover), 6 in black and 7 in color on cream wove paper (except cover) (executed 1920).
IMAGES SHOWN: Left page, 8⅛ x 5⅛" (20.5 x 14.5 cm), irreg., right page, 8⅛ x 6½" (21.8 x 16.6 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher's cream cardboard binding with line block on front and relief halftone on back.
EDITION: More than 50: 50 numbered 1–50, signed; unknown quantity unsigned and unnumbered (this copy).

Devoted to what he called "book building," El Lissitzky made his first book in 1905 when he was fifteen. Between 1916 and 1920 he designed parts of several books, but the idea of constructing pages, using letter forms, instead of rows of words, and placing them in space with geometric forms originates in this children's book. Taking Kasimir Malevich's concept of the economy of the purely planar figure of a square, El Lissitzky confronted two squares in a revolutionary fable: a red square for the good new order and a black one for the bad old ways.
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
American, born Hungary. 1895–1946
Malerei, Photographie, Film

author: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy.
publisher: Munich: Albert Langen Verlag, 1925. (Bauhausbücher 8.) First edition.
pagination: 136 pages: (2), [1-4], 5–133, (1).
pagesize: 9 3/16 X 7 3/16" (23 x 17.9 cm).
images: Relief halftone reproductions, after photographs by various artists, in black on ivory wove paper.
images shown: Left page, Moholy-Nagy, Grammophonplatte, 6 9/16 X 5 5/16" (17 X 15.1 cm), irreg., right page, Grünewald, Nachtaufnahme, 6 1/2 X 5 5/16" (16.5 X 14.9 cm).

housing: Publisher's full yellow linen binding with geometric design, after Moholy-Nagy, stamped in red on front and back; black wove endpapers.

edition: Unknown.
printers: Relief halftone reproductions, Dr. Von Löbbecke u. Co., Erfurt; text, Ohlenroth'sche Buchdruckerei, Erfurt.

This book, as much as any work from the early 1920s, set a style of typography and picture presentation for the following three decades. As a teacher at the Bauhaus, Moholy-Nagy was committed to transmitting his ideas about design to his students, and this volume is filled with examples of photographs by several photographers juxtaposed with type to accomplish this.
Kasimir Malevich
Russian, 1878–1935

Suprematism: 34 Risunka

Author: Kasimir Malevich.
PAGINATION: 40 pages: 1–4, [5–40].
PAGE SIZE: 8 3/16 x 7 3/8" (21.7 x 17.9 cm).
IMAGES: 34 lithographs and 1 woodcut (cover, by Malevich?), in black on cream wove paper (except cover).
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, cover, 8 3/16 x 7 3/8" (21.7 x 17.9 cm); right, 10 3/16 x 8" (27.6 x 20.2 cm), often reproduced horizontally.
HOUSING: Publisher’s light-gray paper cover (detached), with woodcut in black on front.
EDITION: Unknown.

printer: Unovis Art Workshops, Vitebsk (presumably under the supervision of El Lissitzky).
typography: Artist’s manuscript.
collection: Cabinet des Estampes, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, Geneva

Most of Malevich’s nonfigurative prints are printed in this book. While it was created as a textbook for his students in Vitebsk, the compilation of lithographic drawings (probably transferred to stone) is a survey of the essential elements of the dynamic movement through space and time that the artist called Suprematism.
Josef Albers

American, born Germany. 1888–1976

Formulation: Articulation

Author: Josef Albers.


Page Size: 15 x 20 1/2" (38.1 x 51 cm).


Image Shown: 6 1/4 x 17 3/4" (15.8 x 45.9 cm).

Housing: Publisher’s light-gray linen folders lined with cream paper, in gray linen slipcases; made in the Netherlands.

Edition: 1,000 numbered 1–1,000 (this copy, no. 548, signed).


Book Designer: Norman Ives.


After retiring from his position of chairman of the Art Department of Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, Albers and his former students Norman Ives and Sewell Sillman set about making screenprints of Homage to the Square, his series of painted compositions. Ives and Sillman also produced Albers’s famous teaching guide, Interaction of Color, containing screenprint reproductions of his and his students’ color compositions. Formulation: Articulation is a printed compendium of Albers’s compositional repertoire produced by the three men.
Every set of elements within LeWitt’s sculptures, wall drawings, and books is positioned by the artist’s a priori, fixed rules. Completion of any composition is dependent upon the number of variations possible within the set. This pair of bound books is filled with etchings based on sets of simple geometric forms, one volume printed black on white, the other white on black.
Marcel Duchamp
American, born France, 1887–1968

La Mariée mise à nu par ses célibataires, même ('the Green Box')

Author: Marcel Duchamp.
Publisher: Paris: Edition Rrose Sélavy [Duchamp], [1935].
Pagination: 94 documents.
Sheet size: Various, 2¼ x 3¼" (7.4 x 9.7 cm) to 12¼ x 9¼" (31.4 x 24.2 cm).
Images: 94 collotype reproductions on various papers of original drawings and notes (executed 1911–15).
Image shown: Box with several documents: box, 13 x 11¼ x 1" (33 x 28 x 2.5 cm).
Housing: Unbound, without wrapper, in publisher's green "suede" paperboard solander box, lined with green "suede" paper.
Edition: 320: 300 numbered 1/300–300/300 (this copy, no. 64/300); 20 numbered 1/XX–XX/XX, of which 10 are hors-commerce, with supplementary manuscript or drawing.
Catalogue raisonné: Schwarz 293.

Two decades after he made the first studies for his masterpiece of the same name—The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Even (the Large Glass)—Duchamp produced the Green Box containing reproductions of the notes he had made before creating the work. In 1966 the English artist Richard Hamilton published a reproduction of the box. This inspired other artists, influenced by Duchamp's Dadaist ideas, to assemble compendiums of diverse, usually found, materials in boxes.
During his lifetime Beuys produced numerous objects and incidental printed materials that are normally categorized as ephemera. As with most artists whose installations and performances are never repeated the same way twice, Beuys relied on printed statements, photographic records, and other reproducible items to sustain the memory of these impermanent works of art. This book, Die Leute sind ganz prima in Foggia (The People Are Terrific in Foggia), reprises an exhibition of snippets of typewritten lists and schemes for his Actions.
These two images from Jarry's first published book, so different in character, show an almost abstract composition of an owl in front of a window and three caricatures with a fourth floating above them (possibly the first representation of Jarry's famous character Ubu). Although both refer to incidents in the text, their inconsistency of approach to illustration forecasts the spirit of freedom from convention in later artists' books.
This homemade booklet coincides in time with the cheaply produced publications of the Russian Cubo-Futurists, but the artist's blank verse does not compare with the importance of the texts in that group's editions. There is some possibility that Sergei Diaghilev, whose ballet company was its inspiration, was involved in the planning of the publication, but ultimately he did not agree to its sale in the theater.
LENZ

Im Westen der neue Mond.
Vor dessen Mondes Horn ein Stern
Ein schmales hohes schwarzes Haus.
Drei beleuchtete Fenster.
Drei Fenster.

Vasily Kandinsky
French, born Russia. 1866—1944

Klänge

AUTHOR: Vasily Kandinsky.
PAGINATION: 59 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 11 1/4 x 10 5/8" (28.1 x 27.7 cm).
IMAGES: 56 woodcuts, 12 in color and 44 in black on cream laid Holland Van Gelder paper (executed 1907—12).
IMAGE SHOWN: Above, Grosse Auferstehung, 8 1/8 x 8 5/8" (21.9 x 21.7 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s quarter purple linen binding over pink paperboard, with design by Kandinsky stamped in gold leaf on front and back; gray-green wove endpapers and red ribbon bookmark; black and red linen slipcase with clear-plastic insets on front and back.
EDITION: 300 numbered 1—300 (this copy, no. 264, signed).

CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Roethel 71—74, 85, 95—140, 142—146.

Between the time he created extraordinary hand-colored woodcuts of medieval ladies in 1903 and 1913, Kandinsky formed Der Blaue Reiter (The Blue Rider) group with Franz Marc and wrote Concerning the Spiritual in Art. The blue rider was Saint George, a favorite of the Russians. In this pivotal book, which includes some of Kandinsky’s earliest abstract compositions, Saint George and other knights on horseback are shown searching magic mountains for truth. The illustration called Grosse Auferstehung (Large Resurrection) accompanies Kandinsky’s poem about spring.
Klänge der Posaunen (Grosse Auferstehung). [1910–11]. Watercolor, India ink, and pencil on thin cardboard. 12 3/8 x 12 3/8" (32.5 x 32.5 cm). Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich

OSKAR KOKOSCHKA
British, born Austria, 1886—1980

Mörder Hoffnung der Frauen

AUTHOR: Oskar Kokoschka.
PUBLISHER: Berlin: Verlag Der Sturm, [1916].
PAGINATION: 12 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 13½ x 9⅞" (34.1 x 24.8 cm).
IMAGES: 5 line-block reproductions, after pen-and-ink drawings: title page and 4 plates with gouache additions on cream wove paper (drawings executed 1907—08; gouache additions to reproductions 1916).
IMAGES SHOWN: Each, 9⅞ x 7¾" (25.2 x 19.2 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Copy no. 1: publisher's brown paperboard binding with pale-blue wove endpapers; in quarter navy leather over blue linen solander box, lined with cream paper. Copy no. 3: red linen binding with publisher's brown paperboard cover mounted on front; blue laid endpapers.
EDITION: 100: 3 numbered 1—3, with gouache additions (these copies, nos. 1 and 3, signed); 97 numbered 4—100.
PRINTER: Druckerei für Bibliophilen, Berlin.
CATALOGUES RAISONNÉS: Not in Arntz. Not in Wingler and Welz.
COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchase (no. 1) and Louis E. Stern Collection (no. 3).

In 1909, a year after he first showed his works in the annual art exhibition in Vienna, Kokoschka presented the violent and extremist play printed in this book. The drawings that constitute the illustrations were first reproduced in 1910, but here, in two of the three copies on which Kokoschka painted, the ways he envisioned his characters as the stage lighting transformed their flesh evokes the original presentation of the play.
Marc Chagall
French, born Russia. 1887—1985

Mein Leben

AUTHOR: Marc Chagall.
PAGINATION: 20 folders (each containing 1 print) and title-page/table-of-contents folder.
SHEET SIZE: Various, 10¾ x 8⅞" (27.5 x 22 cm) to 17⅞ x 13¼" (45.5 x 33.4 cm).
IMAGES: 20 etchings, 17 with drypoint, in black, on cream wove Japan paper (executed 1922).
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, Haus des Grossvaters, 8¼ x 6⅝" (21 x 16 cm); right, An der Staffelei, 9¼ x 7½" (24.8 x 19 cm).
HOUSING: Portfolio, with each print in protective folder, inside publisher's vellum box with gold-leaf design, after Chagall, on front, lined with blue-green paper.
EDITION: 110: 26 numbered 1/110—26/110 on Japan paper (this copy, no. 6, signed, embellished in 1946 with watercolor on title page and dedication to Louis E. Stern by Chagall); 84 numbered 27/110—110/110 on wove paper.


Chagall’s autobiographical prints were meant to be accompanied by his own text, which was first issued eight years later. This particular portfolio of the prints was located in China after World War II, when Chagall was helping his American adviser, Louis E. Stern, amass a collection of his illustrated books. At that time, the artist decorated its title page with a watercolor.
Pablo Picasso
Spanish. 1881–1973

Prints and Manuscripts for a Book Project

AUTHOR: Pablo Picasso.

Jotting down phrases and sets of words that he planned to organize into a book, Picasso evidently was encouraged by Ambroise Vollard to pursue its design. The artist had devised a style of reproducing a manuscript with marginal decorations in 1936, when he decorated Paul Eluard’s poem “Grand Air.” As he worked on prints for his own writings, he made several nude figures that, because of their narrow format, seem to have been intended for margins.

The more important compositions, however, were his first color prints: portraits of Dora Maar. He created seven color aquatints of her face before several events—including Vollard’s sudden death and the general disarray that accompanied the onset of World War II—derailed the project.
Ah dehorn I, state IV. [April 27, 1939]. Engraving and aquatint, in black on ivory laid Montval paper. 11 3/8 x 3 3/8" (29.5 x 9.6 cm). Baer 656 IVa. Marina Picasso Collection, Jan Krugier Gallery, New York

Petit Nu debout and Nu debout I, state III. April 27, 1939. Engravings, and engraving and aquatint, in black, both on the same sheet of ivory laid Montval paper. 11 3/8 x 2" (29.5 x 5.1 cm) and 11 3/8 x 3 3/8" (29.5 x 9.6 cm). Baer 657b and 656 IVb. Marina Picasso Collection, Jan Krugier Gallery, New York

Autograph manuscript, dated April 18—May 1, 1938, in India ink on Arches paper. 10 3/8 x 6 5/8" (25.5 x 17.5 cm). Musée Picasso, Paris
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Plate 2

The solitary death of the Woolworth building.

Louise Bourgeois
American, born France, 1911

He Disappeared into Complete Silence

Author: Louise Bourgeois.
Publisher: New York: Gemor Press, [1947].
First edition.
Pagination: 27 unnumbered folios.
Page size: 10 x 7" (25.5 x 17.8 cm), irreg.
Images: 9 engravings, in black on ivory wove paper (executed c. 1946).
Image shown: 6⅝ x 5⅜" (17.3 x 13.8 cm).
Housing: Unbound, without wrapper; publisher's beige linen folder with flaps, lined with brown paper.
Edition: Fewer than the projected 54: 15 numbered 1-15, hand-colored by Bourgeois (none known); 20 numbered 16-44 (this copy, no. 24, signed); 10 hors-commerce, marked A-J.

Book designer: Louise Bourgeois.
Catalogue raisonné: Wye and Smith 29-38.

With her first engravings (made at Hayter's Atelier 17 in New York) and first published text, the sculptor advanced her Franco-American Surrealist imagery. The concepts of silence and disappearance defined for many European refugees the wartime atmosphere of the period that furnished the depths of the subconscious from which Surrealist artists drew their inspiration.
Henri Michaux
French, born Belgium. 1899—1984

Meidoosems

AUTHOR: Henri Michaux.
PAGINATION: 104 pages: (2), [1—9], 10—95, [96—97], (5); double-page plate hors-texte.
PAGE SIZE: 9¾ x 7½" (25.2 x 19 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 13 lithographs: 12 in black and 1 (wrapper) in color on ivory wove Johannot paper (except wrapper).
IMAGE SHOWN: Wrapper, 10 x 16½" (25.4 x 42 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher's ivory wove paper wrapper with continuous lithograph in dark green on front and back; in publisher's quarter light-green paper over cream paperboard folder with green ribbon tie, lined with green paper.
EDITION: 297: 250 numbered 1—250 on Johannot paper (this copy, no. 213); 4 dedicated copies hors-commerce, numbered I—IV on Arches paper, with supplementary suite; 16 numbered V—XX on Arches paper, with supplementary suite; 1 unique on China paper, with supplementary suite; 26 hors-commerce, marked A—Z, reserved for collaborators.

A writer who usually accompanied his publications with his own drawings, Michaux has had equal renown as an artist. In this book, written shortly after the accidental death of his wife, his first lithographs convey the eerie world of a man who engaged his creative impulses by smoking peyote.
The artists and writers of the CoBrA group frequently used commercial and fine print mediums to publicize and define their post–World War II form of expressionism. Elements from northern European folk art, such as Carnival masks, were combined with images of cobras by most of the artists, including Jorn. In this book, which Jorn wrote just as the group disbanded, his linoleum-cut CoBrA signs form hieroglyphic marginal notes to the text.
Jean Dubuffet
French. 1901-1985

La Lunette farcie

AUTHOR: Jean Dubuffet.
PAGINATION: 8 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 17% x 12 1/2" (43.4 x 31.8 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 11 lithographs, 10 in color and 1 (wrapper) in black on ivory wove Arches paper (except wrapper).
IMAGES SHOWN: Below, left page, 6 1/8 x 10 7/8" (16.1 x 25.5 cm), irreg., right page, 10 5/8 x 6 1/8" (26.8 x 15.1 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher's ivory wove paper wrapper with continuous lithograph on front and back; publisher's black linen folder, with black linen flaps and black ribbon tie, lined with ivory paper.
EDITION: 55: 50 numbered 1-50 (this copy, no. 35, signed); 5 hors-commerce.
TYPOGRAPHY: Hand-stenciled.

The arrangement of letters around the images forces the reader to turn the book in order to follow the text. The images themselves are each compounded of several lithographs made from the chance procedures of spilling various liquids, burning, scratching haphazardly, and other unstructured ways of producing textures.

Right, La Lunette farcie. [January 1962]. Autograph manuscript, in pen and black ink, with oil paint. 9 7/8 x 8 7/8" (25.2 x 22.7 cm). Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Département des Livres Imprimés.
Eduardo Paolozzi
British, born 1924

Metafisikal Translations

AUTHOR: Eduardo Paolozzi.
PAGINATION: 24 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
PAGE SIZE: 11 1/4 x 8 7/8" (29.8 x 20.8 cm).
IMAGES: 30 screenprints, in black on ivory wove Cartridge paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Left page, 4 1/4 x 7 1/2" (10.5 x 18.9 cm), irreg., right page, 10 7/8 x 7 1/2" (27.3 x 19.1 cm).
HOUSING: Artist’s white wove paper binding.
EDITION: 200 (this copy, signed).

This book is related to an animated film Paolozzi made two years earlier of book pages illustrated with a variety of subjects. In this work, the text begins with references to that film alongside a strange intermix of nude, robots, and diverse graphics.
Gilbert & George
(Gilbert Proesch and George Passmore)
Italian, born 1943; British, born 1942

Side by Side

Authors: Gilbert & George.
Publisher: Cologne and New York: Konig Brothers, 1972.
Pagination: 188 pages: (2), 1-170, [171-172]. (x3).
Page size: 7 1/2 x 4 1/4" (19 x 12.5 cm).
Images: Photolithographic reproductions of photographs on ivory wove paper (executed 1971-72).
Image shown: On the Road, 5 1/16 x 3 3/16" (12.8 x 7.8 cm).
Housing: Publisher's ivory linen binding printed in decorative pattern in brown and gray; ivory wove endpapers.
Edition: 600 numbered 1-600 (this copy, no. 428, signed).

When Gilbert & George were primarily performance artists in the 1970s, their printed invitations, calling cards, and precious books were logical parts of their artworks. They called themselves "living sculptures" and wore gold greasepaint on their faces as they slowly moved like wound-down automatons to the sounds of the saccharine Edwardian song, "Underneath the Arches."

We are standing like two statues.
An old-fashioned light surrounds and envelops us. See us here through the mist of our Art Work.
Our heads stand out like lights.
The foreground is unreal, the background is unreal. The thin white knife-line separates the picture in half and one side shows us on the road and the other side shows the road without us. This is our dream, this is our snap-shot. It's it.

On the Road
David Hockney
British, born 1937

A Rake's Progress

Author: David Hockney.

Pagination: 3 unnumbered folios; 16 plates hors-texte.

Sheet size: 19⅝ × 24⅞″ (50 × 62.5 cm), irreg.
Images: 16 hard- and soft-ground etchings and aquatints (1 with lift-ground aquatint), in color on ivory wove Barcham Green Crisbrook Royal Hotpress paper (executed 1961–63).

Image shown: The Arrival, 11⅝ × 13⅞″ (30.3 × 40.4 cm).

Housing: Publisher's red linen folder with flaps, lined with cream paper; publisher's black linen slipcase, designed by Eric Ayers.

Edition: 60: 50 numbered 1–50 (this copy, no. 10, signed); 10 artist’s proofs.


Typography: Times New Roman.

Catalogue Raisonné: Brighton 17–32.

Collection: The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F. Colin, Leon A. Mnuchin, and Joanne M. Stern Funds

The Royal College of Art encouraged Hockney to enlarge the set of occasionally autobiographical etchings he started in 1961—inspired by William Hogarth’s famous set of prints, The Rake’s Progress—in order to make a book. Hockney’s prints about his first trip to New York were first issued without text. In 1969 the college’s Lion & Unicorn Press issued the book with poems by David Posner, an American poet, to accompany reproductions of Hockney’s prints. One verse concludes, “If painting is a science of which/Pictures are the experiment,/What you are given is what you have to prove.”
Malelade

AUTHOR: Georg Baselitz.
PUBLISHER: Cologne and New York: Michael Werner, [1990].
PAGINATION: 48 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves) and 41 glassine overlays.
PAGE SIZE: 20 11/16 x 28 3/4" (51.2 x 73 cm).
IMAGES: 39 drypoints (3 with woodcut, etching, or monotype), 22 in black and 17 in color; 2 etchings, 1 in black and 1 in color; on ivory wove Zerkall paper (executed 1988–90).
IMAGE SHOWN: 13 11/16 x 19 5/8" (34.8 x 49.5 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s full yellow leather binding, with interior stained gray, made by Mechthild Lobisch, Gauting; publisher’s gray linen solander box lined with yellow and gray paper.
EDITION: 80: 60 numbered 1/60–60/60 (this copy, no. 5/60, signed); 10 numbered 1/X–X/X; 10 marked A–J, with supplementary suite.

Each page of this book might be considered a simple sign or idea without meaning extended beyond its edges. The obscure peasant language is scratched on the plates with the same inventiveness as the images, providing the elements that make this a book instead of a set of prints.
Kurt Schwitters
German, 1887–1948

Die Kathedrale

AUTHOR: Kurt Schwitters.

PAGINATION: 8 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).

PAGE SIZE: 8⅞ x 5⅞" (22.4 x 14.3 cm).

IMAGES: 8 transfer lithographs, in black, 1 with collage (cover), on cream wove paper (except cover).

IMAGES SHOWN: Left, cover, 8⅞ x 5⅞" (22.4 x 14.3 cm), irreg.; right, 8⅞ x 5⅞" (22.4 x 14.3 cm), irreg.

HOUSING: Publisher’s brown wove paper stapled binding, with lithograph and collage on front and back and cream paper seal.

EDITION: C. 3,000.

PRINTER: Edler and Krische, Hannover.

The collages for which Schwitters is well known were made of bits of discarded papers—the tickets, bills, and ephemera of daily life. In this booklet, the bits are printing type, doodles, and old shoe soles. Rebelling against traditional forms and techniques, Schwitters used such ephemera as the construction material for an ideal building, or cathedral.
Frans Masereel
Belgian. 1889–1972

La Ville

Publisher: Paris: Editions Albert Morance, [1925].
Pagination: 11 ii unnumbered folios; supplementary suite of 98 plates.
Page size: 11 13/16 x 8 15/64" (28.1 x 22 cm), irreg.
Images: 101 woodcuts (including title page), in black on cream wove Imperial Japan paper; 1 variant woodcut (wrapper front), in color on cream laid paper; supplementary suite, in black on ivory laid China paper.
Image shown: 6 17/32 x 4 11/32" (16.3 x 11.3 cm).
Housing: Publisher's cream laid paper wrapper with duplicate woodcut on front and artist's monogram on back.
Edition: 275: 50 numbered 1–50 on Imperial Japan paper, with supplementary suite (this copy, no. 17, signed); 200 numbered 51–250 on Arches paper; 25 hors-commerce, marked A–Z on Arches paper.

Beginning in 1916 Masereel began to produce books of woodcuts and caricatures, first in Geneva, where he illustrated works by a wide range of authors, including Walt Whitman, Stefan Zweig, and Maurice Maeterlinck, and from 1922 until 1940 in Paris, where La Ville and other "picture books" were created. Although there is no narrative, the numerous woodcuts have been organized in series of related places and themes.
George Grosz
American, born and died Germany. 1893–1959
Ecce Homo
AUTHOR: George Grosz.
PUBLISHER: Berlin: Der Malik-Verlag, 1923.
PAGINATION: 91 folios: (4), 1–84, (3); 16 plates hors-texte.
PAGE SIZE: 11 7/16 x 9 3/8" (29.9 x 24.8 cm).
IMAGES: 100 photolithographic reproductions: 16 after watercolors, in color, and 84 after drawings, in black; on cream wove paper (executed 1915–22).
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, Ecce Homo (1921), 10 5/16 x 7 7/8" (26.7 x 20 cm), irreg.; right, Dr. Huelsenbeck am Ende (1920), 10 5/8 x 7 7/8" (26.3 x 20 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Quarter brown leather over brown linen binding, with publisher’s cream paper wrapper with reproduction of detail of watercolor on front, mounted on front and back; gray laid endpapers.
EDITIONS: 10,000 in 5 editions. Edition A (signed, reproductions of watercolors and drawings): 50 numbered I–L; edition B I (signed, reproductions of watercolors only): number unknown; edition B II (unsigned, reproductions of drawings only): number unknown; edition C (bound, unsigned, reproductions of watercolors and drawings): number unknown (this copy); edition D (unsigned, reproductions of watercolors only): number unknown.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Dückers Sl.

In the early part of his career as an artist, Grosz was associated with Dada artists in Germany. His criticism of post–World War I German society was expressed in several books devoted to reproductions of his drawings. Inevitably, the explicit representation of a debauched establishment meant frequent official harassment of the artist. By titling his work with the Latin phrase from the Passion, in which Christ is shown to the mob that condemns him, Grosz sharpened the bite of his skepticism.
Max Ernst
American, born Germany, 1891–1976

Une Semaine de bonté, ou les sept éléments capitaux

Author: Max Ernst.


Page size: 10 ½ x 8 ¾" (27.3 x 20.5 cm).

Images: 182 line-block reproductions, after collages, in black on cream wove Navarre paper (collages executed 1933–34). Images shown: Above, left page, 7 ½ x 5 ¼" (19.1 x 14 cm), right page, 7 ½ x 5 ¼" (19.2 x 14 cm).

Housing: Each volume has separate publisher's binding: I: purple wove paper cover; II: green wove paper cover; III: red wove paper cover; IV: blue wove paper cover; V: yellow wove paper cover; all in quarter green leather over green cloth solander box, lined with buff paper, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.

Edition: 821: 16 numbered I–XVI on Arches paper, with 5 supplementary etchings; 800 numbered 13–812 on Navarre paper (this copy, no. 713); 5 hors-commerce, marked 0–00000 on Arches paper, with 5 supplementary etchings.

Catalogue raisonné: Spies and Leppien 15.


The largest of Ernst's inventive collage novels, this picture book in five volumes is filled with cut-up and reassembled wood engravings used for advertising and popular illustration, reproduced photomechanically. A few copies had additional etched frontispieces in each volume. For volume I, Ernst pressed cardboard boxes onto a plate covered with soft ground, then drew additions on paper over it. The impressions, having spread open the ground, allowed those areas to be etched with acid, forming the image shown here.
Much of Roth’s earliest work was in the form of books, first geometric progressions of cut or imprinted pages, then collections of found printed paper, cut and bound into thick paperbacks. This is an example of the latter, containing overprinted sheets of color advertising.
Carl Andre, Robert Barry, Douglas Huebler, Joseph Kosuth, Sol LeWitt, Robert Morris, Lawrence Weiner

Untitled (Xerox Book)


Pagination: 180 unnumbered folios.

Page size: 10 7/8 x 8 7/8" (27.9 x 21.2 cm)

Images: 175 photocopies, 25 by each of the 7 artists, on white wove paper.

Images shown: Right, Kosuth (American, born 1945), 3/8 x 3/8" (3 x 7.8 cm); below, Andre (American, born 1935), left, 7/8 x 1" (17.9 x 2.7 cm), irreg., right, 10 x 7/8" (25.4 x 19.9 cm), irreg.

Housing: Publisher's ivory wove paper binding, clear-plastic dust jacket.

Edition: 1,000 (unnumbered).


Using the serial possibilities of electrostatic copying processes, the seven artists who contributed to this work were able to transform their drawings and objects by simply arranging them on the surface of a Xerox machine and printing them in sequence. As with the many copies of letters that were the ordinary result of photocopying, until artists started using it, bits of dust and incomplete or solarized lines and solids changed their fidelity to the typewritten and drawn originals. In this work, those imperfections have been exploited by artists for whom the process of art making itself was their subject.
MARC EL BROODTHAERS
Belgian, 1924—1976

*Un Coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard*

**Author:** Stéphane Mallarmé (French, 1842—1898)
**Publishers:** Antwerp: Galerie Wide White Space; Cologne: Galerie Michael Werner, 1969.
**Pagination:** 12 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
**Page Size:** 12 3/8 x 9 3/8" (32.5 x 25 cm).
**Images:** Photolithographs, in black on transparent paper.
**Images Shown:** Left page, 5 7/8 x 5 7/8" (14.9 x 14.9 cm), irreg., right page, 7 3/8 x 3 3/8" (19.1 x 9.2 cm), irreg.
**Housing:** Publisher’s ivory wove paper binding.
**Editions:** Numbered: 100: 90 numbered 1–90 on transparent paper (this copy, no. 17); 10 numbered 1–X on aluminum; catalogue: unknown, unnumbered, on ivory wove paper.
**Catalogues raisonnés:** Werner S. Jamar 32.

**Collection:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchased with funds given by Howard B. Johnson in honor of Riva Castleman.

A poet and Conceptual artist, Broodthaers created museumlike installations and catalogues for them as a way of analyzing the meanings of objects and information. In this “appropriation” of Mallarmé’s poem, well known for its unique typographical rendering, the artist has obliterated the words but left the lines in their original placement and weight, thus emphasizing the historical consciousness of a known object.
A. R. Penck
(Ralf Winkler)
German, born 1939

Standarts

 Pagination: 150 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
Page size: 11¾ x 7⅞" (29.6 x 19.5 cm).
Images: 149 photolithographic reproductions of drawings, in color on cream wove paper.
Image shown: 10⅞ x 6¾" (25.7 x 17 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher’s quarter gray-green linen over gray-green wove paper binding with photolithographs on front and back.
Edition: 1,000.

When the Dresden artist Ralf Winkler took on a pseudonym, he also traded his East German Social Realism for a visual vocabulary that is traditionally thought of as primitive or childlike. This Artist’s Book is a compendium of signs that, together with human and animal stick figures, Penck used in paintings and prints to express his ideas in a repressed society.
Walker Evans
American. 1903–1975

American Photographs

Author: Lincoln Kirstein (American, born 1907).
Pagination: 208 pages: (2), [1–188], 189–198, (8).
Page size: 8⅛ x 7¾" (22.2 x 19.7 cm).
Images: 87 relief halftone reproductions of photographs, in black on ivory wove paper.
Image shown: Roadside Gas Sign (1929), 4⅜ x 6⅛" (11.4 x 16 cm).

Housing: Publisher's full black cloth cover, cream wove endpapers; yellow-gray wove paper dust jacket.
Edition: 5,000.
Collection: The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The first edition of Evans's groundbreaking presentation of his photographs in book form contained no captions. The blank page that faces each of the sensitive realities the artist presents becomes its affective environment.
Edward Ruscha
American, born 1937

Twentysix Gasoline Stations

Author: Edward Ruscha.
Pagination: 24 unnumbered folios.
Page Size: 7 x 5 1/2" (17.8 x 14 cm).
Images: 26 offset halftone reproductions, after photographs, in black on ivory wove paper.
Image Shown: Union, Needles, California, 4 7/8 x 10 1/4" (12.4 x 26.7 cm).
Housing: Publisher’s ivory wove paper binding.
Edition: 400 numbered 1–400 (this copy, no. 341).
Printer: The Cunningham Press, Alhambra, Calif.
Collection: The Museum of Modern Art, New York

In his many bookworks, the term that was invented to define the type of booklet that he published, Ruscha created sets of images that had common denominators: all of one type of place or ordinarily unremarkable object. For example, the gasoline stations that stand at the side of monotonous highways became the subject of the set of photographs that forms this book. Parking lots and other familiar spaces and things in the Los Angeles area were given similar treatment in the cheap, unlimited editions with which Ruscha chose to exhibit his ideas about popular culture in the 1960s.
SONIA DELAUNAY-TERK
French, born Russia. 1885—1979

La Prose du Transsibérien et de la petite Jehanne de France

AUTHOR: Blaise Cendrars (Frédéric-Louis Sauser; French, born Switzerland. 1887–1961).
PAGINATION: 4 joined sheets (formerly folded once vertically and 21 times horizontally to fit into wrapper).

SHEET SIZE: Four sheets, overall, 8 1/2 x 14 1/2" (217.4 x 36.2 cm), irreg.

IMAGE: Pochoir, in color on cream wove imitation Japan paper.

IMAGE SHOWN: Right, 7 1/2 x 14 1/2" (199 x 36.2 cm), irreg.

HOUSING: Parchment wrapper painted by Delaunay-Terk.

EDITION: Fewer than the projected 150: 8 numbered 1–8 on vellum; 28 numbered 9–36 on Japan paper; 114 numbered 37–150 on imitation Japan paper (this copy, no. 150, lacking wrapper); published edition is thought to number only 60–100, with approximately 30 wrappers produced.


Now renowned for her fabric and clothing designs, Delaunay-Terk was deeply involved in the dynamics of color. This is clearly demonstrated in her simultaneous creation of color forms synchronized with the words of the poet Cendrars, which begin conversationally by asking the "way to Montmartre."

168
Separated sheets of annotated proof, with watercolor, for *La Prose du Transsibérien et de la petite Jehanne de France*. 1913. 78 7/8 x 14 7/8" (199.5 x 36.7 cm) overall. Cabinet des Estampes du Musée d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneva
Dieu le père est à son bureau américain. Il signe hâtivement d'innombrables papiers. Il est en bras de chemise et a un abat-jour vert sur les yeux. Il se lève, allume un gros cigare, consulte sa montre, marche nerveusement dans son cabinet, va et vient en mâchonant son cigare. Il se rassied à son bureau, repousse fiévreu-

FERNAND LÉGER
French. 1881–1955

La Fin du monde, filmée par l’ange N.D.

AUTHOR: Blaise Cendrars (Frédéric-Louis Sauser; French, born Switzerland. 1887–1961).
PAGINATION: 30 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 12 3/8 x 9 3/16" (31.5 x 23 cm).
IMAGES: 22 pochoirs (including half-title, title page, chapter titles, and colophon), 6 with line-block reproductions of ink drawings, in color on ivory wove Lafuma paper (except wrapper).
IMAGES SHOWN: Above, 12 3/8 x 17 3/8" (31.4 x 44.4 cm), irreg.; opposite, 12 3/8 x 9 3/16" (31.4 x 23 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Brown linen binding; publisher's cream paper printed brown cover with line-block reproductions of ink drawings, in black, mounted on front and back; brown laid endpapers and double binder's leaves.
EDITION: 1,225: 25 numbered 1–25 on Rives paper; 1,200 numbered 26–1,225 on Lafuma paper (this copy, no. 313).
TYPOGRAPHY: Morland.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Saphire, page 249.
28.

L'homme mort et les animaux domestiques détruits, réapparaissent les espèces et les genres qui avaient été chassés. Les mers se repeulent des baleines et la surface de la terre est envahie par une végétation énorme.

29.

On voit les champs en friche verdrir et fleurir furieusement. Une végétation audacieuse s'épanouit. Les graminées deviennent ligneuses ; les herbes folles, hautes et fortes, durcissent. La cigüe est légumineuse. Des arbustes apparaissent, poussent. Les bois s'étendent, et l'on voit les plaines d'Europe s'assombrir, se recouvrir uniformément d'apalachine.

Cendrars's twentieth-century satire La Fin du monde (The End of the World) is organized like a movie script and given a dizzying pictorial environment by Léger. Compressing space in the Cubist manner, Léger invokes a sense of simultaneity with overlapping and repetitive geometric and alphabetic forms.
GEORGES BRAQUE
French, 1882—1963

Le Piège de Méduse

AUTHOR: Erik Satie (French, 1866—1925).
PAGINATION: 18 unnumbered folios.

PAGE SIZE: 12 3/4 x 8 3/4" (32.5 x 22.7 cm).

IMAGES: 3 woodcuts, in color on ivory laid Holland Van Gelder paper.

IMAGE SHOWN: 3 3/8 x 5" (8 x 12.7 cm), irreg.

HOUSING: Publisher’s cream wove paper binding, with transparent paper dust jacket embossed with spider-and-web pattern; French marbled paperboard folder and slipcase, lined with buff wove paper.

EDITION: 112: 10 numbered 1—10 on Imperial Japan paper; 90 numbered 11—100 on Holland Van Gelder paper (this copy, no. 52, signed); 12 hors-commerce, numbered 1—X, 0, and oo.


CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Vallier 13.


Satie’s one-act play, Le Piège de Méduse (Medusa’s Trap), was first performed on May 24, 1921. Its outstanding prop was a giant mechanical stuffed monkey, which performed seven dances to Satie’s music. The comedy is one of constant confusion and conflicting sense, centering around the baron Medusa’s attempt to trap a husband for his daughter. By contrast, the geometrical clarity of Braque’s delicately colored Cubist woodcuts embellishes the text in a traditional manner, heading each part with compositions of musical instruments.
Juan Gris (José Victoriano González)
Spanish, 1887—1927

Ne Coupez pas mademoiselle, ou les erreurs des P.T.T.

Author: Max Jacob (French, 1876—1944).
Pagination: 16 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves).
Page size: 12 3/8" x 8 3/4" (32 x 22.8 cm).
Images: 4 lithographs, in color on cream laid Holland Van Gelder paper.
Image shown: "La Cartelettre," 10 5/8" x 7 3/8" (26 x 19.9 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher's cream wove Japan paper binding.
Edition: 112: 10 numbered 1—10, with supplementary suite; 10 numbered 11—100 (this copy, no. 88, signed); 10 numbered 1—X, reserved for printers and/or authors; 2 hors-commerce, with supplementary suite of canceled plates, deposit copies.
Catalogue raisonné: Kahnweiler 7—10.

One of the Cubist painters associated with Kahnweiler’s Galerie Simon, Gris added prints to several of the dealer’s publications of first editions, including a book by Gertrude Stein.
Henri Laurens
French. 1885—1954

Les Pelican

A two-act play by a teen-aged author about a foolish family named Pelican, this thin book is the Cubist sculptor Laurens’s first attempt at printmaking as well as illustration. His figurative compositions, in the form of linear etched plaques, emulate the low-relief patterns of his sculpture. They also provide a defining structure to the pages of the irregularly spaced dialogue of the characters they depict.
heisse Quellen und dein Hals erhebt sich und
singt wir wie im Fieber.
Siehe alles ist Jordan draussen und die Luft
starrt von Bäumen, tausend eiserne Wogen rollen
donnernd über dem Hallkreis südlich umflamm-
ten Gebirges. Alles tont Ephraim bis in die Ebene.
Schlanke Tänzerin Gottes, mit den üppigen
Lenden im Feuer der Berufung Aufgerichtet,
Kosend mit den Hüften, Königin langen Blutes.
dein Mund singt heiser wie ein Wolf und glühlt wie
ein Stern.
Nie sah ich Hände, lang, braun und selten wie
deine. Blaues Haar deiner Schlafen liegt um mei-
ne Kehle geschlungen und dein Mund saugt aus
dem Eindruck der Kissen den Genuß deines
Fleisches zurück, das dampft und schärf ist wie
von den Tieren der Wüste. Die goldenen Siegel
deiner schweren Brauen zucken vor Lichte. Über
uns reiht das rote Segel des Mondes. Auf den
Spitzen deiner Finger glühen dunkle Flammen.
Mein Herz schauert wild vor dir.
Hinter deiner heissen Stimme liegt eine, weich
und flammig bis zum Rasen der Verzückung, und

Max Beckmann
German, 1884–1950
Die Fürstin

author: Kasimir Edschmid (German, 1890–
1966).
publisher: Weimar: Gustav Kiepenheuer,
1918.
pagination: 84 pages: [1–6], 7–81, [82], (2);
6 plates hors-texte.
pagesize: 12 3/8 x 9 5/8" (31.5 x 23 cm), irreg.
images: 6 drypoints, in black on cream wove
Zanders paper (executed 1917).
imageshown: 7 3/8 x 5 5/8" (18.8 x 13 cm).
housing: Publisher’s full brown leather bind-
ing, with marbled endpapers, made by E. A.
Enders, Leipzig.
edition: 500: 10 numbered 1–10 on Zanders
paper, with white leather binding and supple-
mentary portfolio; 25 numbered 11–35 on
Zanders paper, with white leather binding; 95
numbered 36–130 on Zanders paper, with brown
leather binding (this copy, no. 72, signed); 370 on
Holland paper, with silk binding.
printers: Plates, Carl Sabo, Berlin; text,
W. Drugulin, Leipzig.

Jannasch 4. Gallwitz 89.
collection: The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Louis E. Stern Collection

The embittered view of society that Beckmann
developed during his hospital duty and subse-
cquent nervous breakdown during World War I
is reflected in the prints he contributed to Die
Fürstin. Edschmid’s poetic text about a hero’s
dreams is strangely coupled with Beckmann’s
Expressionist renderings of compressed arrange-
ments of bodies in alienated pairings. Expres-
sionist literature, of which Edschmid was a
major proponent, was often restricted by the
traditional forms in which it was written, so
Beckmann’s distorted compositions augmented
the Expressionist quotient of the author’s less
radical text.
ou oiseau nuit chante avec l'archange
ou oiseau nuit chante pour les apaches
et tu as crié au ciel près de ma belle chanson
dans un magasin de verreries
NPALA GARROO
On enroule Parc-en-ciel les pendus se vaporisent
le nombril le soleil se r^trecit
et I'etudiant mesura sa derniere intensite
il dettait tout de meme amoureux et creva
TRISTAN TZARA
Dada est notre intensite: qui s'efface les baionnettes sans
consequence la tete sumatrale du MBS allemand ;
Dada est Part sans pantoufles ni paratteie; qui est
centre et pour Punit6 et decidement centre le futur ;
nous savons sagement que nos cerveaux deviendront
des coussins douillets que notre anti-dogmatisme est
aussi exclusiviste que le fonctionnaire que nous ne
sommes pas libres et que nous crions libeerie N<ces-
sit£ svvcre sans discipline ni morale et crachons sur
l'humanite. Dada reste dans le cadre europ£en des
faibless, e'est tout de rofme de la merde, mais nous
voulons dor&iavant chier en couleurs di verses, pour
orner le jardin zoologique de Part, de tous les dra-
peaux des consulats clo do bong hiho aho hiho aho
Nous sommes directeurs de cirque et sifflons parmy
les vents des foires, parmi les couvents prostitutions
theatres realit£ sentiments restaurants Hohoho-
hihihioho Bang Bang. Nous diclarons que Paulo est
un sentiment qui nous a assez choiy dans les lenteurs
et les transatlantiques et les bruits et les id*es. Cependant nous exterlorisons la facility
nous cherchons Pessence centrale et nous sommes con
tenant pouvant la cacher; nous ne voulons pas compter
les fendres de l'dite merveilleuse car Dada n'existe
pour personne, et nous voulons que tout le monde
comprenne cela car e'est le balcon de Dada, je vous
assure. D'ou Ton peut entendre les marches militaires

When Janco went to Zurich to study architecture he met Arp and his own countryman
Tzara. Together they constituted the core of Dada, bringing to the Cabaret Voltaire their
tastes in art for exhibitions and their unconventional antics. After he and the other Dada
artists went to Paris he became disenchanted,
particularly with those who were inclined to the
theories that would mature into Surrealism. He
returned to his native Bucharest, where he
remained until 1942 when he fled to Tel Aviv.
le géant blanc lépreux du paysage

le sel se groupe en constellation

les flammes sont des éponges

les microbes se cristallisent en palmiers de muscles balanciers

le violon de l'hôtel en baobabs de flammes

je lui enfonce les cierges dans les oreilles

les douches montent comme le sang

le violon de l'hôtel en baobabs de flammes

les douches montent comme le sang

the artist's experiences in a radical community, centered in Ascona, Switzerland, during 1916–17, included drawing small bits of nature, simplified into what he called “fluid ovals” and other living forms. The woodcuts that accompany Tzara's poems are Arp's first works after he lived in Ascona, and are made up of what might be described as biomorphic elements. They also reflect an interest in the "primitive," which Tzara evoked in his preface about la poésie nègre.
MUSICIENS EN VOYAGE

Les anciens bandits de Calabre
avaient des fusils à tromblon
chapeau d'artiste, manteau long
ils se cachent derrière un arbre

Moi qui voyais sur des images
leurs fusils passant la cachette
je voyais entendre le ramage
de joueurs dous de clarinette.

Frères des merles, ces simples joueurs
créatif dont pâlita la joue
ils ne vous couchent en joue
que pour vous jouer un air d’amour

ANDRÉ MASSON
French, 1896—1987

Soleils bas

AUTHOR: Georges Limbour (French, 1902—
1970).
PUBLISHER: Paris: Editions de La Galerie
PAGINATION: 12 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 9 1/2 x 7 1/2" (24.2 x 19 cm.), irreg.
IMAGES: 4 drypoints (including front cover), in
black on ivory laid Arches paper (except cover).
IMAGE SHOWN: 6 1/4 x 4 7/8" (15.7 x 11.9 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s cream wove Japan paper
binding with etching on front; quarter black
leather over navy linen solander box, lined with
cream paper.
EDITION: 112: 10 numbered 1–10 on Imperial
Japan paper; 90 numbered 11–100 on Arches
paper (this copy, no. 88, signed, with dedication
to Camille Dausse by Masson); 10 numbered
1–X, reserved for printers and/or authors;
2 hors-commerce, marked o and oo, deposit copies.

PRINTERS: Plates, Charlot Frères, Paris; text,
Leibovitz, Paris.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Saphire 1–4.
COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art,

Limbour and Masson were among the first
members of the group that ascribed to André
Breton’s definition of Surrealism, issued in a
manifesto of the same year as this book.
Masson’s airy lithographs attempt to portray
the essential Surrealist premise of absolute
reality, derived from resolving the differences
between dream and reality.
Dormir dormir dans les pierres

BY BENJAMIN PERET

The cover and illustrations of this first embellishment of a Surrealist text by the artist are reproductions of his drawings, which he has enhanced with white paint on the first copies. In the year this book was published the self-taught Tanguy introduced small biomorphic and pebble forms into the barren landscapes that characterized his compositions.
GIORGIO DE CHIRICO
Italian, born Greece. 1888—1978

Calligrammes

AUTHOR: Guillaume Apollinaire (Guillaume Apollinaire de Kostrowitsky; French, born Italy. 1880—1918).

PUBLISHER: [Paris]: Librairie Gallimard, 1930.

PAGINATION: 276 pages: [1—14], 15—269, (7).

PAGE SIZE: 12 3/8 x 10" (32.5 x 25.5 cm), irreg.

IMAGES: 68 lithographs (including duplicates on title page and wrapper front), in black on ivory laid China paper.

IMAGE SHOWN: 6 5/8 x 6 3/8" (15.5 x 15.8 cm), irreg.

HOUSING: Publisher’s ivory laid China paper wrapper with duplicate lithograph on front; black cloth solander box with red leather insert on front, lined with cream paper, in quarter black leather over ivory Japan paperboard slipcase, made by Gerhard Gerlach for Louis E. Stern.

EDITION: 131:6 numbered 1—6 on Whatman paper; 6 numbered 7—12 on Japan nacre paper; 88 numbered 13—100 on China paper (this copy, no. 74, signed); 31 hors-commerce, numbered 1—XXXI, 1 reserved for the artist.

PRINTERS: Plates, Desjobert, Paris; text, Maurice Darantière.

CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Ciranna 17—82.


At the time he was painting his quintessential metaphysical works, de Chirico did not illustrate books, although his paintings were full of references to myths, and his brother, Alberto Savinio, was a writer. Despite his early friendship with authors such as Apollinaire before World War I and Jean Cocteau afterward, he did not begin to illustrate their texts until 1928 (Le Mystère laïc by Cocteau) and, finally in 1929, this version of Apollinaire’s poetry.

ÉVENTAIL DES SAVEURS

ATTOL’S SINGULIERS
DE BROWNSING QUEL GENT DE ROI S’AH!

CALLIGRAMMES

DEUX LACS NOIRS
ENTRE UNE FOUDRE
ET UNE MANIERE QUI RÊCHE.
Tu doutais de toi à compter les jours
qui te séparaient d'un ennui habité
et tu te criais avant de courir :
"J'ai ma tête et j'ai ma voix.
Il ne faut pas répondre à l'enfance.
Enfance, il y avait des mots et des présences
que tu n'osais pas t'avouer
et l'ombre, encadrer de ses malédictions.
Le soleil l'avait donnée cette ombre,
cette ombre pour serrer et pour te conquérir.
Tu chantais pour oublier cette conquête,
ton départ et celui des clartés nomades.
Mais alors, tu te couchais des semaines
en feignant d'être malade
et si on criait comme aux révolutions
ne plus prix de ta hirte place
le doute s'installait en toi magnifiquement
avec l'amour.
J'espère je te vois superposable indéfiniment à toi-même.
Tu es assise sur le haut tabouret de corail
Devant tes miroirs toujours au premier quartier
Deux doigts sur l'aile d'eau du peigne
Et en même temps
Tu reviens de voyage tu t'attardes la dernière dans la grotte
Ruisselante d'éclairs
Rassasiantes d'échoires
Tu ne me reconnais pas.

ALBERTO GIACOMETTI
Swiss. 1901–1966

L'Air de l'eau

AUTHOR: André Breton (French. 1896–1966).
PAGINATION: 24 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 11 3/4 x 7 3/4" (30.2 x 18 cm), irreg.
IMAGES: 4 engravings, in black on ivory laid Montval paper.
IMAGE SHOWN: 6 3/4 x 5 3/4" (17.2 x 13.6 cm).
HOUSING: Brown cloth binding with publisher's buff laid paper wrapper bound in; cream laid endpapers.
EDITION: More than 345; 5 numbered 1–5 on Japan nacre paper; 40 numbered 6–45 on Montval paper (this copy, no. 11); 300 on wove paper; several hors-commerce.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: List 76–79.

The artist's first work was figurative, and when he began to make sculptures under the influence of Surrealism he continued to include references to animals, birds, and people. His most important Surrealist works date from the early 1930s, and he was expelled from the Surrealist movement a year after this book was published.
This is the second book collaboration by the artist and author and the first to include Man Ray's photographs. The cover of Facile consists of a photograph of metal type spelling out the title and names of the authors. All the pages are photographs of Eluard's wife, Nusch, and the poems that complement them are placed within the space of the photographic image.
THE perseveration of Print, the authority of the Authorised Version, the Dr. Johnson's Dictionary, the standardization of the English Public Schools, and the exigencies of Fleet Street. If we are looking for the chief historical influences which have somewhat conventionalized the English language, we shall find it hard to add a sixth of equal significance.

The power of print over simple minds, the cliches engendered by doctrines of verbal inspiration, the lexicographical rally against the cursory and the colloquial, the tyranny of grammatical good form, and the scurry of late extras; all with us. It is not surprising that after five

CONSTANTIN BRANCUSI
French, born Romania. 1876–1957

Tales Told of Shem and Shaun, Three Fragments from Work in Progress

AUTHOR: James Joyce (Irish. 1882–1941).

PAGINATION: 90 pages: (18), I–XV, [XVI], 1–75, (7).

PAGE SIZE: 8½ × 6¾" (21.8 x 16.5 cm).

IMAGE: 1 photogravure reproduction of pen-and-ink drawing, in black on ivory laid Van Gelder paper.

IMAGE SHOWN: Portrait of the Author, 7⅛ × 4⅝" (18 x 11.3 cm), irrég.

HOUSING: Publisher’s ivory laid Arches paper binding with ivory laid Van Gelder endpapers; in gold paperboard slipcase.

EDITION: 650: 100 numbered 1–100 on Japan paper; 500 numbered 101–600 on Van Gelder paper (this copy, no. 316); 50 hors-commerce.


TYPOGRAPHY: Caslon.


This sole example of the sculptor Brancusi’s graphic contribution to a book is as important for the reproduction of his drawing as for the publication of Joyce’s fragments from his not-yet-completed masterpiece Finnegans Wake.

For their Black Sun Press, Harry and Caresse Crosby wanted Picasso to draw Joyce’s portrait for the frontispiece, but he refused. Brancusi, who knew Joyce, made two attempts: the second, less representational, sketch was used.

After setting the text the printer discovered that the last page contained only two lines. The author was quite willing to write more to save the awkward page.
For Eluard’s poem Picasso first etched three compositions on one plate, planning for them to be cut apart and inserted in the text at separate places. In the fourth segment of the plate he added an impression of his own hand. The two women depicted are Nusch Eluard and Picasso’s mistress (asleep), Marie-Thérèse Walter.
Hans Bellmer
German. 1902–1975

La Poupée

PAGINATION: 22 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 6¾ x 4¾” (17.1 x 11.5 cm).
IMAGES: 10 photographs mounted on cream wove paper (executed 1934); 2 line-block reproductions, after drawings, in black on pink wove paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, 2½ x 1¾” (6.6 x 3.2 cm), irregular; right, 4¼ x 3¼” (11.7 x 7.9 cm).
HOUSING: Tan linen binding, made by Brooklyn Binding Co., with gray speckled wove endpapers and single binder’s leaves; publisher’s light-tan wove paper wrapper bound in.

EDITION: 100: 5 numbered 1–5 on Japan paper; 20 numbered 6–25 on Normandy Vellum paper (this copy, no. 9, on pink paper); 80 [sic] numbered 26–100 on pink paper.
PRINTER: Text, GLM, Paris.

Although Bellmer produced a German edition of this book of photographs of his demountable female mannequin in 1934 (Die Puppe), most existing German copies were made up from leftover sheets found after World War II. The photographs alone were published in France in 1934, while the book with a text in French appeared two years before Bellmer himself moved to Paris in 1938. A second book, Les Jeux de la poupee, with a text by Paul Eluard, containing hand-colored photographs of the mannequin in landscape and interior settings, was published in 1949.
Influenced by the uninhibited pictures made by children, folk and self-taught artists, and the mentally ill, Dubuffet's images of people are candid and humorous. The artist's own texts are comparable in quality, as he writes them phonetically, breaking up words and attaching the syllables of some words to those of others.
Wols (Otto Alfred Wolfgang Schulze)
German. 1913—1951

Visages, précédé de portraits officiels

AUTHOR: Jean-Paul Sartre (French, 1905—1980).
PAGINATION: 48 pages: [1—11], 13—41, (7), including flyleaves.
PAGE SIZE: 7½ x 4⅛" (19 x 12.2 cm).
IMAGES: 4 drypoints, in black on ivory wove Marais Crévecoeur paper.
IMAGE SHOWN: 5⅞ x 3⅝" (13.9 x 7.8 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s ivory wove paper binding.
EDITION: 925: 15 numbered 1—15 on China paper; 900 numbered 16—916 on Marais Crévecoeur paper (this copy, no. 590); 10 hors-commerce, marked “H.C.” reserved for artist and author.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Grohmann XLVI—IL.

The small drawings the German artist executed while hiding in unoccupied France during the years of World War II anticipated in scale and intensity his portraits in this book. In Paris after the war, Wols was befriended by Sartre and illustrated two of his books with drypoints in the informal tachiste manner, which concentrated into visible form the author’s Existentialist philosophy.
Working from a combination of his own drawing and the author's manuscript, the artist created one large print. Cut into five pages, the same print constituted the whole text of the book; this is interspersed with pages on which only the title appears in different colors. The large folded print, backed with pink lace, is placed at the end of the book, presenting the complete poetic tribute to Frénaud's La Femme de ma vie (Woman of My Life).

**JEAN FAUTRIER**

French: 1898–1964

*La Femme de ma vie*

**AUTHOR:** André Frénaud (French, born 1907).

**PUBLISHER:** Librairie Auguste Blaizot, 1947. First edition.

**PAGINATION:** 26 unnumbered folios; 1 large plate folded in twelve.

**PAGE SIZE:** 11 7/8 x 7 5/6" (29 x 18 cm).

**IMAGES:** 6 etchings and aquatints with photo-engraved reproduction of Fautrier's handwriting, including 1 folded and lined with pink lace, in color on ivory wove Auvergne paper.

**IMAGE SHOWN:** Large folded plate, 21 1/4 x 35 7/8" (54 x 91 cm).

**HOUSING:** Publisher's Auvergne paper wrapper covered with pink lace.

**EDITION:** 27: 1 numbered 1 on Japan paper, including original drawing on which the prints were based; 5 numbered 2–6 on Japan paper; 15 numbered 7–21 on Auvergne paper (this copy, no. 21); 6 hors-commerce, marked A–F.

**PRINTER:** Jean Fautrier at Chatenay, France.

**TYPOGRAPHY:** Author's manuscript and artist's transcription.

**CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ:** Mason 188–203.

**COLLECTION:** Graphische Sammlung Staatsgalerie Stuttgart

Jean Fautrier
French: 1898—1964

*La Femme de ma vie*
Although he was a young, essentially unknown painter when he arrived in America from France, Matta had already entered the Surrealist circle. His friendship with Breton, the leader of the Surrealists, led to his contribution of an etched frontispiece for Breton's only book written and published in America. Matta became a prolific printmaker and book artist when he returned to Europe after World War II.
L'ouest derrière soi perdu, présomé englouti, touché de rien, hors-mémoire, s'arrache à sa couche elliptique, monte sans s'essouffler, enfin se hisse et rejoint. Le point fond. Les sources versent. Amont éclate. Et en bas le delta verdit. Le chant des frontières s'étend jusqu'au belvédère d'aval. Content de peu est le pollen des aulnes.

ALBERTO GIACOMETTI
Swiss. 1901-1966

Retour amont

AUTHOR: René Char (French. 1907—1988).
PAGINATION: 68 pages: [1–8], 9–59, (9).
PAGE SIZE: 9⅞ x 7⅞" (24.5 x 18.4 cm).
IMAGES: 4 aquatints, in black on ivory wove Rives BFK paper.
IMAGE SHOWN: 8 ⅝ x 6 ⅞" (22.2 x 16.6 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher's ivory wove paper wrapper; publisher's blue-gray cloth solander box, lined with light blue-gray suedelike cloth.
EDITION: 188: 148 numbered 1–148 (this copy, no. 51); 40 numbered I–XL, reserved for printers and/or authors.
TYPOGRAPHY: Garamond.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Lust 188–191.
COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Monroe Wheeler Fund

Giacometti's typically attenuated figures emerge from a vast void of densely aquatinted black in the plates that accompany his friend's poem written after the deaths of Char's sister and the painter Nicolas de Staël. The book was completed only a few weeks before Giacometti died.
Nicolas de Staël
French, born Russia. 1914–1955

Poèmes

AUTHOR: René Char (French, 1907–1988).
PUBLISHER: Paris [Nicolas de Staël], 1952.
PAGINATION: 48 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 14 3/8 x 11 1/4" (36.9 x 28.3 cm).
IMAGES: 14 wood engravings, in black, and 1 lithograph (publisher’s folder), in color. on cream wove Arches paper (executed 1951).
IMAGE SHOWN: Frontispiece, 15 1/4 x 11 1/2" (38.4 x 29 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s cream wove Arches paper wrapper; publisher’s ivory wove paper-board folder with continuous lithograph on front and back, lined with cream paper; in clear plexiglass case, probably made for Louis E. Stern.
EDITION: 120: 15 numbered 1–15, with 2 supplementary suites; 90 numbered 16–105 (this copy, no. 69, signed); 15 hors-commerce, numbered I–XV.
TYPOGRAPHY: Firmin Didot.
CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Woimant and de Staël 2–15, 94.

De Staël was one of the most admired abstract painters in post–World War II Europe. He derived inspiration from the land, sea, and sky, which he translated into constellations of small gouges in the woodcuts he made for the verses of the hermetic poet Char.
GÜNTHER UECKER
German, born 1930

Vom Licht

AUTHORS: Various.
PAGINATION: 28 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 20 1/4 x 20 1/4" (51 x 51 cm).
IMAGES: 12 embossings on ivory wove paper.
IMAGE SHOWN: With excerpts by Ernst Wilhelm Lotz (German, 1890–1914) and Else Lasker-Schüler (German, 1869–1945), 18 1/2 x 37 3/6" (47.3 x 96 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Unbound, in publisher’s black linen folder, lined with ivory paper, made by Hans Bichelmeier, Mannheim; publisher’s white cardboard box.
EDITION: 80: 60 numbered 1/60–60/60 (this copy, no. 26/60, signed); 15 numbered 1–XV; 5 hors-commerce, marked “H.C.”
PRINTERS: Plates, Tünn Konerding; text, Siebdruck-Technik Essen.
BOOK DESIGNERS: Tünn Konerding and Günter Uecker.

One of the Gruppe Zero, which was most active in Düsseldorf during the early 1960s, Uecker used nails to alter his all-white canvases or placed them on their surfaces. The other artists in the group, Heinz Mack and Otto Piene, also made their works from aggressive elements such as metal punctures and fire. The resulting artworks were composed by the play of light created by such elements, and in Uecker’s book about light, the uninked, embossed patterns made by nails produce shadows that echo the meaning and structure of each text.

Licht
Umzieht mich, umsingt mich, umfliess mich.
Spielend lasse ich meine Glieder im Fließenden platschen.
Ein blankes Bassin umspannt mich die Straße,
Weit, weich, wiegend.
Ich wasche mich ganz rein.

Auseuren Kopfen, ihr schwimmenden Straßenwanderer,
Die ihr nichts von mir weiss,
Gebrauche ich schimmerndes Augenweiss, meinen Leib zu bedecken,
Hell zu beschaffen,
Meinen jung sich hinbiegenden Schwimmerleib.

O wie ich hinfliesse im Licht,
O wie ich vergehe.
Wie ich mich durchsichtig singe im Licht.

Und meine Welt ist still -
Du wehrtest meiner Laune nicht.
Gott, wo bist du?
Ich mochte nahe an deinem Herzen lauschen,
Mit donnerstiefster Nahe mich vertauschen.
Wenn goldverklebt in deinem Reich
Aus tausendfacher Leuchte
All die guten und die bosen Brunnen rauschen.

Ernst Wilhelm Lotz

Else Lasker-Schüler

Die Welt und ich war ein Feld So die Welt und ich war ein Feld.

Die Welt und ich war ein Feld.

Sie ist die Welt und ich war ein Feld.

Die Welt und ich war ein Feld.

Sie ist die Welt und ich war ein Feld.
Eduardo Chillida
Spanish, born 1924

Die Kunst und der Raum/L’Art et l’espace

author: Martin Heidegger (German, 1889–1976).
pagination: 2 vols. I: 28 pages: [1–4], 5–25, (2); II: 38 pages: (2), [1], 2–11, [12], 23 pages hors-texte, including 7 plates and 18 blank pages. 1 phonograph record.

page size: 8 1/8 x 6 1/4" (21.3 x 15.4 cm).

images: 7 lithographs, in black on cream wove Japan paper pasted onto ivory wove Rives BFK paper; 1 lithograph (folder), in black on cream wove Japanese paper.

image shown: 6 7/8 x 6" (17.1 x 15.3 cm), irreg.

housing: I: publisher’s cream Japan paperboard binding, with ivory wove endpapers; II: publisher’s ivory wove Rives BFK paper wrapper; cream wove Japan paperboard folder with continuous lithograph on front and back, lined with ivory paper. Both in publisher’s cream Japan paperboard slipcase. Record housed separately in glossy ivory paper cover, with photograph of artist on back.

dition: 150: 25 numbered 1–25, with supplementary suite; 125 numbered 26–150 (this copy, no. 97, signed).


typography: Vol. II: Author’s manuscript.

catalogue raisonné: Michelin, pages 83–85.

The Spanish artist’s collage lithographs for the two-volume presentation of Heidegger’s philosophical lecture on space are composed of motifs that suggest the angled blocks of stone in his sculptures.
One of the most prolific book artists of the second half of this century, Alechinsky is adept at filling margins and full pages with his fantastic visions, from volcanos to ammonites, the fossils of prehistoric cephalopods. He is partial to working directly with writers, and did so in this case completely by mail. After he sent a set of etchings to Butor, the writer invented a text in parts, each referring to sections of the prints. The numbers given to each part of the text are also printed on glassine sheets overlaying the related prints, interrupting them as in a disturbed dream — the subject of this book.
Antoni Tàpies
Spanish, born 1923

Anular

Author: José-Miguel Ullán (Spanish, born 1923). Trans. by Claude Esteban.


Pagination: 50 unnumbered folios.

Page size: 1278 x 9½" (32.7 x 24 cm), irreg.

Images: 21 lift-ground aquatints (including wrapper), with soft-ground etching, etching, aquatint, and carborundum: 17 in black and 4 in color; 1 soft-ground etching, in black; and 1 aquatint and carborundum, in color with paint additions; most on cream wove Arches paper, 8 folios die-cut and/or torn or burnt.

Image shown: 12¼" x 18¾" (32.5 x 41 cm), irreg.

Housing: Bound in accordion fold in publisher’s cream wove Arches paper wrapper, with continuous aquatint on front and back under clear-plastic dust jacket; publisher’s brown paperboard folder and slipcase, lined with ivory paper.

Edition: 150: 35 numbered 1–35, with supplementary suite; 90 numbered 36–125 (this copy, no. 112, signed); 15 hors-commerce, numbered I–XV, reserved for artist and author; 10 hors-commerce, marked A–J.


Typography: Reproduced typewritten text.


One of a set of books by an exiled Spanish poet who collaborated with several artists, Anular has been designed to emphasize its political motivation through torn pages and negative signs. The poet’s text is superimposed over the densely printed lines of one of Spain’s discarded constitutions, while heavy black marks are the artist’s commentary upon this confrontation. The ring called for in the title seems to refer to the persistent cycle of dictatorship overtaking democracy, which has been the Spanish experience.
Not Vital
Swiss, born 1948

Poesias rumantsches con disegns da Not Vital

AUTHORS: Pier Paolo Pasolini (Italian, 1922–1975); Luisa Famos (Swiss, 1930–1974); Andri Peer (Swiss, 1921–1985).


PAGINATION: 20 unnumbered folios.

PAGE SIZE: 19¾ x 12¾” (48.9 x 31.4 cm), irreg.

IMAGES: 5 wash-and-graphite drawings with collage, abraded, and/or torn, and 1 object pasted in, on dark-brown paper made from cedar tree bark by Shusaku Tomis in Wajima, Japan.

IMAGE SHOWN: With poem, “Di d’inviern,” by Famos, 19¾ x 24¾” (48.9 x 62.9 cm).

HOUSING: Tan, rough, wove de Wint paper wrapper, with a printed label on front; sugar-pine wood slipcase made by Shahin, Albany.

EDITION: 60: 25 on light-brown paper; 25 on dark-brown paper (this copy, signed); 10 deluxe copies in elephant folio format.

PRINTER: Text, Kaldewey Press, Poestenkill, N.Y.

CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Kaldewey 12.

COLLECTION: The Resource Collections of the Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities

The three poems embellished by the artist are printed in his native tongue, Rhaeto-Romansch, a language spoken in the Engadin valley of Switzerland.

Di d’inviern
Chomps
Colur do pirantum
Marvs
Corvs fond GAS
Des Fanzonta
Lesshon sur il glatsch
Sbrjos ros
Il bós-ch es una chi
Chi spetta
Es suravi ün tschël
Abandonà
Sco T cling d’un sain
Pierla
Il rier d’un uffant.
Howard Hodgkin
British, born 1932

The Way We Live Now

Author: Susan Sontag (American, born 1933).
Pagination: 40 pages: [1–10], 11–34, (6); 15 folios hors-texte; 1 unbound plate.
Page size: 11 1/4 x 8 1/8" (28.6 x 21.2 cm).
Images: 7 lift-ground aquatints (including front and back "endpapers" and unbound plate),
in color with tempera additions; and 1 tempera
(dust jacket); on cream laid Fabriano Ingres
Avorio paper (except dust jacket) (executed
1990).
Image shown: As You'd Been Want—
Wantonly/Wantonly/Eros Past, 11 1/4 x 16 1/2"
(28.5 x 42 cm).
Housing: Publisher's beige paperboard bind-
ing, cream laid endpapers, blue wove Fabriano
paper dust jacket with continuous tempera on
front, back, and flaps, made by Dieter Schulke,
England.
Editions: 243: 200 numbered 1–200 (this copy,
no. 12, signed); 25 artist's proofs; 7 publisher's
proofs; 5 hors-commerce; 6 numbered 1–VI,
reserved for presentation; unbound plate: 50
(numbered 1/50–50/50).
Printers: Aquatints and tempera, 107
Workshop, Box, Wiltshire; text, C. H. Printing,
Corsham, Wiltshire.

Sontag's text, first published in The New
Yorker magazine in 1986, was one of the first
stories about the AIDS epidemic by a major
writer. Hodgkin's lushly colored aquatints refer
to specific passages in the text, such as the tele-
phone that transmits the latest news of friends
who have become ill, or, in this case, thoughs
about the victim's precarious way of life. This
dition was sold to benefit AIDS-related orga-
nizations in England and America.
I stopped making maps when they began being used to describe the death that existed even during the hole we filled with pages of refusal. One eye open, the other staring into the mirror that transforms the body to sleep, 20 borrowed pincers. There is no way to either turn back or mend the rocks. And now there is no way to follow the stars that have died in use of their light.
Geneviève Asse
French, born 1923

Ici en deux

Author: André du Bouchet (French, born 1924).
Pagination: 48 unnumbered folios.
Page size: 13 3/4 x 10" (35 x 25.5 cm), irreg.
Images: 4 aquatint and drypoints, in color (including wrapper front and back); 4 drypoints, in black; 4 unworked and uninked plates; all on ivory laid Angoumois paper (except wrapper).
Image shown: Frontispiece, 12 3/4 x 8 3/4" (32.5 x 22.5 cm).
Housing: Publisher's ivory laid paper wrapper with aquatint and drypoints, in pale green, on front and back; publisher's two-part light-green-gray paperboard slipcase.
Edition: 75: 10 numbered 1-10, with 2 supplementary prints and suite; 50 numbered 11-60 (this copy, no. 45, signed); 15 without prints, reserved for author.

Collection: The Museum of Modern Art, New York. A. Conger Goodyear and Mrs. Stanley Resor Funds (by exchange)

With the simplicity of single vertical lines, pale inks, and impressed plates, which transform rough paper into silken panels, Asse has distilled the processes and materials of the intaglio printmaker into a visual poetry as minimal as that of the author du Bouchet. Imitating the title, Ici en deux (Here in Halves), the artist has bisected the cover, frontispiece, and title with her plates, as well as interrupted lines of verse with a sharp line, splitting the page in two.
Robert Ryman
American, born 1930

Nohow On

Author: Samuel Beckett (French, born Ireland, 1906—1990).
Publisher: [New York]: The Limited Editions Club, 1989.
Page size: 10 5/8 x 7 1/2" (27 x 18 cm).
Images: 6 aquatints, in color on ivory wove Arches paper, chine collé with various oriental papers (including one with pen-and-ink inscription).
Image shown: 5 5/6 x 3 1/2" (15.2 x 9.5 cm).
Housing: Publisher's full black leather binding, ivory wove endpapers and quadruplicate fly-leaves, made by Garthegaat Bindery; publisher's black linen solander box, lined with gray suede.
Edition: 550 numbered 1–550 (this copy, no. 293, signed).
Book designer: Benjamin Shiff.
Typography: Monotype Bodoni, Bauer Bodoni, and font designed by Daniel Carr set at Golgonooza Letter Foundry.

Catalogue Raisonné: Sandback RRGP/1.

The serene, faintly visible white paintings, drawings, and prints of Ryman's Minimalist oeuvre have concentrated and focused attention on incidents within their spaces. His subtle, but visually intriguing, aquatints are placed within Beckett's set of three texts, one of which, "Worstword Ho," is written in a kind of stuttering street repartee, punctuated throughout with the phrase "Nohow on."

fallen she makes for home. Home! As straight as were it to be seen.
Was it ever all done with? Indeed the whole hatched no sooner hatched. Long before. In the egg. Long before. Over and done with answering. With not being able. With not being able not to want to know. With not being able.


What remains for the eye exposed to such conditions? To such vicissitude of hardly there and wholly gone. Why some lost to open no more. Till all done. She done. Or left undone. Tenement and unreason.

Nothing. Save in the end in a cranny of dust a scrap of paper. Jagged along one edge as if torn from a diary.
ELLSWORTH KELLY
American, born 1923

Un Coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard

AUTHOR: Stéphane Mallarmé (French, 1842–1898).
PAGINATION: 54 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 17 x 12 1/2" (43.2 x 31.5 cm).
IMAGES: 11 lithographs, in black on ivory wove Rives BFK paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, text page, 17 x 12 1/2" (43.2 x 31.5 cm); below, 13 1/2 x 12 1/2" (39.4 x 31.5 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher’s full black leather binding with ivory wove Rives BFK endpapers; publisher’s black linen solander box lined with black velour.
EDITION: 300 numbered 1–300 (this copy, no. 175, signed).
TYPOGRAPHY: Bodoni, set by Golgonooza Letter Foundry.

Well known as a painter of flat, shaped, bright-colored, or black-and-white canvases, Kelly has also consistently made linear drawings of plants and flowers. In his prints the white paper is the equivalent of a surrounding wall for the single form printed on it. For his first book he has entirely isolated his black forms from the famous, typographically innovative text.
Mel Bochner
American, born 1940

On Certainty / Über Gewissheit and Counting Alternatives: The Wittgenstein Illustrations


Page size: 14 3/4 x 12 1/2" (37.5 x 31 cm).

Sheet size: Suite, 20 x 14 1/2" (50.8 x 38 cm).

Images: 17 line-block reproductions after drawings (including identical endpapers and title page duplicated on front and back covers), in color on ivory wove Rives paper; supplementary suite, in color on ivory wove T. H. Saunders paper (drawings executed 1971).

Image shown: 10 3/8 x 10 3/8" (26.4 x 26.4 cm), irreg.

Housing: Book: publisher's gray and blue linen binding, with line-block reproductions on front and back, and ivory wove Rives endpapers, with line-block reproductions; publisher's gray linen slipcase; suite: publisher's gray and blue linen solander box, lined with ivory paper.

Editions: Book: 326: 300 numbered 1–300 (this copy, no. 10, signed); 26 hors-commerce, marked A–Z; suite: 40: 30 numbered 1/30–30/30 (this copy, no. 10/30, signed); 5 artist's proofs; 5 publisher's proofs.

Printer: Arion Press, San Francisco.

Book Designer: Andrew Hoyem.

Typography: Plantin, set by M & H Type.


This book and accompanying portfolio, with the addition of Wittgenstein's text, repeat a series of drawings the artist made in 1971. In his graphic responses to the philosopher's proposals, Bochner has made a series of diagrams that might also function as plots for the placement of objects in his floor sculptures.
Leonard Baskin
American, born 1922
Voyages: Six Poems from White Buildings
Pagination: 15 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves), and 2 plates tipped in.
Page size: 9 1/2 x 11 (24.1 x 28 cm), irreg.
Images: 6 wood engravings: 2 in black on cream laid Amalfi paper, 1 in black on cream wove Japan paper, 1 in black on green laid Japan Moriki paper, and 1 in color on cream wove Japan paper; 1 woodcut, in black on green laid Japan Moriki paper; and 1 wood-engraved publisher’s vignette in black on cream laid Amalfi paper.
Image shown: 5 1/8 x 5 3/8” (14.3 x 14.1 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher’s blue wove paper cover bound with string; in publisher’s blue paperboard folder with flaps, lined with ivory paper.
Edition: 1,000: 975 numbered 1–975 (this copy, no. 3, signed); 25 hors-commerces, marked with letters, reserved for reviewers.
Book Designer: Leonard Baskin.

In 1951 Baskin founded The Gehenna Press in Worcester, Massachusetts (he moved to Northampton, its present location, in 1956), in order to print his favorite texts augmented by his own wood engravings. Baskin’s enterprise also pioneered the practicality of producing artists’ books of high quality in America. His prints received the highest award at the São Paulo Bienal in 1961, and were exhibited all over the world. This volume was one of the highlights of the special publishing program, initiated by The Museum of Modern Art in the 1950s, devoted to encouraging artists to make books.
Anselm Kiefer
German, born 1945

Der Rhein

Publisher: [Hornbach: Anselm Kiefer], 1983.
Pagination: 20 unnumbered folios (including covers).

Page Size: 23 ¼ x 16 ¼" (59 x 42 cm).
Images: 21 woodcuts (including front and back covers), in black on ivory paper mounted on cardboard.

Image Shown: 22 ¾ x 33 ¾" (58.2 x 84.1 cm), irreg.

Housing: Artist's cardboard glued to canvas binding, with woodcuts, in black on ivory paper, mounted on front and back covers.

Edition: 10 unnumbered (this copy, signed).

Printer: Anselm Kiefer.


A considerable amount of Kiefer's work is in the form of unique books made of diverse materials, such as metal and cardboard covered with clay, nearly obliterated photographs, and watercolors. In addition, Kiefer has made many woodcuts that depict German heroes of old, temples, and the great artery of German folklore, the Rhine River. Books like Der Rhein have been made from sets of some of these as well as from single prints cut into pages.

21 Etchings and Poems

AUTHORS: Various.
PAGINATION: 24 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 19 3/8 x 16 3/4" (50.3 x 42.8 cm).
IMAGES: 10 etchings (most with engraving, soft-ground etching, aquatint, and/or drypoint), 2 engravings, 2 lift-ground aquatints, 2 drypoints, 3 soft-ground etchings, and 1 photogravure (all with etched manuscript by author or artist), in black on cream wove Rives BFK paper (prints executed 1951–56).
IMAGES SHOWN: Left, Peter Grippe (American, born 1912), Untitled, etching with "The Hand that Signed the Paper Felled a City" by Dylan Thomas (British, 1914-1953), 13 3/4 x 11 3/8" (35.1 x 29.9 cm); below, Kline (American, 1910–1962), Untitled, photogravure with "Poem" by Frank O'Hara (American, 1926–1966), 8 5/8 x 14 11/16" (21.2 x 36.7 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s blue linen folder with flaps, lined with gray paper.

Edition: 62; 50 numbered 1–50 (this copy, no. 32, signed), 12 artist’s proofs.
Typography: Etched manuscript.

In 1950 Hayter returned to France, leaving his New York print workshop, Atelier 17, in the hands of Peter Grippe. A year later Grippe initiated this project, setting the style of each print with his own collaboration with Dylan Thomas: each artist would create images around poems handwritten by their authors. Most of the artists knew how to etch (the exceptions were late contributors to the project, American painters de Kooning and Kline). Among the writers were art critics such as Sir Herbert Read and Harold Rosenberg, and some of the most interesting poets and writers of the time, such as Richard Wilbur, William Carlos Williams, and Theodore Roethke. The completed work was finally issued in 1960.
ABSTENTIONS

Salute

Joan Mitchell

American, 1926–1992

The Poems

AUTHORS: James Schuyler (American, born 1923); John Ashbery (American, born 1927).


First edition of some poems.

PAGINATION: 2 of 4-vol. series (others are Michael Goldberg, Odes by Frank O'Hara, and Alfred Leslie, Permanently by Kenneth Koch); each vol., 20 unnumbered folios.

PAGE SIZE: 17 7/8 x 13 7/8" (44.4 x 35.8 cm).

IMAGES: 5 screenprints (including front cover), in color on ivory wove Hahnemühle paper.

IMAGES SHOWN: Above, Mitchell, 17 7/8 x 13 7/8" (45.8 x 35.4 cm); right, Hartigan, 11 7/8 x 13 7/8" (29.6 x 35.3 cm), irreg.

HOUSING: Publisher's ivory wove Hahnemühle paperboard bindings, each with screenprint on front, ivory wove endpapers, clear-plastic dust jacket; olive linen slipcase (for all 4 vols.); made by Russell-Rutter, New York.

EDITION: 225: 200 numbered I–200; 25 numbered I–XXV, reserved (this copy inscribed "XV for The Museum of Modern Art").

PRINTERS: Plates, Tiber Press, New York; text, Brüder Hartmann, West Berlin.

TYPOGRAPHY: Walbaum-Antiqua, set by Brüder Hartmann, West Berlin.


These are two of four volumes devoted to poems by American poets and screenprints by their painter friends. Serigraphy, or screenprint, a method of making a stable stencil, allowed the artist to paint an image with gum on silk, which could be lifted, leaving openings through which paint or ink could pass onto paper. Both Hartigan and Mitchell used it to convey their own versions of Abstract Expressionism.
PIERRE ALECHINSKY, KAREL
APPEL, ENRICO BAJ, ALAN
DAVIE, JIM DINE, OYVIND
FAHLSTRÖM, SAM FRANCIS,
ROBERT INDIANA, ALFRED
JENSEN, ASGER JORN, ALLAN
KAPROW, KIKI KOGELNIK,
ALFRED LESLIE, ROY
Lichtenstein, Joan Mitchell,
Claes Oldenburg, Mel
Ramos, Robert Rauschenberg,
Reinhoud, Jean-Paul
Riopelle, James Rosenquist,
Antonio Saura, Kimber
Smith, K. R. H. Sonderborg,
Walasse Ting, Bram van
Velde, Andy Warhol, Tom
Wesselmann

14 LIFE

AUTHOR: Walasse Ting (Chinese, born 1929).
edition.
PAGINATION: 176 pages; (2), [1–8], 9–168,
[169–173], (7).
PAGE SIZE: 16½ x 11½” (40.8 x 28.8 cm),
irreg.
IMAGES: 62 lithographs: 3 in black and 59 in
color; reproductions; all on ivory Rives BFK paper.
IMAGES SHOWN: Below, Francis (American,
born 1923), Pink Venus Kiki, 13½ x 22” (39 x
55.9 cm); opposite, Warhol (American, 1928–
1987), Marilyn Monroe I Love Your Kiss Forever
Forever, 11¼ x 21¼” (29.5 x 54 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s ivory linen wrapper
around ivory Rives BFK paper, under pub-
lisher’s cream paper dust jacket with
screenprinted reproduction, after design by
Machteld Appel, on front; publisher’s blue linen
solander box, lined with white linen.
EDITION: 2,102: 100 (signed) on ivory Rives paper,
20 for New York, 20 for Paris,
20 for rest of world, 40 hors-commerce, reserved
for collaborators (this copy, signed and inscribed
“Exemplaire H.C./Paris”); 2,000 (unsigned),
numbered, on white wove paper.
PRINTERS: Plates, Maurice Beaudet, Paris; text,
Georges Girard, Paris; screenprinted dust jacket,
Atelier Ravel, Paris.
CATALOGUES RAISONNÉS: Warhol: Feldman
and Schellmann 5. Francis: Lembark L82.
COLLECTION: The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Gift of the author, Walasse Ting, the
editor, Sam Francis, and the publisher, E. W.
Kornfeld.
In the early 1960s the Chinese artist-poet Ting brought lithographic plates to artist friends of his and Sam Francis to illustrate his book of poems. Pop artists Warhol, Lichtenstein, Oldenburg, Rosenquist, Indiana, Wesselmann, and Dine were among the twenty-eight artists who contributed lithographs. Placed side by side with those of better established European and American, mostly gestural, painters their images seemed brighter and better suited to the jaunty typography of the pages, doubtless due to the commercial graphics that had influenced them.
palm on which their mothers had hung delicacies.

Francois des Ygrdcs thought: "The sight of palms brings good luck and today is Palm Sunday, I'm going to break the bank."

In the gaming hall he first watched the disparate crowd press around.

Francois des Ygrdcs approached a table and played. He lost. The irate Mammon returned and said harshly each time the chips were raked in: "You lost!"

And Francois des Ygrdcs no longer saw the crowd; his head spun; he bet coins, wads of bills, played street, straight, split, on color. He played a long time, losing all he could.

He finally turned around and saw the shining hall where the players thronged as before. Spying a young man whose sullen face indicated that he hadn't had much luck, Francois smiled at him and asked if he'd lost.

The young man said furiously: "You too? A Russian won over 200,000 francs right next to me. Oh! I still had a hundred francs I'll go back and make a study of those Russian girls. Well into today, in fact, I have those back, really extra luck. The science, the science...

And taking Francois by the arm he pulled him over to a divan. They sat down.

"Imagine, I've lost everything. I'm almost a thief. The money isn't mine. I'm not rich. I have a good job in business. My boss is going to pick up some checks in Marseille. I cashed them. I took the tram to this lucky place. I lost. So now I'll be arrested. They'll say I'm dishonest, but I'm not."

Jim Dine
American, born 1935

The Poet Assassinated

AUTHOR: Guillaume Apollinaire (Guillaume Apollinaire de Kostrowitsky; French, born Italy, 1880–1918). Trans. by Ron Padgett.
PAGINATION: 130 pages: [1–8], 9–128, [129–130]; suite of 8 plates.

PAGE SIZE: 9 1/2 x 7 1/4" (25.3 x 20.2 cm).

SHEET SIZE: 10 x 8" (25.4 x 20.5 cm).

IMAGES: 50 photolithographs (including detail of frontispiece repeated 16 times), in black on white wove Euroset paper; 2 screenprints, 1 in black on ivory wove paper (wrapper), 1 in color on ivory linen (slipcase); suite of 8 pochoirs, 7 in color and 1 in black on ivory wove paper.

IMAGE SHOWN: 9 1/6 x 7 3/4" (24.3 x 19.7 cm), irreg.

HOUSING: Publisher's ivory wove paper wrapper with continuous screenprint, in black on front and back; publisher's ivory linen slipcase with continuous screenprint, in pink on front and back.
Robert Indiana
American, born 1928

Numbers

AUTHOR: Robert Creeley (American, born 1926). Trans. by Klaus Reichert.
PAGINATION: 32 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 25 3/4 x 19 1/4" (65 x 50 cm).
IMAGES: 10 screenprints, in color on white wove paper.
IMAGE SHOWN: 23 3/4 x 19 1/4" (59.6 x 49.8 cm).
HOUSING: Publisher’s beige linen folder with flaps, lined with ivory paper.
EDITION: 160: 125 numbered 1–125 (this copy, no. 26, signed); 35 numbered 1–XXXV.
PRINTER: Domberger KG, Bonlanden bei Stuttgart.
TYPOGRAPHY: Set by Dr. Cantz’sche Druckerei, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt.


Appropriating the methods and signs of advertising to create a new art in the 1960s, Indiana made paintings and prints of single but powerfully symbolic words like EAT and LOVE. Taking Johns’s lead in the use of numeral stencils in his paintings, Indiana devised his own in the bright, unmodulated colors of screenprinting. Their candid but flashy impression is partnered by Creeley’s typically Pop verse in short stanzas.
Hockney's largest painting of 1961 was inspired by the words of the Greek poet Cavafy. In 1966 the artist decided to illustrate a book of Cavafy's poems about homosexual love. He went to Beirut, which he felt was the modern equivalent of the writer's Alexandria, but few of his etchings refer to places or incidents in the poems. The translators and artist together decided which print was to accompany each poem.

David Hockney
British, born 1937

Fourteen Poems


PAGINATION: 33 unnumbered folios.

PAGE SIZE: 18 7/8 x 12 1/4" (46.6 x 31 cm).

IMAGES: 12 etchings (8 with aquatint), in black; and supplementary etching and aquatint, in black; all on ivory wove Crisbrook Imperial paper (executed 1966).

IMAGE SHOWN: Two Boys Aged 23 or 24, 17 3/4 x 8 7/8" (45.2 x 22.5 cm).

HOUSING: Publisher's violet silk binding with ivory wove endpapers, made by Tillotsons (Bolton), Limited; in publisher's black silk slip-case, made by Galerie der Spiegel, Cologne.


TYPOGRAPHY: Monotype Univers.


Two Boys Aged 23 or 24

He had been at the café from half past ten expecting him soon to appear.

Midnight—he was still waiting.

One thirty; now the café was nearly empty.

He bored himself reading newspapers mechanically. (This resembled their shiftings only one remained; the rest had spent their coffee and brandy while waiting for so long.

He had smoked up all his cigarettes.

He felt exhausted waiting. Because, being alone for hours, disturbing thoughts of having gone astray in his life began to gnaw at him.

But when he saw his friend come in, at once fatigue, boredom and worries disappeared.

His friend brought unexpected news.

He had won sixty pounds at the casino.

Their handsome faces, superb youth, the sensual love they felt for one another, were now refreshed, renewed, invigorated by the sixty pounds from the casino.

And full of joy and strength, beauty and emotion, they went not to the houses of their decent families before they were won, but to a very special place they knew of ill repute. They took a bedroom there and ordered expensive drinks and went on drinking.

And when the expensive drinks were finished, when it was nearly dawn, content, they gave themselves to love.
stretching away like a moonlit sea to the horizon, whatever that really is. They want you to like it. And you honor them in liking it. You cause pleasure before sleep insists, draws over to where you may yet be. And some believe this is merely a detail. And they may be right. And we may be the whole of which all that truly happens is only feelings and shreds of bark. Not that we are too much more than these. Remember they don’t have to thank you for it either.

The subtracted sun, all I’m going by here, with the boy, this new maneuver is less than the letter in the wind

Judith Shea
American, born 1948

Haibun

Author: John Ashbery (American, born 1927).
Publisher: Colombes, France: Collectif Génération, [1990].
Pagination: 20 unnumbered folios. Partially uncut to allow for some pages to fold up or out.

Page size: 13 1/4 × 9 3/4″ (33.2 × 25.2 cm), irreg.
Images: 7 soft-ground etchings (4 with pochoir), 3 in black and 4 in color, on ivory wove Rives BFK paper.
Image shown: 13 5/8 × 9 3/4″ (33.2 × 25.2 cm), irreg.

Housing: Publisher’s ivory wove paper wrapper; publisher’s gray linen folder and slipcase, lined with marbleized paper.
Edition: More than 32: 30 numbered 1–30 (this copy, no. 14, signed); 2 dedicated copies; several hors-commerce, reserved for collaborators and friends.
Printers: Plates, René Taze, Neuilly; text, Francis and Jean-Marc Mérat.

In her lithographs for this book the artist has placed drawings related to her torso and clothing sculptures on pages that are folded in ways that initially conceal them from the reader. The process of turning the pages from right to left in order to read Ashbery’s text expands into a separate spatial experience, as flaps must be opened in other directions.
I gave up before birth, it is not possible otherwise, but birth there had to be, it was he, I was inside, that's how I see it, it was he who wailed, he who saw the light, I didn't wail, I didn't see the light, it's impossible I should have a voice, impossible I should have thoughts, and I speak and think, I do the impossible, it is not possible otherwise, it was he who had a life, I didn't have a life, a life not worth having, because of me, he'll do himself to death, because of me, I'll tell the tale, the tale of his death, his death alone would not be enough, not enough for me, if he rattles it's he who will rattle, I won't rattle, he who will die, I won't die, perhaps they will bury him, if they find him, I'll be inside, he'll rot, I won't rot, there will be nothing of him left but bones, I'll be inside, nothing left but dust, I'll be inside, it is not possible otherwise, that's how I see it, the end of his life and his death, how he will go about it, go about coming to an end, it's impossible I should know, I'll know, step by step, impossible I should tell, I'll tell, in the present, there will be no more talk of me, only of him, of the end of his life and his death, of his burial if they find him, that will be the end, I won't go on about worms, about bones and dust, no one cares about them, unless I'm buried in his dust, that would satisfy me, as still as I was in his flesh, here long silence, perhaps he'll dream, he always wanted to dream, he didn't want them to find him, he can't wait any more, but he used to want to dream, he can't wait any more, because of me, he'll get up and go on, badly because of me, he can't say any more, because of me, he can't go on any more, because of me, there's nothing left in his head, I'll fool it all up.

JASPER JOHNS
American, born 1930

Foirdes/Fiddles

PAGINATION: 62 unnumbered folios (including endpapers and excluding binding support leaves).
PAGE SIZE: 12 3/8" x 9 1/4" (33 x 24 cm).
IMAGES: 26 lift-ground aquatints (most with etching, soft-ground etching, drypoint, screenprint, and/or photogravure), 5 etchings (some with soft-ground etching and/or drypoint), 1 soft-ground etching, and 1 aquatint; 31 in black, 2 (endpapers) in color; and 1 lithograph (box lining), in color; all on ivory wove Auvergne Richard de Bas paper (executed 1975–76).
IMAGES SHOWN: Below, left page, Four Panels (ABCD), Four Panels (BACD), and Four Panels (CDAB); 3 plates, each 2 3/8" x 7 1/2" (7.3 x 19.1 cm), right page, Four Panels (DBAC), 2 3/8" x 7 1/2" (7.3 x 19.1 cm); opposite, Words (Buttock Knee Sack...).
The short story Beckett provided for this book is printed in English and French, doubling the amount of pages and opportunities for the addition of the artist's imagery. Johns's contributions are mostly based upon the composition of one of his paintings. Confronting sets of the English and French names of objects in that painting, shown as if in a magic translating mirror, combine the artist's interest in ready-made letters with the ambiguity of how they are used.
Barbara Kruger
American, born 1945

My Pretty Pony

Author: Stephen King (American, born 1946).
First edition.
Pagination: 34 unnumbered folios (including endpapers).
Page size: 20 x 13½" (50.9 x 34.3 cm).
Images: 9 lithographs (1 with screenprint) and 8 screenprints, in color on ivory wove Rives paper.
Image shown: 20 x 13½" (50.9 x 34.3 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher’s quarter red leather over stainless-steel binding, enclosing digital clock made by Herman Hirsch, Hi-Tech Stainless Steel Specialties, Dallas, on front, wove endpapers in red; made by BookLab, Austin.
Edition: 280: 250 unnumbered (this copy, signed); 30 hors-commerce, numbered I–XXX.
Printers: Lithographs, Derrière L’Etoile Studios, New York; screenprints, Pinwheel, New York; text, A. Colish, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Book designer: Barbara Kruger.
Typography: Century Schoolbook and Helvetica.

The artist used three elements in her illustrations: her signature band of words mimicking commercial claims in advertisements, enlarged reproductions of photographs, and a hand holding a digital clock. As the theme of King’s story is the perception of the passage of time, the third element recalls that fact and is superimposed upon what seem to be slowed representations of horse accidents. Bands containing two or three words taken from the text placed on top of the indefinite pictures make direct connections to the story.
Francesco Clemente
Italian, born 1952

The Departure of the Argonaut

Pagination: 102 unnumbered folios (including flyleaves); 4 unbound folios.
Page Size: 25 5/8 x 19 11/16" (65 x 50 cm).
Images: 49 photolithographs (including vignettes), 43 in color and 6 in black on cream wove Japan Okawara paper (executed 1983—86).
Image shown: 25 5/8 x 39 3/8" (65 x 100 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher's cream wove Japan Okawara paper binding (sheets assembled in an accordion fold) and beige linen solander box, designed by Rudolph Rieser and made by Helmut Kloss, Cologne.

Editions: Bound: 232: 200 numbered 1—200; 32 numbered I—XXXII, of which 12 are dedicated (this copy, unnumbered, signed, and inscribed "for the Museum of Modern Art"); unbound: 166: 50 numbered 1—50, 6 numbered I—VI.
Printers: Plates, Rolf Neumann, Stuttgart; text, Staib and Mayer, Stuttgart.
Typography: Bembo.

Clemente's interest in books as a medium in which to experiment creatively has been accompanied by a desire to publish the works of others as well. In association with the writer and editor Raymond Foye he founded Hanuman Books, which has issued dozens of small booklets printed in Madras, India, devoted to the writings of authors they admire. Like Clemente's many images in Savinio's tale, their appearance is based on local Indian practice and taste, which Clemente, who has worked for years in the area, finds inspiring.
In the late 1970s a group of Italian painters arrived on the international art scene. Three of them, Francesco Clemente, Sandro Chia, and Enzo Cucchi, were associated by the initials of their last names, but others, like Paladino, successfully pursued similar figurative issues. The prominence of a type of gaunt human head in his, Clemente’s, and Cucchi’s imagery relates their work to elements of tribal ritual and magic.
There are two versions of this book, which contains a text written for the artist. In the trade edition, Bourgeois’s tentative drawings of flowers, printed in red-brown on cream-colored backgrounds, have a light, optimistic effect on the text. In the limited edition black drypoint sketches of flowers and two cataclysmic abstractions lead to a more profound reading of the text. A second volume, in both editions, repeating the same text, contains color photographs from ophthalmological studies of pairs of eyes that overwhelm and disrupt the pages of type, as they magnify disturbing nuances in the story.
Among the books that were published by Iliazd, most of which are distinguished by his unique sense of typography and page design, Pismo/Escrito is outstanding for its unorthodox format. Picasso’s prints appear on the folded-back parts of pages; information about the production of the book as well as several sections of the love letter of the title appear on equally narrow pages tucked between normal ones. Through the variety of page sizes and placements the artist and the poet, designer, and publisher have created a halting and clumsy object that complements the subject of the text.
Pierrot s'ha començat en escriure
14 al voltant de l'escena per
Beira perquè les coses li van
malament.
Què li dones per la A?
Què li dones per la U?
Què li dones per la T?
Etcetera.

Joan Brossa (Spanish, born 1919).

The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. Monroe Wheeler Fund

This book of collages, typewritten text, torn
sheets, and other unconventional methods and
materials is covered with vellum in simulation
of the kind of bindings found on old manu-
scripts and early printed books in monastic
libraries.
Pablo Picasso
Spanish. 1881-1973

La Rose et le chien

Author: Tristan Tzara (Samuel Rosenstock; French. 1896—1963).
Pagination: 8 unnumbered folios.
Page size: 11 3/4 x 7 3/4" (28.3 x 19.3 cm).
Images: 4 drypoint and engravings on cellu-loid, in black, on ivory laid Montval paper.
Image shown: Lignes de la main, 1 3/16" (4 cm) diameter, mounted on top of three printed disks, mounted on Main, 10 3/16" x 7 3/16" (27.6 x 18.9 cm).
Housing: Publisher's velvet wrapper with lettering in black on the front.
Edition: More than 22; 22 numbered 1-22 (this copy, no. 18, signed); 2 additional exhibition copies; and 4 or 5 hors-commerce in gray Montval paper wrappers.
Printer: Pierre André Benoit.

Catalogues raisonnés: Cramer 91; Baer 999—1002.

Another oddity of bookmaking, this work includes a set of printed volvelles, or rotating disks, that reveal different texts as they are moved. Picasso contributed two prints of hands that might turn the disks of Tzara's poem, one on top of them and one underneath.
This book of lithographs on tin is an innovation of the ceramist d’Albisola working with the Italian Futurist writer Marinetti, whose famous texts, some published before World War I, were here put into the context of late Futurist design. A portrait of Marinetti declaiming his areopoesia (airplane poetry) and selections of his words, isolated and given tempo and rhythm, that is, given “liberty.”
After abstraction was accepted as an art form, it was possible to make sequences of abstractions that would produce curiosity, understanding, and pleasure. The idea of abstract forms being accessible to all cultures (the idealist message of the Russian revolutionary artists) found its true home in books, and particularly those for children. Munari’s geometric collages and cutouts in books, while meant to be serious studies of form, were also models for later books that taught through play.
Enrico Baj
Italian, born 1924

Meccano, ou l'analyse matricielle du langage

AUTHOR: Raymond Queneau (French, 1903—1976).
PAGINATION: 21 unnumbered folios.
PAGE SIZE: 7 7/8 x 20 3/4" (19.5 x 53 cm).
IMAGES: 17 collaglyphs and 1 supplementary unbound screenprint, in color on ivory wove Rosapina Fabriano paper (except supplementary print).
IMAGE SHOWN: 7 7/8 x 14 3/4" (18.1 x 37.5 cm), irreg.
HOUSING: Publisher's half red leather over ivory laid Fabriano paperboard binding; in publisher's black cardboard folder with flap and black cloth ties.
EDITION: 194: 1 numbered 1, with supplementary Queneau manuscript, original work by Baj, suite, and screenprint; 5 numbered 2—6, with supplementary original work by Baj, suite, and screenprint; 19 numbered 7—25, with supplementary suite and screenprint; 49 numbered 26—74 with supplementary screenprint (this copy, no. 27, signed); 100 numbered 75—174; 20 hors-commerce, reserved for collaborators.
PRINTER: Sergio Tosi, Milan
cATALOGUE RAISONNÉ: Petit B. 10 and P. 146—150.

Baj's art has always included a strong element of farce, so the use of sprockets, bolts, and other fabricated metal objects to enhance Queneau's analysis of language parodies the author's own mechanic's approach. Various, often humorous, shapes scatter across the extremely oblong and clumsy pages, accentuating another aspect of the subject of the book.
Robert Rauschenberg
American, born 1925

Shades

Author: Robert Rauschenberg.

Images: 6 lithographs, in black on plexiglass plates: 1 mounted permanently (title page), and 5 inserted interchangeably in a slotted aluminum frame.

Image shown: Frame containing plates, 15 1/2 x 14 1/2 x 11 1/2" (39.8 x 36.8 x 29.9 cm).

Plate Size: 14 x 14" (35.5 x 35.5 cm).

Housing: Slotted aluminum frame containing 1 permanently mounted lithograph on plexiglass (title page) and light bulb.

Edition: 27: 24 numbered 1/24–24/24 (this copy, no. 1/24, signed); 3 artist's proofs, marked 0/24, 00/24, and 000/24.

Printer: Universal Limited Art Editions, West Islip, N.Y.

Catalogues raisonnés: Foster 22. Sparks Rauschenberg 18.


Rauschenberg had long worked with printed matter when he made this, his first "book." But he redefined the basic book—an object filled with a sequence of elements—by taking new materials and using old ones differently. From an aluminum framework, plexiglass sheets, and transferred preprinted images, he made an object in which the individual plexiglass "pages" could be moved directionally and sequentially by the viewer.
In 1985 when Cage read his "mesostics" at what he called The First Meeting of the Satie Society he was presenting to the radical composer Satie the tribute of a disciple. There are references to Marcel Duchamp, James Joyce, Marshall McLuhan, Henry David Thoreau, and others within the eight texts, each containing a vertical phrase or name (string), which limits its length and the structure of each line. As a composer of music, "mesostic" poems, and art, Cage was unpredictable, confrontational in the most selfless way, and remarkable in every way. The publication of the eight parts of this gift to Satie, enclosed in a cracked-glass valise, incorporates prints, pastels, and drawings made over a period of nearly eight years by Cage's friends. The completion of the last drawings in this work after Cage's death in 1992 was accomplished by the dancer-choreographer Cunningham.
After his several well-known representations in paintings and lithographs of Paris’s Eiffel Tower, Delaunay reinvented his vision of this famous icon for book illustrations. The pochoir cover he made for the Chilean writer Huidobro’s poem about the tower transformed it into a sign incorporating the four directions of the compass.
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
German. 1880—1938

Umbra vitae

Author: Georg Heym (German. 1887—1912).
Publisher: Munich: Kurt Wolff Verlag, 1924.
Pagination: 74 pages: (9), 1–62, [63], (7).
Page size: 9 1/8 x 6 3/8" (23.1 x 15.6 cm).
Images: 50 woodcuts (including cover, endpapers, title page, and table of contents tailpiece), 1 in black and 49 in color on cream laid paper (except cover and endpapers) (executed 1905–23).
Image shown: Cover, 9 1/8 x 13 3/8" (23.4 x 34 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher’s yellow linen binding with continuous woodcut, in green and black, on front and back; cream laid endpapers, with woodcuts in pink, front and back.

Edition: 510: 10 numbered 1–10 on Japan paper; 500 numbered 11–510 (this copy, no. 109).
Printer: Spamerschen, Leipzig.

The Expressionist poet Heym was twenty-four in 1912 when he drowned while skating. Many years later his work was collected in this volume designed and illustrated by Germany’s leading Expressionist artist. Kirchner made several series of prints on literary subjects, but only three were in the form of books, of which Umbra vitae was the artist’s major effort. Its woodcut illustrations were influenced by the peasant woodcarvings in the area of Switzerland where he lived after World War I.
WIFREDO LAM  
Cuban, 1902–1982  

**Le Rempart de brindilles**  

**AUTHOR:** René Char (French, 1907–1988).  
**PAGINATION:** 56 pages: (4), [1–14], 15–44, (8).  
**PAGE SIZE:** 8¼ x 6½" (21 x 15.5 cm).  
**IMAGES:** 5 etching and aquatints, 1 with water-color and gouache additions (wrapper), in color on ivory wove Rives BFK paper.  
**IMAGE SHOWN:** Wrapper, 8¾ x 12¾" (20.8 x 32 cm), irreg.  
**HOUSING:** Publisher’s ivory wove Rives paper wrapper, with continuous etching and aquatint, in color on front and back, in yellow-white laid paperboard folder, lined with ivory paper; publisher’s yellow-white paperboard slipcase, with reproductions on front and back.  
**EDITION:** 120: 15 numbered 1–15, with hand additions; 85 numbered 16–100 (this copy, no. 74, signed); 20 hors-commerce, numbered I–XX. Additional run of 30 numbered RC30, without plates, reserved for printers and/or author.  
**PRINTERS:** Plates, Georges Visat, Paris; text, Imprimerie Union, Paris.  
**COLLECTION:** The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection  

Between 1942 and 1952 Lam spent most of his time in the Caribbean, particularly in his Cuban homeland, literally finding his roots. For the jacket of his first book in 1953, Lam created an important color etching, enhancing it with watercolor and gouache. His images of native masks and spiked forms created an emphatic introduction to Char’s _Le Rempart de brindilles_ (The Rampart of Twigs).
Henry Moore
British. 1898—1986

Elephant Skull

Pagination: 94 unnumbered folios.
Page size: 19 3/4 x 14 3/8" (50.2 x 37.5 cm), irreg.
Images: 33 etchings (including wrapper), 5 with drypoint, in black on ivory wove Rives paper (except wrapper) (executed 1969—70).
Image shown: Wrapper, 20 3/8 x 32 3/8" (51.2 x 82.2 cm), irreg.
Housing: Publisher's vellum wrapper, with continuous etching on front and back, around ivory cardboard; publisher's beige linen solander box, lined with cream paper.
Edition: More than 115: 15 numbered 1—15, with supplementary suite; 85 numbered 16—100; 5 hors-commerce, numbered 1—V, with supplementary suite; 10 hors-commerce, numbered VI—XV; several other hors-commerce (this copy, signed, and inscribed "The Museum of Modern Art, New York").
Typography: Caslon.
Catalogue raisonné: Cramer 109—146.

The English sculptor Moore created his first book illustrations for Prométhée by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in 1950. After completing many lithographs and etchings, some of which were in books and portfolios, he embarked upon a series of etchings of an old elephant skull given to him by Julian and Juliette Huxley. The mystery that he found in the empty eye sockets and the patterns of surface cracks motivated him to also write about his work in this book. The etching on vellum that forms the book's jacket magnifies the motif of cracked bone that runs throughout the series.
Jean (Hans) Arp, Hans Bellmer, Victor Brauner, Serge Brignoni, Alexander Calder, Bruno Capacci, Elisabeth van Damme, Julio de Diego, Enrique Donati, Marcel Duchamp, Max Ernst, David Hare, Jacques Hérold, Marcel Jean, Wifredo Lam, Jacqueline Lamba, Man Ray, Maria, Matta, Joan Miró, Kay Sage, Yves Tanguy, Dorothea Tanning, Toyen

Le Surréalisme en 1947, exposition internationale du surréalisme

Authors: Various; edited by André Breton (French, 1896–1966).
Pagination: 144 pages: [1–7], 8–139, [140], (4) (including endpapers); 48 plates and reproductions hors-texte.
Page size: 9½ x 7¼" (24 x 20.3 cm).
Images: 18 lithographs: 6 in color, 12 in black; 4 etchings (2 with aquatint), in black; 1 photogravure, in color; 2 woodcuts, in black; 1 Readymade object (folder front); reproductions; on ivory wove paper (except folder front).
Image shown: Duchamp (American, born France, 1887–1968), Readymade, 7 ⅛ x 16¼ x ⅛" (20.3 x 17.6 x 1 cm).
Housing: Publisher’s cream wove paper binding under pink paperboard folder with Readymade object (foam rubber on black velvet) mounted on front and labeled “Prière de Toucher” on back, lined with ivory paper; red-brown linen exterior folder and slipcase, lined with cream paper.
Edition: 999. 950 numbered 1–950 (this copy, no. 691, signed); 49 numbered L–XLIX.
Catalogue raisonné: Duchamp: Schwarz 328.

This volume is somewhat more than the catalogue for the postwar international exhibition that was meant to show the survival of the Surrealist movement. The work of eighty-seven artists representing twenty-four countries was exhibited, but the book contains prints by only two dozen. Breton organized the exhibition with Duchamp, and the latter’s Dadaist predilection for shock is perfectly accomplished in his Readymade foam-rubber cover accompanied by a label stating, “please touch.”
The assassination of John F. Kennedy was a tragedy of belief for Americans and the entire Western world. It was the first event of such major importance to have been televised from the moment of occurrence through nearly every ensuing incident. From these disturbing videos, Warhol, the reaper of the preexisting photographic image, compiled this book, its text a pseudo-teletyped moment-by-moment account written by Greer. The silver-printed cover reproduces a front page of a newspaper camouflaged by standardized floral patterns from graphic transfer sheets.
Dieter Roth (Diter Rot)
Swiss, born Germany, 1930

Daily Mirror (Gesammelte Werke Band 10)

Author: Dieter Roth.
Pagination: 470 pages: (6), 1-462, (2).
Page size: 9½ x 6¾" (23 x 17 cm).
Images: Offset lithographs (enlargements of sheets cut from Daily Mirror newspaper), in black, on ivory wove paper.
Image shown: Cover, 9¾ x 17 x 1½" (25 x 43 x 3.2 cm).
Housing: Publisher's light-gray wove paper binding, with offset lithography, enclosed in yellow painted corrugated cardboard cover with square cutouts on front and back containing 2 signed miniature books cut from Daily Mirror newspaper; loose gray string ties.

Edition: 1,000: 100 numbered 1-100, with cover multiple designed by Roth (this copy, no. 72, signed "Dieter Roth"); 900 unnumbered.
Printer: Staib + Mayer, Stuttgart.
Book designer: Dieter Roth.
Catalogue Raisonné: Roth 43.

When Mayer published reprints or reproductions of Roth's early books, a limited edition of each was also issued with newly created covers by the artist. On the reproduction of his book of enlarged pages from a newspaper, Roth added a yellow corrugated cover with miniature newspaper books inserted in cut-out spaces in the front and back.
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Pierre Alechinsky. Le Rêve de l’ammonite by Michel Butor. [Mompellier, France]: Editions Fata Morgana, [1973]. Lift-ground aquatints and lithographs, 12¼ x 9¾" (32.5 x 25 cm); supplementary suite, lithographs, 12¾ x 10¾" (32.8 x 50.2 cm), aquatints, 19¼ x 25¾" (50.2 x 65.8 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of the artist. Plate 151

Apocalypsis Sancti Johannes. [Germany, c. 1470]. Woodcuts, 10¾ x 8¾" (27.2 x 21 cm). The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. PML 21786, f. 35v. Figure 16


Second copy: Ex Libris, New York


Max Beckmann. Apokalypse from the Bible. Frankfurt am Main: Bauersche Giesserei, 1943. Lithographs, some with watercolor additions. 15¾ x 11½" (39 x 30 cm). National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Gift of Mrs. Max Beckmann. Plate 68


Pierre Bonnard. Proof for image on page 81 of *Parallèlement*. [c. 1897–1900]. Lithograph. 5 x 8 7/16" (12.8 x 22 cm). Bequest of Philip Hofer, Department of Printing & Graphic Arts, Houghton Library, Harvard University

Pierre Bonnard. Proof, with text, for image on page 81 of *Parallèlement*. [c. 1897–1900]. Lithograph. 5 x 8 7/16" (12.8 x 22 cm). Bequest of Philip Hofer, Department of Printing & Graphic Arts, Houghton Library, Harvard University


Georges Braque. *Théogonie* by Hesiod. 1932. (Commissioned by Vollard.) Suite of etchings with remarques, some with drypoint. Each sheet, 21 x 14 1/8" (53.4 x 37.7 cm), irreg. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection. Figure 22; plate 41


Salvador Dali. Drawing for plate 29 of *Les Chants de maldoror* by Comte de Lautreamont (Isidore Ducasse). [1932–33]. Pencil. 8 3/4 x 6 1/4" (21.5 x 15.8 cm).


Sonia Delaunay-Terk. La Prose du Transsiberien et de la petite Jehanne de France by Blaise Cendrars (Frederic-Louis Sauser). 1913. Annotated proof for pochoir, with watercolor. 78 3/4 x 14 7/8" (199.5 x 36.7 cm) overall. Cabinet des Estampes du Musee d’Art et d’Histoire, Geneva. Plate 120


Second copy (trade edition): Private collection

Jim Dine. The Apocalypse, The Revelation of Saint John the Divine from the Bible. San Francisco: The Arion Press, 1982. Woodcuts. 13 1/5 x 8 7/8" (32.2 x 22 cm). Collection Arne and Milly Glimcher. Figure 13


Francisco de Goya. *Las caprichos* by Francisco de Goya. [Madrid: Francisco de Goya, 1799]. Aquatints, most with etching. 11 5/8 x 7 3/16" (30.1 x 20 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection. Figure 2


Juan Gris. *Te Faruru (Here We Make Love)*. [1893–94; printed by Louis Roy, Paris]. Woodcut with stencil. 14 1/6 x 8 1/6" (35.5 x 20.5 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Foundation


David Hockney. *A Rake’s Progress*, with poems by David Posner. London and New York: Lion and Unicorn Press, 1967. Reproductions. 14 5/8 x 15 3/4" (37 x 39 cm). Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, University of Rochester Library


David Hockney. *Fourteen Poems by C. P. Cavafy*. [London: Editions Alecto Limited, 1967]. Etchings, some with aquatint. Each sheet, 22 7/16 x 15 1/2" (56.3 x 39.4 cm) to 22 5/8 x 16" (57.3 x 40.6 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of the Celeste and Armand Bartos Foundation


*Hypnerotomachia Poliphili*. Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1499. Woodcuts. 11 5/8 x 8" (29.8 x 20.3 cm). The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations. Rare Books and Manuscripts Division. Figure 12


Marcel Janco. *La Premiere Aventure celeste de Mr. Antipyrine* by Tristan Tzara (Samuel Rosenstock). [Zurich]: Collection Dada, 1916. Woodcuts. 8 5/6 x 5 5/6" (22.4 x 13.9 cm).

Alfred Jarry, *Les Minutes de sable mémorial* by Alfred Jarry. [Paris, 1894]. Woodcuts and line-block reproduction, after pen-and-ink drawing, 5½ x 4½" (13.4 x 10.9 cm), irreg. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Figure 5; plates 80–81


Second copy: Collection Nelson Blitz, Jr., and Catherine Woodard

Jasper Johns. Sketches for *Foirades/Figlices* [c. 1975]. Pencil with pen and brush and ink. 14½ x 23½" (37.3 x 58.4 cm), irreg. Collection the artist. Figure 25

Jasper Johns. Sketch for *Words (Buttock Knee Sock . . . )* from *Foirades/Figlices* [c. 1975]. Pencil with pen and brush and ink. 14¾ x 17½" (36.5 x 45.1 cm), irreg. Collection the artist


Second copy: Private collection, Paris


Second copy: Carus Gallery, New York

Vasily Kandinsky. *Sound of Trumpets (Large Resurrection)* by Vasily Kandinsky. Munich: [c. 1911]. Watercolor, India ink, and pencil on thin cardboard. 12½ x 12¾" (32.5 x 32.5 cm). Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich. Plate 85


Second copy: The Toledo Museum of Art. Gift of Molly and Walter Bareiss


Oskar Kokoschka. Poster for *Mörder Hoffnung der Frauen*. [Vienna: Internationale Kunstschau, 1909]. Lithograph. 48 x 31¼" (122 x 79.5 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchase fund. Figure 14


Frantisek (or Frank) Kupka. *Quatre histoires de blanc et noir* by Frantisek Kupka. Paris: [Frantisek Kupka], 1926. Woodcuts. 12½ x 9⅛" (31.5 x 23.5 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Barr, Jr. Plates 68–70


Fernand Léger. Corrected proofs for *La Fin du monde, filmée par l’ange N.D.* by Blaise Cendrars (Frédéric-Louis Sauser). 1919. Line-block reproductions, after ink drawings, with handwritten notes by Cendrars. 12½ x 9¾" (31.5 x 25 cm). Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Département des Livres Imprimés


Fernand Léger. *Study for Les Trapézistes*, from *Cirque* by Fernand Léger. [c. 1950]. Gouache. 19½ x 25¾" (49 x 65.4 cm). Collection Georges Bauquier. Figure 10

Sol LeWitt. *Six Geometric Figures and All Their Combinations* by Sol LeWitt. New


Henri Matisse. Pasiphaë, chant de Minos (Les Crétois) by Henry de Montherlant. [Paris]: Martin Fabiani Editeur, 1944. Lithographs, 8 5/16 x 6 7/16 (21.7 x 17.9 cm). Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Departement des Livres Imprimes. Plate 23


Joan Miró. Maquette for Amoureuses, from A toute épreuve [c. 1947–58]. Gouache, colored pencil, pencil, and collage. 12 7/8 x 19 9/16 (32.5 x 50 cm). Cabinet des Estampes
du Musée d’Art et d’Histoire (Fondation Gérald Cramer), Geneva


Pablo Picasso. Suicide y mentira de Franco by Pablo Picasso. [Paris]: Pablo Picasso, [1937]. Etching and lift-ground aquatint. 22 1/2 x 14" (57.5 x 34.9 cm), irregular. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Louis E. Stern Collection. Plates 60–61

Pablo Picasso. Autoportrait. Autograph manuscript, dated April 28, 1938. Black crayon on the back of a blue invitation card. 6 7/8 x 4 1/4" (17.5 x 12 cm). Musée Picasso, Paris

Pablo Picasso. Autoportrait. Autograph manuscript, dated April 28—May 1, 1938. India ink on Arches paper. 10 3/4 x 6 3/4" (27.5 x 17.5 cm). Musée Picasso, Paris. Plate 92

Pablo Picasso. Head of a Woman No. 1: Portrait of Dora Maar (Tête de femme no. 1: Portrait de Dora Maar). [January–June, 1939]. Aquatint and drypoint. 11 1/2 x 9 1/4" (29.8 x 23.7 cm). Collection E. W. Kornfeld, Bern. Plate 91

Pablo Picasso. Head of a Woman No. 2: Portrait de Dora Maar (Tête de femme no. 2: Portrait de Dora Maar). [January–June, 1939]. Aquatint and drypoint. 11 1/2 x 9 1/4" (29.8 x 23.7 cm). Musée Picasso, Paris

Pablo Picasso. Head of a Woman No. 3: Portrait de Dora Maar (Tête de femme no. 3: Portrait de Dora Maar). [January–June, 1939]. Aquatint. 11 1/2 x 9 1/4" (29.8 x 23.7 cm). Musée Picasso, Paris

Pablo Picasso. Head of a Woman No. 4: Portrait de Dora Maar (Tête de femme no. 4: Portrait de Dora Maar). [April–May, 1939]. Aquatint. 11 1/2 x 9 1/4" (29.8 x 23.7 cm). The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Mrs. Melville Wakeman Hall. Plate 90

Pablo Picasso. Head of a Woman No. 5: Portrait de Dora Maar (Tête de femme no. 5: Portrait de Dora Maar). [January–June, 1939]. Aquatint and drypoint. 11 1/2 x 9 1/4" (29.8 x 23.7 cm). Musée Picasso, Paris

Pablo Picasso. Standing Nude I (Nu debout I), state I. [April 25, 1939]. Engraving. 11 1/2 x 3 3/4" (29.5 x 9.6 cm). Marina Picasso Col-
lection, Jan Krugier Gallery, New York. Figure 15

Pablo Picasso. Standing Nude I (Nu debout I), state IV. [April 27, 1939]. Engraving and aquatint. 11 7/8 x 2 3/8" (29.6 x 5.1 cm). Marina Picasso Collection, Jan Krugier Gallery, New York. Plate 93

Pablo Picasso. Little Standing Nude (Petit nu debout) and Standing Nude I (Nu debout I), state III. April 27, 1939. Little Standing Nude: engraving, 11 7/8 x 2" (29.6 x 5.1 cm); Standing Nude I: engraving and aquatint, 11 7/8 x 3 3/8" (29.5 x 9.6 cm), both printed on the same sheet of paper. Marina Picasso Collection, Jan Krugier Gallery, New York. Plate 94


Johannes Regiomontanus. Calendarium. Venice: Maler, Raitdolt & Lüslein, 1476. Woodcuts, 11 7/8 x 8 3/4" (28.9 x 20.6 cm). The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. PML 314, f. 20v. Figure 1

Larry Rivers. Stones by Frank O’Hara. [West Islip, N. Y.]: Universal Limited Art Editions, [1960]. Aquatint and lift-ground lithographs, 17 3/4 x 11 3/4" (45.7 x 29.5 cm), irregular. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. E. Powis Jones. Plate 30

Dieter Roth (Dieter Rot). Bok3c. Reykjavik: Hansjörg Mayer, 1970. Offset lithographs, 15 3/8 x 12 7/8" (39.4 x 32.5 cm), in printed corrugated cardboard cover with square cutouts on front and back containing 2 miniature books. 9 3/4 x 6 5/8" (25 x 17 cm). The Museum of Modern Art Library, New York. Plate 111


André Dunoyer de Segonzac. Les Croix de bois by Roland Dorgelès (Roland Lécavedé). Paris: Editions de la Banderole, [1921]. Drypoints and line-block reproductions, after drawings. 9 3/4 x 7 3/4" (24.7 x 18.4 cm). Gift of Philip Hofer, Department of Printing & Graphic Arts, Houghton Library, Harvard University. Plate 58


Judith Shea. *Haïkus* by John Ashbery. Colombes, France: Collectif Génération, [1990]. Soft-ground etchings, some with pochoir. 15 5/8 x 9 1/4" (40 x 24 cm). *Plate 148*


Antoni Tàpies. *El pà a la barca* by Joan Brossa. Barcelona: Sala Gaspar, 1963. Lithograph, some with collage, and collages. 15 5/8 x 16" (39.7 x 40.6 cm). *Plate 34*


**VARIOUS ARTISTS**


Walasse Ting. Letter to E. W. Kornfeld, regarding *1 Life*. April 19, 1963. Autograph manuscript. Sheet, 11 x 8 1/2" (28 x 21.7 cm). Collection E. W. Kornfeld, Bern

Alfred Jensen. Letter to Walasse Ting, regarding *1 Life*. May 14, 1963. Autograph manuscript with watercolor additions. Sheet, 11 x 8 1/2" (28 x 21.7 cm). Collection E. W. Kornfeld, Bern

Alan Davie. Letter to Walasse Ting, regarding *1 Life*. July 25, 1963. Autograph manuscript. Sheet, 8 x 6 3/4" (20.2 x 17.5 cm). Collection E. W. Kornfeld, Bern


The following listing has been grouped into four categories: General References, Publishers, Artists and Authors, and Reproductions. The first group gives a selection of books and articles on the modern art of the book. The second lists readings by or about the principal publishers included in this survey; the third focuses on artists and authors, listing catalogues raisonnés and other relevant sources under their individual names. The fourth category, Reproductions, gives retained versions of a number of this survey's publications.
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